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Abstract

The Air Cushion Lanoing System Is a scheme to replace the wheeled landing gear

on aircraft by a peripheral j-t air cushion. This concept has been developed through flight

testing by Bell Aerosystems and the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

The concept employs e flexible elastic membrane of "trunk" which is attached to

the bottom of the aircraft fuselage. During flight, the trunk shrinks elastically and hugs the

fuselage like a de-icing boot. When a flow of air is applied to the inside of the trunk, the

elastic material stretches and forms an elongated doughnut-shaped protrusion on the

underside of the aircraft. The air flow is ducted by the trunk to the fuselage periphery and

exhausted through a large number of holes or slots. As a result, a pressure builds up under

the aircraft when the ground Is approached. The pressure is sufficient to support the aircraft

and absorb its vertical landing velocity,

This study develops analytical relationships butween the variables associated with

the Air Cushion Landing System. Included are the following-

(a) The derivation of a theory which predicts the static characteristics of

the system.

(b) Analytical methods for predicting flow, jet height, and power require-

ments,

(c) Curves which Illustrate the interrelationships among the design vari-

ables.

(d) Computer programs for predicting the cross-sectional area and shape of

the elastic trunk.

iii



•e) The development and test of an unalytical model ,vhi,.h predicts tiie

dynamic response of the system to landing imp'act.

(f) A discussion of the design considerations for the systern.

Preliminary experimental data is presented to llusIrate thea agreement betwccn I
theory and experiment is good.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1 1 Sttateant {f tha Pr.hlom

Th- Purpose "' tl.i:, : is to devclop dtusign lechnique:; which can predict

analytically the power requirerunts and dynamic response of a unique air suspension

system which can be used to replace the lancliny gear on aircraft. The particular system

analyzed will be referred to as the Air Cushion Landing System and abbreviated ACLS. The

ACLS was developed jointly by Bell Aerosysterns and the Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory. It utilizes a ilexible skirt or "trunk" and a distributed peripheral jet as

described in Section 1.3. The development program for the ACLS is documented by

References 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The referenced program was largely experimerntal. This study

is intended to present analytical techniques which will be useful in extrapolating the

reported experimental results and in designing larger and more efficient air suspension

systems for aircraft.

The power requirements for an air suspension system may be stated in terms of

pressure versus flow characteristics for the fan which supplies the air for the system. In the

following chapters, relationships are developed which relate the pressure and flow to the

resulting ground clearance and overpressure beneath the aircraft. For the purposes of this

work, the effect of forward velocity is neglected.

The dynamic response of interest in this work iG the response of the air cushion

trunk to landing impact. It is desired to predict the forces and motions which result from a

residual vertical velocity of the ,oircraft at touchdown. Of particular interest are the

maximum arco.lera-don and the maximum trunk deflection for a given aircraft weight and

sink rate. For the purpose of this work, only vertical forces and motions are considered.

[- ----



2

Aerodynamic forces resulting from the aircraft surfaces are neglected as are all moments and

angular motions.

Static analyses of the trunk shape and flow characteristics are prerequisites to

aiiatytical treatment of both power requirements and the dynamic response of the system,

Consequently, these analyses are developed and experimentally verified prior to presenting

the dynamic and power system analysis.

The most widely accepted flow theories for predicting the cushion pressure in air

cushion vehicles are summarized in Chapter 2. Nondimensional flow parameters are

developed in Chapter 3. The prediction of the trunk shape and cross-sectional area is

developed in Chapter 4. Flow theories for the combined trunk-jet system are presented in
Chapter 5. Experimental results to verify the trunk shape and flow theories are presented in

Chapter 6. An analysis of the dynamic response of the trunk system is derived in Chapter 7.

Experimental verification of thu dynamic system is presented in Chapter 8. A summary of

the design considerations, the dynamic response and the power requirements is included in

Chapter 9.

The following design tools are presented'

(a) The power-jet height parameter, Chd, developed in Chapter 3 is

valuable dimensionless parameter for comparing the relative effectiveness of competing

designs for minimizing horsepower and maximizing jet height. The value of Chd for a design

may be determined easily by test, thereby eliminating a complicatad &;ialysis. The parameter

Chd is also valuable for scaling model test results to full size vehicles.

(b) The trunk shape analysis developed in Chapter 4 :-rovlc. the

capability of analytically evaluating the effect of trunk length, attachment po) 1,.

elasticity, cushici, pressure and trunk pressure on trunk shape, volume and sdiff , e

accuracy of this analysis in predicting trunk shape is illustrated by Figure 6-5 (Pae 5'9).



(c) The resitrictor flow theory developed in Chapter 5 provides the

capability of analytically evaluating the effect of jet size, spacing, angle, position on the

trunk; aircraft weight, power input, trunk shape and cushion area on the resultina footorint

pressure distribution, jet height and flow. The accuracy of the flow restrictor theory in

predicting pressure distribution around the trunk is illustrated by Figures 6-8, 6-9, and 6-10

(Pages 168, 169, and 170). The accuracy in predicting flow is illustrated in Figure 7-11

(Page 173). The accuracy in predicting jet height is illustrated by Figure 7-12 (Page 174).

(d) The dynamic analysis developed in Chapter 7 provides the capability

of analytically evaluating the influence of aircraft weight, sink velocity, fan characteristics,

trunk shape, trunk length, and trunk orifice area and spacing on the dynamic response of

the vehicle under landing impact. The accuracy of this analysis in predicting trunk pressure,

deceleration, and displacement during drop test is illustrated by Figures 8-11, 8-12, and 8-13

(Pages 244, 245, and 246), respectively.

1.2 Background

An air suspension system supports a vehicle on a cushion of air trapped between

the vehicle underside and the ground. The vehicle weight is uniformly distributed by the air

cushion over a large area. Extremely low ground pressure results. Consequently, such a

system offers the potential for operating on extremely soft ground and even water.

The two most common air suspension systems are known as the plenum chamber

and the peripheral jet. These systems are illustrated in Figures 1-1(a) and 1-1(b),

respectively, Both systems rely on "ground effects" or an overpressure caused by the

presence of the ground for support. In both systems, input power is required to maintain

the air cushion. The major difference between the two systems lies in the mechanism by

which the overpressure is maintained. The plenum chamber utilizes a flow restriction, while

the peripheral jet maintains the overpressure by a momentum "seal".
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In the case of the plenum chamber, air is pumped into the cavity under the

vehicle and leaks out through a narrow gap between the periphery of the vehicle and the

nrnilnd An nuArnr*ctilr It mnintasinsp in tho Pc2%IitI/ aM -ncanann •f kl m

between the pressure differential across the gap and the combined acceleration and

frictional forces which limit the flow of air through the gap. The result is a flow restriction

of the exhaust plane.

In the case of peripheral jet, air is vented in a jet at the periphery to form an air

curtain seal. The sealing effect of the jet is a consequence of the equilibrium between the

pressure differential across the jet and the centrifugal forces in the curved jet airflow.

Pressure in the cushion is maintained by this air curtain seal. In a "pure" peripheral jet air

suspension system, all air is introduced at the periphery. In theory, air neither enters nor

leaves the cavity when the system Is at equilibrium.

The concept of using an air cushion (or ground effects) to support an aircraft

during take-off and landing is not new. Machines which utilize this principle are called

Ground Effects Take-off and Landing aircraft and are abbreviated GETOL aircraft. Studies

of GETOL concepts have been conducted by AVRO Canada, ONERA (France), UTIAS

(Canada), DORNIER (Germany) and VERTOL and CONVAI R, and Bell Aerosystems in the

United States of America.(7,8)*

Figure 1-2(a) shows the AVROCAR, a peripheral jet concept which was studied

by AVRO between 1954 and 1962.(9,10,11,12,13) Research was discontinued because of

excessive power consumption (attributed to high duct losses) and instability when out of

ground effect.

Figure 1-2(b) shows a GETOL aircraft design proposed by VERTOL. The

VERTOL studies indicated that their design is competitive with conventional aircraft in

weight and performance.( 14 ,1 5 , 16 , 17 ,1 8 ) However, the static and dynamic stability and

control of the craft present major problems.

CONVAIR studied a GETOL aircraft with a thick rectangular wing equipped with

a peripheral nozzle.( 19 ,2 0 ) The major difficulties anticipated were stability and excessive

energy losses.

"Numbers in parentheses refer to references.
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FIGURE 1-2
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ONERA,( 2 1 ,2 2 ) LJTIAS(2 3 ,2 4 ,2 5 ,2 6 ) and DDRNIER( 2 7 ) have studied wings of

various shapes equipped with peripheral nozzles. Each of the studies mentioned above

employed a jet height (ground clearance) measurable in feet. Several deficiencies are

associated with such large ground clearances. These deficiencies include poor stiffness, poor

vertical energy absorptive propertim and large power requircmonts.

The concept developed jointly by Bell and the Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory is unique. (1,2,3,4) It utilizes a jet height of less than one inch, thus reducing the

power requirements to an acceptable levei, The use of flexible skirts around the periphery of

the air cushion greatly increases the stiffness and energy absorptive properties of the system.

1.3 The ACLS Concept

The Air Cushion Landing System completely eliminates the conventional aircraft

landing gear and replaces it with a cushion of air maintained beneath the fu3elage during

take-off and landing. An artist's concept of the system is shown in Figure 1-3. The elongated

doughnut shown on the bottom of the fuselage is call a trunk. The trunk forms the flexible

ducting required to provide a continuous curtain of air around the periphery of the fuselage.

Air is fed into the trunk from a compressor located in the nose wheel well. The air

is ducted by the trunk to the fuselage periphery and exhausted through jets in the trunk to

form a jet curtain. This jet curtain seals a pressure of one to two psi under the aircraft

fuselage when the ground is approached. The trunks are made of rubber and nylon. When

inflated, they stretch approximately 300% to assume the shape shown in Figure 1-3, When

not pressurized, they shrink and hug the fuselage like a de-icing boot.

A braking system is shown in Figure 1.4. Braking is accomplished by pressing a

brake material against the ground. The brake material may be replaced without replacing the

rest of the system - just as conventional brakes may be relined without replacing the

landing gear. Brakes are actuated by applying pneumatic pressure to the pillow sections

shown on the bottom of the trunk. Steering is accomplished by differential braking as in a

caterpillar tractor.
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The mechanism by which roll anyles are reacted is shown in Firiiwre 1-5. The figure

on the left shows the appro'imate footprint pressure of the ACLS under equilibrium

conditions. The aircraft is totally supported by the cushion of air maintained under the

fuselage. Under a large roll arigle, the fuutprinL pressure changes. The change is shown in the

flight figure. In addition to the cushion of air, the trunk is supporting the aircraft. The

pressure in the trunk is roughly twice the pressure in the cushion. The trunk pressure, acting

over the area shown in Figure 1-5, develops a large restoring moment whenever the bag is

flattened against the ground, Negligible scrubbing of the bag against the ground occurs due

to the large flow of air between the bag and ground. Very low friction results. rhe

phenomena by which pitch stiffness is obtained is identical to that by which roll stiffness is

obtained.

This Air Cushion Landing System is an extension of the technology developed for

air cushion vehicles. Figure 1-6(a) shows one such vehicle used by the U.S. Army in

Vietnamm.( 2 8 ) This vehicle weighs about eight tons. A larger vehicle built for the Navy by

Bell Aerosystems is shown in Figure 1-6(b). This vehicle weighs about 30 tons -

approximately equal to the C-119 and C-123.(7,28) The Britsh operate a vehicle which

weighs 163 tons, or nearly twice the weight of the C-130.17, 2 8 ) This vehicle, shown in

Figure 1-6(c), provides commercial ferry service across the English Channel.

An extensive amount of work has been published concerning the performance of

Air Cushion Vehicles.(8) Much of this work can, and has been applied to predicting the

static performance of the ACLS. However, the design of the trunks and the peripheral

nozzles on the ACLS are considerably different from the design of the same items on Air

Cushion Vehicles. A comparison of the three designs is shown in Figure 1-7. The left figure

shows the cross section of a typical plenum chamber with a flexible skirt. The middle figure

shows the cross section of a typical ACV peripheral jet trunk. The continuous peripheral

nozzle directs the jet inward at a constant angle. In the ACLS trunk shown on the right, the

jet is formed by many holes which direct the jet at various angles. Consequently, corrections

will be necessary in applying existing flow theories developed for simple peripheral jets.

These corrections are developed in Chapter 5.
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2. PERIPHERAL JET FLOW RELATIONSHIPS

2.1 Method of Appr'Udll tu Problem

It is desired to predict the interrelationship among load capacity, power and jet

height for a peripheral jet air suspension system. This problem involves eight independent
variables whose values are fixed by the environment, the design, or the mode of operation.
There are also eight dependent variables of interest. Consequently, it is necessary to develop

eight independent equations which relate the eight dependent variables.

The variables of interest and the laws which have been applied to develop the

eight equations are summarized in Section 2.2. The development of the equations requires

the assumption of a velocity profile across the jet. Several authors have made different

assumptions regarding this velocity profile. These different assumptions lead to different

theories on the performance of the peripheral jet. The basic relationships which are common

to all the theories of interest are developed in Section 2.3. The relationships for specific

theories are developed in Sections 2.4 through 2.9.

2.2 Background

The Air Cushion Landing System is generally similar in design to Air Cushion

Vehicles shown in Figure 1-6. Both employ peripheral jets of the type shown in Figure

1-1 (b). However, there are differences in the design of the trunk as shown in Figure 1-7. The

ACLS uses a distributed jet as compared with a concentrated jet for the Air Cushion

Vehicles. The single-peripheral jet system will be considered in this section. Distributed jet

systems will be presented in Section 5.

13
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A number of flow theories have been advanced to predict the plenum pressure

which will result from a pei;pheral jet of a given design.( 8 ) These flow theories fall into

three general categories.

The first category involves the develupment of an exact solution of the

Navier-Stokes equations of the jet flow. The viscous exact theory developed by Boehler( 3 0 )

falls into this category. The resulting relationships are quite complicated and therefore only

numerical evaluations will yield useful results.

The second category involves the conformal mapping of the hadograph plane for

solving the annular jet flow. A number of authors including Chaplin and Stephenson,( 3 1)

Strand,( 3 2 ) Ehrich,( 3 3 ) Cohen,( 3 4 ) Bligh,( 3 5 ) and Roche( 3 6 ) have developed solutions to

the jet flow field, assuming two dimensional, nonviscous flow. These theories have the

disadvantage of being overly complex without providing better agreement with experimental

results than provided by the simpler theories of category three.(8,3 7 )

The third category involves an approximation of the exact solution based upon

simplifying assumptions to predict the jet momentum. These theories are known as

momentum theories. They have the advantage of providing simple relationships and agreeing

reasonably well with experimental results.(8,3 7 ) A momentum theory which included the
effect of viscosity was advanced by Chaplin.( 3 8 ) However, this analysis requires the
assumltion of an experimentally developed entrainment function. This approach is

considered to have little merit over the application of an experimentally determined

coefficient of discharge to a simple nonviscous momentum theory.

The nonviscous momentum theories differ principally in the assumption made for

the velocity profile across the jet. The thin jet theory(n 9 ) assumes a velocity across the jet

which is constant and independent of cushion oi -ire. It is applicable only for large jet

heights or low cushion pressures. The exponential theory( 4 0 ) assumes an exponential

velocity profile across the jet. The Bai ratt Theory(4 1 ) assumes a velocity in the jet which is

inversely proportional to the jet radius of curvature. Earl( 1 ) developed a semi-empirical

relationship between jet height and velocity so that the predicted flow would be zero at the

end point where the jet height is zero.
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KhanzhonkorJ4 2 ) and Fujita (43) developed separate analyses for suspension

systems which employ two peripheriol jets to orovide a "doubla .ai" Khan*hnknnlr .j10M

the exponekitial theory and Fujita used the thin jet theory to predict the flow and pressure

ratio acruss each jet.

A number of other authors(8, 3 7 ) have used the nonviscous momentum theories

to predict flow performan,.e of peripheral jet air suspension systems, The momentum

theories which have been reported to give the best agreement with test results are the

Exponential Theory and the Barrett Theory.( 4 0 ,37)

In the sections to follow, the most prevalent nonviscous momentum theories will

be summarized. The development of relationships which are common to all of the peripheral

jet theories are prearited in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The momentum theories developed are as

follows:

The Thin Jet Theory - Section 2.6,

The Lxpo.iential Theory - Section 2.6,

The Barrett Theory - Section 2.7.

The Simple Plenum Theory is presented in Section 2.8. This theory is applicable

to the type of air suspension system shown in Figure 1-1(a). The plenum chamber relies

upon flow restriction rather than a mome itum seal to maintain the overpressure in the

pleum,

2.3 Development of Common Relationships

2.3.1 Approach

In this section, the variables associated with peripheral let perfornmance are listed,

the laws which have been applied are stated, and the relationships which are common to all

the peripheral jet theories have been developed.

{.I
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The variables involved in the problem arq shown on the idealized model of an air

cushion landing system in Figure 2-1. These variables may be grouped as follows:

Independent Envitwmii ita,-.l,,b

Pa - Atmospheric pressure, psfa

p - Atmospheric air density Ib/ft 3

Independent Dv.ign Variables

Ac - The effective horizontal area over which cushion pressure acts

(cushion area), ft 2

S - Length of the peripheral jet nozzle, ft

t - Width of peripheral jet nozzle gap, ft

0 - Effective nozzle angle, radians

Independent Operating Variables

hp - Energy per unit time contained in air supplied to the jet, horsepower

WA - Weight of aircraft, lb

Dependent Variables

d -Jet height, ft

it - Magnitude of the reaction Imparted by the jet (-Ibs)

PC(P) - Cushion pressure, psfg (psf)

pj (pj) Trunk (jet) pressure, psfg (psf)

p (p) - Pressure at an arbitrary point inside the jet, psfg (psf)

Qj - Flow rate of air from jet, ft 3 /sec

R - Radius of curvature of the path of an infinitesimal element of gas

in the jet, ft

v- Velocity of an infinitesimal element of gas inside the jet, ft/sec
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The independent environmental variables are considered constants. For a given

design, the independent design variables are fixed. It is desired to develop relationships

between the independent operating variables and the dependent variables for fixed values of

the independent environmental and design variables. Such relationsnips wouid aiiow ihe

prediction of the jet height as a function of power input and aircraft weight. The jet height

is an index of the air cushion performance as is discussed in detail in Chapter 9.

If one applies basic laws and principles to a free body of the peripheral jet system,

the necessary relationships may be developed. Since there are eight dependent variables, It

will be necessary to develop eight Independent relationships among the variables.

The relationships are as follows:

(a) Force equilibrium applied -it a cross section of the air cushion taken

parallel to the ground and at ground level gives:

WA = f (pc, Ac) (2-1)

(b) Conservation of energy involving the energy source for the system

gives:

hp = f (pi, Qj) (2-2)

(c) Geometric compatibility between thp jet radius and the other

dimensions gives:

R = f (d, 0, t) (2-3)

(d) D'Alembert's principle applied to an element within the jet gives:

P = f (p,v, R) (2-4)

(e) Conservation of energy applied to the jet gives Bernoulli's equation

f (P,v, p) (2-5)
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(f) Conservation of mass applied to the jet at its exit plane gives:

S= f (v, t) (2-6)

ig) i-orce equilibrium applied to the cushion seal gives:

d = f (Pc, J:;) (2-7)

(h) The definition of momentum applied to the jet gives:

J'= f (S, pj. t) (2-8)

The first two equations (2-1 and 2-2) provide relationships among the two

Independent operating variables and three of the dependent variables. These equations do

not involve assumptions concerning the flow in the jet. Consequently, they are applicable to

all of the jet flow theories to be developed later. The approach taken here is to develop

these two relationships first, then develop the remaining relationships based upon various

thecries of flow in the jet,

The development of the first two relationships, which are common to all flow

theories for the peripheral jet, is presented In Sections 2.3.2 and 2,3.3.

r 2.3.2 - Force Equilibrium

Force equilibrium may be applied to the air cushion vehicle at the ground

footprint as shown In Figure 1-5(a). The following assumptions are made:

2.3.2.1 The ACLS is symmetric and the opposite sides have identical flow,

stiffness and geometric characteristics.

2.3.2.2 The center-of-gravity of the aircraft is directly above the center of the

air cushion.
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2.3.2.3 The pressure is equal to P. inside the plenum and equal to Pa outside

the plenum.

2.3.2.`) All f!o,%A. intn tha trink Awhausts throuah the Deripheral let.

2.3.2.5 The net vertical thrust from the peripheral jet is negligible.

Force equilibrium applied at a cross section of the air cushion taken parallel to

the ground and at ground level gives:

WA = pcAc (2-9)

2.3.3 Conservation of Energy Involving the Power Source

The conservation of energy law may be applied to the energy supplied to the air.

In order to apply this principle, the following assumptions are made:

2.3.3.1 The air is incompressible.

2.3.3.2 The air is inviscid.

2.3.3.3 Energy losses are negligible.

2.3.3.4 Flow is adiabatic.

2.3.3.5 The air velocity in the trunk may be neglected (Pt = Pj, where Pt - total

pressure).

The work done on the air by the fan must produce an increase in the energy of

the air.
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Wf (P- Pa)Vf

where: Wf is the work done by the fan per revolution and

Vf ;b 6it air voiume displaced per revolution.

The above equation may be differentiated with respect to time.

dWf dVf
dt - Jdt

Written in terms of horsepower input to the air, the relationship becomes:

hp Pj•j (2-10)
550

2.4 General Technique for Developing Flow Relationships

2.4.1 Approach

In this section, the assumptions required to develop the flow equations are listed

and the general flow equations are developed. All the assumptions stated in this section

apply to all peripheral jet theories developed by this author in Sections 2.5 through 2.8.

Each of the theories also has additional assumptions peculiar to the particular theory. The

various laws will be applied in the same order as will be used in the sections to follow.

2.4.2 Geometric Compatibility

The various theories differ somewhat with respect to the assumptions made in the

area of geometric compatibility. The pauticultr esq,.imption for the geometry of the jet will

be considered separately for each of the theories to follow. It will be shown later that a

convenient dimensionless ratio associated with the nozzle geometry can be defined and will
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be referred to as the jet thickness parameter. This parameter is represented by the symbol

X and is defined as follows:

X 0t1 + sinG) (2-11)

2.4.3 D'Alembert's Principle Applied to the Jet

A relationship involving the pressure, the velocity and the radius of curvature of

the jet may be obtained by applying d'Alembert's principle.

The following assumptions are applicable:

2.4.3.1 The viscosity Is negligible.

2.4.3.2 The density of the gas Is cunstant.

2.4.3.3 The pressure and velocity along any streamline is constant.

D'Alembert's principle may be applied In the R direction to the infinitesimal
element of gas shown In Figure 2-2, The resulting equation Is:.

__d - (P +dP) (R + d??- 2(P + 7 ) sin qd -- P(R-- )d?

The above equation may be simplified by eliminating third order lifferentials-and

introducing the following substitutions:

2

R(&.pIR dn dm
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The resulting equation becomes:

I {2 dR di7 = dP dtS~Yon

Since di?:t U it is pouible to divide by tt to give a simple differtntial equation

which relates the pressure at any point in the jet to the velocity and the radius of curvature

at that point. The equation is:

dP =-p v2 dR (2-12)
go R

2.4.4 Conservation-of-Ene-gy Applied to Jet

A relationship between the pressure and velocity at any point in the jet may be

obtained by applying conservation of energy.

The following assumptions are applicable:

2.4.4.1 The air is incompressible,.

2.4.4.2 The air is inviscid. I

2.4.4.3 Energy losses are negligible.

2.4.4.4 The flow is adiabatic.

2.4.4.G The air velocity in the trunk may be neglected.

2.4.4.6 The total pressure is everywhere constant.

2.4.4.7 The air velocity in the trunk is aqrl *o zero and the piessure PI Pt

(where Pt total pressure).
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2.4.4.8 The flow velocity is perpendicular to the exit plane DF.

2.4.4.9 The effect of change of height of the gas is negligible.

2.4.4.10 The energy along any streamline is constant.

The conservation of energy principle may be applied to an arbitrary streamline(s)

in the jet shown in Figure 2-2. Tt1e energy rf the gas at any point in the trunk must equal

the energy of the gas at any point in the streamline. Since there is negligibIl heat transfer,

work, frictional losses, gas compression, and change in height during the flow process, the

energy balance becomes:

P1  v,2 P v2

-t- + +

p 2% p 2%

In the above equation, the j subscripts denote any point in the trunk and the

variables which are not subscripted denote any point in the jet. Assumption 2.4.4.5 permits

the elimination of the vj2 from the above equation. The resulting equation Is:

p. p v2

PJ =-- +-- (2-1b)
P p 2go

Equation (2-13) gives a relationship between the trunk pressure and the pressure

and velocity at any point in the jet.

2.4.5 Conservation of Mass

A relationship involving the flow may be obtained by summing the increments of

flow across the jet. The assumptions in applying this principle are the same as those -for the

conservation-of-energy principle, These assumptions are listed in Section 2.4.4. A model for
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the jet flow is shown in Figure 2-2. For an arbitrary value of it, the increments of flow

across the jet may be rummed in the radial direction. The resulting equation is:
R c
FI-

1= S J dR (2-14)

Ra

In the above equation, the integration is performed with il constant. The

variable S is the length of the jet curtain. Equation (2-14) gives the total flow from the jet,

evaluated at any angle tj . It is generally convenient to evaluate the flow at the exit plane

where n = 900 + 0.

2.4.6 Force Equilibrium Applied to the Jet Seal

Force equilibrium may be applied to the peripheral jet seal shown in Figure 2-2.

The assumptions from the previous sections are retained. The following assumptions are

added:

2.4.6.1 The surfaces above and below the air cushion are rigid and impervicus.

2.4.6.2 The cushion is in static equilibrium (no air entering or leaving the

cushion),

2.4.6.3 The cushion pressure is separated from the atmosphere by a peripheral

jet.

2,4.6.4 The mixing between the jet and the surrounding environment is

negligible and the velocity profile is constant along the length of the jet

(two dimensional flow).
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2.4.6.5 The total momentum of the jet at the nozzle exit plane (Section DF,

Figure 2-2) is equal in magnitude to the total momentum of the jet at

the cushion exit plane (Section EG. Fiaure 9-9.1

Under equilibfriurn conditions, air neither enters nor leaves the cushion (plenum).

The cushion pressure is maintained by the reaction which results from the momentum

change in the periphera; jet. For force equilibrium in hlIe air gap (d), the cushion pressure

times the area over which it acts must equal the time rate of change of the total jet

momentum. The equation axpressing force equilibrium across the air gap in the direction

perpendicular to the air gap (the x direction) is:

PcSd = ..- (,J)x 1 (2-15)
dt go

The magnitude of the force in the x direction developed by the change in momen-

tum of the gas may be determined by the momentum principle applied to the control

volume. The momernturn principle may be stated:

Tt WJx -o = + -go go 1F(wvx) + Twvx ~wvx]

Lout i

If the velocity and flow rate are assumed constant, and the geometry of Figure

2-2 is applied, the resulting equation is

d = J (1 + sin 0) (2-16)
wheego

where

WV
J, =-

go
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2.4.7 Pressure Variation Across the Jet

The principal difference between the various momentum theories is a difference

in the pressure variation across the jet. All theories presented assume the pressure and

velocity along any streamline is constant (Assumption 2.4.3.3). Consequently, jet pressure is

independent of q7 in Figures 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4.

The pressure variation across the jet may be determined by combining the
conservation-of-energy equation, Equation (2-13), and the .D'Alembert's equation, Equation

(2-12). The result is:

dP dR
.- - 2-RP-Pj R

The resulting differential equation gives the pressure variation with radius. This equation

may be integrated between the jet boundary and some arbitrary radius to give the pressure

at any point inside the jet.

The pressure variations for the three momentum theories are presented in

2.4.8- Velocity Variation Across the Jet

The velocity variation across the jet may be found in a similar manner to the

pressure variation. In this case, the pressure terms in the D'Alembert's Principle relationship,

Equation (2-12), may be eliminated by substitution of the conservation-of-energy

relationship, Equation (2-13). The result is:

dv -dR

v R
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The resulting differential equation relates the velocity variation to the radius. The

equation may be integrated between the jet boundary and some arbitrary radius vector with

terminus inside the jet to give the velocity at any point inride the jet. As a consequence of

Assumption 2.4.3.3 the velocity in the jet is independent of 7 in Figures 2.2, 2-3, and 2-4.

The velocity variations for the three momentum theories are presented in Sections

2.5.8, 2.6.8, and 2.7.8.

2.4.9 Momentum

The magnitude of the total reaction of the jet at the nozzle exit plane (Section

DF, Figure 2-2), may be determined by summing the total mass flow rate and velocity

across Section DF. The mass flow rate is determined by summing all the flow across section

DF. The result is

w = pS f vdRRa

The integration is performed at Section DF. This section is specified by holding

the angle 7t constant at 900 + 8 . By applying the definition of momentum, Equation

(2-16), and by using the mass-flow-rate relationship developed above, an expression for the

magnitude of the total jet reaction may be developed.

Rc
J,=-- S Fv2 dR (2-17)

Ra

The integration is performed with il= constant = 90 + 8 .

Equation (2-17) gives the magnitude of the total reaction of all the air

escaping from the jet at the bottom of the trunk, evaluated at the nozzle exit plane at the

lower surface of the trunk.
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2.4.10 Jet Flow

The ditferent momentum theories predict ditterent tlows as a consequence of the

different pressure distributions assumed to exist across the jet. The total jet flow, Qj, may

be found by integrating Equation (2-14). This integration has been performed in Sections

2.5.10, 2.6.10, and 2.7.10. In each section, the final result has been arranged so that the

expressions for the different theories may be compared easily. In each case, the expression

for flow has the following form:

Oj =ts -0 f pc/pj) X]

The term in brackets, if any, signifies the difference between the flow predicted

by the three theories. In later sections this term is treated as a flow coefficient and

designated CQ.

2.4.11 Recovery Pressure Ratio
The final relationship desired is the ratio of the cushion pressure to trunk pressure

as a function of the jet thickness parameter. This relationship has the form

Pc/Pj = f (X)

where X • t/d (1 + sin 0 ). A second relationship between pc/Pj can be developed by

combining Equations (2-9) and (2-10). The result is:

po/pi -)*j= *~[

It is evident from the above relationships that pc/Pj forms an important link in

relating the independent variables WAand hp to the resulting jet height d.
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The pc/pj = f(X) relationships for the three momentur, theories have been

developed in Sections 2.5.11, 2.6.11, and 2.7.11. The re.ationships involving aircraft weiaht

0Wi4, horsepower (hp) and jet height (d) have been developed in Chapter 3.

2.5 The Thin Jet Theory

2.5.1 Approach and Assumptions

In Section 2.3.2, Equation (2-9) was developed which relates aircraft weight to

cushion pressure and area

W = pc Ac (2-9)A

In Section 2.3.3, Equation (2-10) was developed which relates input power to

trunk pressure and flow.

lip =1Pi QJ (2.10)
550

It Is evident that if a relationship between pc and pj could be determined, and if

Qj could be expressed in terms of Pc and pj, then the aircraft weight and input horsepower
could be directly related.

A number of theories have been presented in the literature for relating pc and pj.

The simplest of these theories is the thin jet theory which is developed in this section. The

objective is to determine the flow Qj and the pc/Pj relationship which can be usad to link

Equations (2-9) and (2-10).

The Thin Jet Theory advanced by Chaplin(3 9 ) assumes that the jet height is very

much larger than the nozzle thickness (d )ý t). Under these conditions, the jet is extremely

thin and is considered as a single streamline (see Figure 2-3). In addition to the assumptions

made in Section 2.1, the following restrictions are imposed:

I
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2.5.1.1 The radius R is constant in magnitude.

2.5.1.2 The velocity and pressure variations are linear across the jet.

2.5.1.3 The increments dP and dR in Equations (2-12), (2-14), and (2-17) may

be replaced by the finite quantities:

&p = Pc - Pa and AR = t

2.5.1.4 The streamline is tangent to the ground at Section EG of Figure 2-3.

2.5.1.5 The thickness of the jet is sufficiently small such that Rc= R = Ra.

2.5.1.6 The p-essure and velocity along the streamline from DF to EG is

constant (Figure 2-3).

2.5.1.7 The pressure variation across the jet is assumed to be liraar and the

average pressure may be expressed by the relation:

P = Pa + a (Pc Pa (2-18)

where 0 < f < 1. Therefore, Pc> P ;? Pa. The value of f may be

determined experimentally. Chaplin (39) suggests the use of f = 0.

4Stanton-Jones(
4 0 ) and Gates( 4 4 ) have developed theories using a

value of f 1. For the purposes uf this development, f 0 will be

considered.
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2.5.2 Geometric Compatibilitv

From Figure 2-3 it may be seen that the following geometric relationship holds:

R d (2-19)
1 +sin 0

2.5,3 D'Alembert's Principl,

Assumption 2.5.1.3 applied to the D'Alembert's equation, Equation (2-12), gives:

P = ( ) 2 ( (2-20)

In the above equation, both Pc and v are unknown quantities. The calculation of Pc is

dependent upon v. In turn, v is dependent upon P wnich is determined by the choice of f

in Assumption 2.5.1.7.

2.5.4 Conservation of Energy

Conservation-of-energy applied as specified in Section 2.4.4 gives:

P= P+ 1/Pv 2-/ (2-21)\go/

2.5.5 Conservation of Mass

Conservation-of-mass applied as specified in Section 2.4.5 together With

Assumption 2.5.1.3 gives:

Qj = St v (2-22)

2.5.6 Force Equilibrium

Force equilibrium applied as specified in Section 2.4.6, together with

Assumptions 2.5.1.1, 2.5.1.4, 2.5.1.6, and the Geometric Compatibility Assumption,

Equation (2-19), gives:

I
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pcd S J'(1 + sin 0) (223)

2.5.7 Pressure Variation

The pressure variation across the jet is constant and equal .to the value aunumed in

Assumption 2.5.1.7,

P Pa (2-24)

2.5.8 Velocity in the Jet

The velocity in the jet may be determined by substituting the pressure In the jet,

Equation (2-24), Into the conservation-of-energyrelationship, Equation (,2-2,1). The result

is:

2g0
0 (Pi) (2-25)

2.5.9 Momentum

"the reaction of the jet may be determined by combining Equations (2-16),

(2-22), and (2-25.). The result is:

J'= 2Spjt (2-26)

2.5.10 Jet Flow

The flow may be determined by cormbining, the energy and mass-consprvatiun

equations, Equations (2-21) and (2-22), and applying the pressure equation, Equation

(2-24). The result is:

Qj S (2-27)
t \pLjPO Pi
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2.5.11 Pressure Hatio

The pressure ratio tor the system may be obtained by combining the equilibriumr!

and mcmentum equations, Equations (2-23) and (2-26), and applying the definition for jet

thickness parameter, X =(t/d)(1 + sinO ), Equation (2-11). The result is:

Pc/Pj = 2 X (2-28)

2.6 The Exponential Theory

2.6.1 Approach and Assumptions

The simplest theory for relating pc/Pj to jet geometry was presented in Section

2.5. In the present section, a more accurate theory has been developed. The development

presented follows the overall approach outlined in Section 2.4. The objective of this section

is to develop a more exact relationship between pc and pj so that input horsepower,

Equation (2-9), and aircraft weight, Equation (2-10), can be directly related.

The exponential theory was advanced by Stanton-Jones.( 4 0 ) In this theory, the

pressure variation across the jet is exponential as shown in Equation (2-37). The additional

assumptions are:

2.6.1.1 The radius R is constant and can be approximated by RV.

2.6.1.2 The radius Rc is tangent to the ground at Section EG of Figure 2-3.

2.6.2 Geometric Compatibility

The geometric compatibility a3sumptions are based upon Figure 2-3. It may be

seen that the following relationships hold:

d
Rc d (2-29)

1 +sin 0
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Rc Ra + t (2-30)

2.6.3 D'Alemberz's Principle

Assumption 2.3.3.1 applied to the D'Alembert equation (2-12) gives:

PC Rc

1,2 =- dR (2-31)
v2 ggoRa

Pa Ra

The variables of integration in the above equation may be rhanged to eliminate

the Rc and Ra variables. The integration is performed along the z axis (at Section DF in

Figure 2-3) between z-o and z t. By applying the new dummy variable, z, and using

Equations (2-29) and (2-11), the R variable may be eliminated from Equation (2-31). The

result is:

PC t

dP p X dz (2-32)

Pa 0

2.6.4 Conservation of Energy

Conservation of energy applied as specified in Section 2.4.4 gives:

-= 2 (pj _ p) (2-33)
P

2.6.5 Conservation of Mass

Conservation of mass may be applied by integrating the velocity across the z-axis

between z-o and z-t as shown in Figure 2-3.
t

Qj S vdz (2-34)

0



2.6.6 Force Equilibrium

Force equilibrium applied as specified in Section 2.4.6, combined with

Assumptions 2.6.1.1 and 2.6.1.2, g;ves:

PC S d = J'(1 + sin 0) (2-35)

2.6.7 Pressure Variation

The velocity relationship, Equation (2-33), sylbstituted Into the D'Alembert

equation (2-32) between the outer boundary and some arbitrary point (z) inside the jet

gives:
-2X z/t)

p = Pj (1 - t (2-36)

where X is defined by Equation (2-11).

2.6.8 Velocity in the Jet

The velocity in the jet may be determined by solving the pressure variation,

Equation (2-36), with the energy equation, Equation (2-33). The result is:

v = 2g• 0 p (e-X Z/t] ) (2-37)
Pp

2.6.9 Momentum

The total reaction of the jet may be determined by Equation (2-17).

t

J= P v2 dz

0

L.0
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Substituting in Equation (2-37) and integrating gives:

X = 2tSpjL• (1 -e-2X)] (2-38)

2.6.10 Jet Flow I
The jet flow may be determined by combining the velocity relationship, Equation

(2-37), with the conservation of mass equation, Equation (2-34), and integrating. The result

is:

o ts (P1) -((1 -e-X)] (2-39)

2.6.11 Pressure Ratio

The pressure ratio may be determined from the force equilibrium relationship,

Equation (2-35), combined with the momentum relationship, Equations (2-38) and (2-11).

The result is:

Pc/Pj = 1-e-2X (2-40)

2.7 The Barratt "1 heory

2.7.1 Approach and Assumptions

The Barratt theory has been reported to provide quite accurate predictions of the

performance of a peripheral jet.( 4 0 ,3 7 ) In this section, the jet flow and recovery pressure

ratio predicted by the Barratt theory have been developed. These parameters are related to

aircraft weight and horsepower in Chapter 3.
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Barratt's theory(4 1 ) differs from the previous theories in the geometry assumed

for the jet. A cross section of the jet is shown in Figure 2-4. It should be rioted that in this

theory it is not necessary for the jet thickness to be constant and streamlinp • rinac nnt

hL-ve to be tangent to the ground.

in addition to the assumptions made in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, the following

assumptions are made:

2.7.1.1 At the jet exit plane all streamlines have a common center of curvature

(shown as point M in Figure 2-4).

2.7.1.2 The total hoad or stagnation pressure is constant across the jet.

2.7.1.3 The total momentum J of the jet after the jet has been deflected is

equal in magnitude to the exit plane jet momentum.

2.7,1.4 The pressure along any streamline is constant.

2.7.2 Geometric Compatibility

From the geometry in Figure 2-4 It may be seen that at Section DF

Rc = Re + t (2-41)

Based upon Assumption 2.7.1.3 it Is possible to use geometric compatibility to

calculate the charge in momentum of the jet. The angle through which the jet turns is 900 +

o . The net change of the momentum vector may then be written:

(J)x J'(1 + sin 0) go (2-42)dt
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2.7.3 D'Alembert's Principle

D'Alembert's Principle applied as specified in Section 2.4.3 gives:

dP = Pv2  (2-43)
dR R go

237.4 Conservation of Energy

The conservation-of-energy principle applied as specified in Section 2.4.4 gives:

pv2
PJ = P + 2 go (2-44)

In order to determine the velocity variation across the jet,it is desired to replace

dP/dR in Equation (2-43) with an expression for d v/dR. The needed expression may be

derived by differentiating the energy equation (2-44) with respect to R and applying

Assumption 2.7.1.2.

d P P dv (4
d'R go dR (2-45)

Equations (2-45) and (2.43) have been combined in Equation (2-51).

2.7.5 Conservation of Mass

The conservation-of-mass principle applied as specified In Section 2.4.5 gives:
Rc

Q =S v dR (2-46)

Ra
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2.7.6 Force Equilibrium

Force equilibrium applied as specified in Section 2.4.6 in conjunction with the

geometric compatibiiity relationship developed in Lquation (2-41) gives:

PC S d = J(1 +sin 0) (2-47)

2.7.7 Pressure Variation

The pressure variation may be found by solving the D'Alembert equation (2-43)

for v and substituting it in the conservation of energy equation (2-44). The result is:

f P 2f- R_(2-48)

At the inside to jet boundary (streamline sc)

P = Pc

R = Rc

By integrating Equation (2-48) and applying the boundary condition to evaluate

the constant the fol'owing equation is obtained:

P = Pj + (Pc -PI) (2-49)

At the outside of the jet boundary (streamline sa),

P = Pa

R Ra

V = Va
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Equation (2-49) evaluated at the outside boundary gives:

Re -12 , a Pc/Pj (2-60)

-C V

2.7.8 Velocity Variation

The velocity variation may be determined by equating the D'Alernbert and the

energy equations as formulated in Equations (2-43) and (2-45) respectively. The result is:

dv _ dR (2-51)
v R

At the outside jet boundary (streamline sa)

R = Ia

v 0 Va

By Integrating Equation (2-51) and applying the boundary conditions, the

following equation results:

Ra

R

Va may be expressed In terms of Pj by applying v va where P Pa, in the

conservation of energy equation (2-44). The result Is:

Va 29o PJ

vP

-p1 =• •



The last equation may be substituted into the general velocity equation to yield:

v = Ra 2g P. (2-52)
-R p2

2.7.9 Momentum

The total reaction of the jet may be determined by substitutinq the value of v

given by Equation (2-52) In the momentum equation, Equation (2-17), and integrating

between the limits Ra and Rc. The resulting equation Is:
cR

J'= 2S(Ra)2  dR (2-53)
fa

Integration gives:

21 Ra (R0 - R%
J' = 2 Sp P Ra ( c - a) !

RC

Equations (2-41) and (2-50) applied to the above relationship give:

J' - 2SpjtV'1 - cPj (2-54)

2.7,10 Jet Flow

Jet flow may be determined by substituting the velocity equation (2-52) in the

conservation of mass equation (2-46), The resulting equation is:
Rc

a ( a
i a pp

Integrating and applying Equations (2-41) and (2.50) gives:
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Q tS _g• - (p ) /1 - cpj_,/
Q t . (pj) loge (1 - pc/p2) (2-56)

Sp 1 - - pC/p e

2.7.11 Pressure Ratio

The presure ratio may be determined by substituting the momentum equation,

Equation (2-54), in the force equilibrium equation, Equation (2-47), and applying the

definition for jet thickness parameter, Equation 12-11), to simplify. The result is:

pc/pJ= 2X. X+- 1 -XJ (2-57)

2.8 Plenum Theory

2.8.1 Approach and Assumptions

The relationships developed in Sections 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 apply only to a

peripheral jet and not to a plenum chamber. In this section, the equations for predicting the

horsepower, flow and jet height for a plenum chamber have been developed.

The plenum chamber differs from the peripheral jet as may be observed by

comparing Figures 1-1(a) and 1-1(b). In the plenum chamber design, the air is blown

directly into the plenum (cushion) rather than into thn trunk. Consequently, the plenum

chamber has ro trunk pressure, no peripheral jet, and no momentum seal. The cushion

pressure is maintained by the flow restriction imposed by the air gap between the vehicle

skirt and the ground. The relationships for this system may be developed by conservation of
energy applied to the exit and by conservation-of-mass; applied to the air flowing from the
power source. The assumptions made in Section 2.3 apply, but those made in Sections 2.4,

2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 do not apply.

The additional a3sumptions required are:

2.8.1.1 The air is incompressible.
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2.8.1.2 The air is inviscid.

2.8.1.3 Energy losses are negligible.

2.8.1.4 The flow is adiabatic.

2.8.1.5 The air velocity in the cushion may be neglected (Pt = pc, where pt =

total pressure).

2.8.1.6 The total pressure is everywhere constant.

2.8.1.7 The flow velocity at the exit is two dimensional and perpendicular to

the exit plane.

2.8.2 Conservation-of-Energy Applied to Exhaust Exit Plane

The conservation-of-energy equation may be written:

Pc = Pa + v2  (2-58)
2go

Equation (2-58) expresses the cushion pressure in terms of pressure and velocity

of the exhaust air which has expanded to atmospheric pressure.

2.8.3 Conservation of Mass

Conservation-of-mass applied to the exhaust exit gives:

Qp v pdp SpCd (2-59)
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where the subscript p refers to the plenum.

Equation (2-59) expresses the total flow from the plenum chamber in terms of

the effective flow area and the velocity of the gas crossing the flow area.

2.8.4 Conservation-of-Energy Involving the Power System

Using a development similar to that given In Section 2.3.1, the horsepower

delivered to the plenum is:

hp = ,p (2-60)

550

2.8.5 Determination of Flow

Flow from the plenum may be obtained by combining Equations (2-58) and

(2-59). The result is:

Q - (Pc) Cd Sp dlp (2-61)

Equation (2-61) gives the total flow from the plenum in terms of the cushion

pressure and the effective flow area.

2.8.6 Horsepower Relationship

result Is: The horsepower Input can be determined from Equations (2-61) and (2-60). The

(pc3/2 Sd (2
hp p p Cd _!g ' (2 )

Equation (2-62) gives the total horsepower which must be supplied to the air in

terms of the cushion pressure and the effective flow area.

____I"__i i i i i I i -- i 1 i i i 1 i



3. COMPARISON OF FLOW THEORIES

3.1 Introduction

In order to make a general comparison of the performance predicted by the flow

theories developed in Chapter 2, it is necessary to develop six nondimensional parameters.

Three of these paramctcr. are widely used in the literatirp, of Air Cushion Vehicles. These

parameters include:

(1) A,, the jet augmentation ratio is defined as follows:

total vehicle lift force
A, reference force (3-1)

A number of different reference forces are used in the literature.(8) In this

chapter, the reference force is the thrust which could be generated if the exhaust were

discharged vertically downward. The augmentation ratio is discussed in Section 3.7.

(2) pc/Pj, the recovery pressure ratio is defined as follows:

cushion pressure (gage) (3-2)

Pc/PV: = trunk pressure (gage)

The recovery pressure ratio is discussed in Section 3.2,

(3) X, the nozzle thickness parameter which was defined in Section 2.4.2 as

follows:

X = + (1+sin 0) (2-11)
d

49
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The nozzle thickness parameter is discus -ed in Section 3.3.

chapter. These parameters include:

(1) CO, the cushion pressure coefficient is a flow coefficient. This

paramnter is developed in Section 3.4.

(2) Cht, the power-thickness parameter, is a dimensionless parameter useful

in predicting power requirements for a peripheral jet. This parameter is

developed in Section 3.5.

(3) Chd, the power-height parameter, is a dimensionless parameter useful in

determining the minimum power for a required jet height. This

parameter is developed in Section 3.6.

3.2 Recovery Pressure Ratio

The ratio of cushion pressure to trunk pressure is known as tha recovery pressure

ratio. It has been shown previously (Section 2.3.2) that the value of pc may be determined

by the aircraft weight and the cushion area. The value of pj is dependent upon the input

power, the jet area, the jet height, and the jet angle. Consequently, the ratio of pc/pj gives

an important dimensionless quantity which is dependent on all the major variables. In

addition, it will be shown in Chapter 4 that the trunk shape and stiffness are strongly

influenced by pc/Pj.

Because of the features cited above, pc/pj was selected as the standard dependent

variable against which other dimensionless parameters have been plotted.
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3.3 Nozzle Thickness Parameter

The nozzle thickness parametei was defined in Section 2.4.2 as follows:

X 0L (1+ sin 0) (2-11)
d

This parameter relates nozzle geometry to jet height. For a given design, the

nozzle thickness (t) and the jet angle ( 0) are relatively constant. Equation (2-11) shows that

the jet height (d) and the parameter (X) are inversely related. Consequently, the nozzle

thickness is valuable in showing the interre~ationship between the independent variables and

the jet height. This interrelationship has been shown by graphs of various nondimensional

parameters plotted ngainst the dependent variable pc/Pj.

Graphs of 1/X versus p./Pj for the three flow theories are presented in Figure 3-1.

The analytical relationships between (pc/Pj) and X are shown in Table 3-1.

3.4 Pressure Coefficient

The p; •sure coefficient, CQ, is, in fact, a flow coefficient which is dependent

upon the recovery pressure ratio (pc/pj). This, efficient has been developed in this section.

Consider the total flow from the jet at the nozzle exit plane as shown by Section

DF In Figure 2-2. The pressure on the cush;ori side of the jet is higher than the pressure on

the atmospheric side of the jet. Consequently, a velocity and a flow gradient may exist

across the thickness of the jet. It is the nature of the assumed pressure gradient across the jet

thickness which gives rise to the differences between the three momentum theories. In

Sections 2.5.10, 2.6.10, and 2.7.10, expressions have been developed for the total flow from

the let as predicted by the three momentum theories. The resulting equations are:

Thin jet theory

Q. ts Ilpl()1] (2-27)
j p
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Exponential theory

t pj) 0l - e

Barratt theory

I'd 2g_-LP/P log e (11- Pc/Pj) (2-56)

Equations (2-28), (2-39), and (2-56) were constructed so that the flow is

dependent upon a standard reference pressure (pi) multiplied by a factor to compensate for

the pressure gradient across the jet thickness. The factor in brackets defines pressure

coefficient, CQ.

The pressure coefficient, Ci, is defined from Equations (2-28), (2-39), or (2-56)

as follows:

Ck J (3-3)
t ,2g, (Pj

Graphs of CQ versus pc/Pj are shown in Figure 3-2. The expressions for CQ are

summarized in Table 3-1.

Using the pressure coefficient, it is possible to write a general flow equation for

the total flow from an actual concentrated peripheral jet air suspension system. The

relationship Is:

Qj = St ý (pj) CQCx (3-4)

where: Cx = coefficient of discharge for let nozzle with p,,pj --0
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=Q pressure coefficient which compensates for pressure gradient across the jet.

3.5 Power Thickness Parameter

The power-thickness parameter, Cht, is a dimernsioiless parameter useful In

visualizing the effect of trunk pressure on power requirements. This parameter may be

developed from the general horsepower equation (2-10) and the general flow equation (3-4).

These equations are:

pj Qjhp = (2-10)

550

Qj St 2gO-(pj) CQCx (3-4)
SP

Equations (2-10) and (3-4) may be combined to yield:

hp (pj) 3 /2 S t CO Cx 3-5)

p 550

A dimensionless relationship may be developed by rearranging Equation (3-5) and

dividing both sides by (pc)3 / 2 . The resulting relationship forms the basis for defining the

power-thickness parameter, C ht-

(hp) (550) (pjl3/2Cht - CQ Cx (3-6)
St g (pc 3/2 \PC

For a given load, cushion area, cushion periphery and jet configuration, the

parameter Cht is directly proportional to horsepower. A plot of pc/Pj versus Cht (see
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Figure 3-3) shows how, other parameters being constant, increases in trunk pressure cause

increames in horsepower.

3.6 Power-Height Parameter

The power-thickness parameter, developed in Section 3.5, does not include the jet

height (d) in the relationship. In the design of a peripheral jet air cushion system, it is

generally desirable to maximize jet height and minimize power. A dimensionless parameter

which includes both horsepower and jet height may be developed by multiplying both sides

of Equation (3-6) by the ratio (T/d). The result is defined as Chd the power-height parameter.

Chd = d()(5 1 1 ) ( /) 2 CQ Cx (3-)

r p (pc)3/2 d \Pc eC 37

Equation (3-7) contains horsepower and jet height as a ratio. Since it is desirable

to minimize power and maximize jet height, a minimum value of the parameter Chd should

be selected as a design point.

Graphs of Chd versus pc/pj for 0 = 0 and Cx = 1.0 are shown in Figure 3-4(a).

The effect of 0 is shown in Figure 3-4(b and c). It is evident from Figure 3-4(a) that design

points in the range of pc/Pj = 0.4 to pc/pj = 0.9 are desirable from a maximum jet height,

minimum power standpoint.

3.7 Augmentation Ratio

The augmentation ratio is, in fact, a lift coefficient for the vehicle. This parameter

is defined at least seven different ways in the literature,( 8 ) depending on the choice of the

reference force in Equation (3-1). Only one definition will be considered here. The reference

force assumed here is the maximum thrust which could be generated if the jet nozzle
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exhaust were discharged vertically downward. This thrust has been designated Fj. The

expression for the augmentation ratio is:

A = P, L; ZU I ;UpP ,oI t + du iudi jet thrust in vertical direction I
ideal jet thrust

or

A =PC Ac + Fj cos (3-8)F j

An expression for Fj may be developed by evaluating the total change of

momentum in the vertical direction for the air as it flows from the trunk to the atmosphere.

If the simple jet theory is assumed, the magnitude of the total momentum of the jet at the

exhaust plane is given by Equation (2-26).

J' = 2 S t pj (2-26)

The momentum of the gas in the trunk is assumed to be zero. The magnitude of the jet

thrust may be written:

F1 = 2S tpi (3.9)

Equation (3-9) may be substituted into Equation (3-8) and the result rearranged

to give an expression which relates A, to p./Pj. The resulting equation is:

A, = cos0 + (pc/pj) ( t (3-10)

Equation (3-10) may be further simplified by assuming the cushion is circular in

shape. For a circular shaped cushion with a diameter, D,
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Ac =7r D2

4

S = rD

The recovery pressure (pc/pj) may be written:

pc/Pj = 2 -t (1+sine)
d

The above three relationships may be substituted into Equation (3-10) to give:

A, = cos0 + 1 (1 +sin0) (3-11)
4 d/D

Equation (3-11) expresses the augmentation ratio in terms of jet angle, cushion

diameter and jet height. A circular cushion (plenum) area and the simple jet theory were

assumed in developing Equation (3-11).

The influence of d/D on A, for various values ot jet angle 0 is shown in Figure

3-5.

3.8 Summary of Results

The influence of pc/pj on the nozzle thickness parameter is shown in Figure 3-1.

The inverse of the nozzle thickness parameter is directly proportional to jet height.

Consequently, Figure 3-1 shows how the jet height varies with pc/pj for constant values of

nozzle thickness Mt) and jet angle (0). 'This figure shows that jet height increases with

decreasing pc/pj. It may be recognized that a decreasing pc/Pj implies an increasing pj, if pc

is held constant. The figure suggests that jet height increases witn increasing pj. This result is

intuitively appealing. The three theories shown give similar results for small values of pc/Pj

but diverge with increasing pc/Pj. The Barratt theory has been shown (Reference 41) to give

the closest agreement with experimental results. The exponential theory is useful because of
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its relative simplicity and its close agreement with the more complicated Barratt theory. The

simple jet theory (with f=o, Eq 2-18) is accurate only at low values of pc/Pi and X (say pc/Pj

<0.4 and X <0.2). It is useful in developing simple preliminary relationships and trends.

The intluence ot pc/Pj on the pressure coefficient (CQ) is shown in Figure 3-2.

For the theories presented, this relationship is independent of the jet angle, 0 . The figure

shows that a high value of pc/Pj is desirable to minimize this coefficient.

The influence of pc/Pj on the power-thickness parameter is shown in Figure 3-3.

The parameter, Cht, is directly proportional to input power. Figure 3-3 shows that, for

constant values of nozzle area and cushion pressure (aircraft weight), high values o of pc/Pj

(low values of pj) are desired for minimum power.

The influence of pc/Pj on the power-height parameter (Chd) is shown in Figure

3-4. It is generally desirable to minimize power and maximize jet height. For constant pc

(aircraft weight), and fuselage perimeter (S), a minimum Chd would give a maximum jet

height and minimum power input. Figure 3-4(a) shows that both the exponential and the

Barrett theory give Chd curves with minimum values around pc/Pj = 0.7. Since the curve is

flat in the region of pc/Pj = 0.4 to pc/pj = 0.9 a considerable latitude exists in selecting an

optimum pc/pj.

The influence of 0 on the power-jet height parameter is shown in Figure 3-4(b

and c). The curves show that a high value of 0 is desirable. However, if 0 becomes too large,

the flow will attach to the underside of the aircraft and momentum seal will be lost. A value

of 0 - 600 is generally considered as the maximum practical.

The effect of the jet height to cushion diameter ratio on augmentation ratio for a

circular cushion is shown in Figure 3-5. The figure shows that it is desirable to have small

values of d/D for maximum augmentation. Large values of augmentation are desirable to

minimize power, The value of jet height (d) is generally determined by the roughness of the

terrain on which the vehicle is designed to operate. Consequently, d is largely independent

of vehicle size. For maximum augmentation it is desirable to make the cushion diameter as

r II
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large as possible without violating structural weight and dynamic constraints.

In summary, Figure 3-3 shows that power decreases with increasing pc/pj if jet

h.eht it nlrinwad to decrease. However, for a specified value of jet height it is desirable to

select a value of pc/pj in the range of 0.4 to 0.7. Figures 3-4(b and c) show that it is

desirable to employ a jet angle ei ot at least 300. Larget dilgles, up to 600, givc slight

additional benefits in minimizing the power-height parameter. Finally, Figure 3-5 shows that

it is desirable to make the vehicle diameter large and the jet clearance small for maximum

augment;ation.
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4. PREDICTION OF THE SHAPE OF A TWO DIMENSIONAL AIR CUSHION TRUNK

4.1 Approach

Accurate predictions of the cross-sectional shape and area of the air cushion trunk

are nccc"sary in determining the flow rate, iet height, stiffness and dynamic response of the

system. It is desired to predict the trunk shape when it is subjected to two types of loading.

The first type occurs when the aircraft is being supported totally by the air

cushion, In this case, the trunk transmits none of the load directly to the ground. The trunk

shape associated with this type of loading is illustrated by Figure 4-1. This case is called the

Free Trunk Shape. It is developed in detail in Section 4.4.

The second type of loading occurs during dv;:iamic loading of the air cushion. In

this case, a portion of the trunk may be flattened against the ground and transmits loads to

the ground through a thin layer of air. The trunk shape associated with this type of loading

is illustrated in Figure 4-2. This case is called the Loaded Trunk Shape. It is developed in

Section 4.5. Computer programs which predict these two shapes for an inelastic trunk

material are presented in Appendices I and II respectively. Appendix III contains a

computer program for predicting the Free Trunk Shape including the effects of trunk

material which have non-linear elasticity.

4.2 Background

The configuration and loading of the trunk of the Air Cushion Landing System is

considerably different from the trunk on Air Cushion Vehicles. Consequently, the literature

associated with air cushion vehicle trunks is of little assistance in predicting the ACLS shape.

Esgar and Morgan( 4 5 ) conducted an analysis of the energy absorptive

characteristics of gas bags of various shapes and at various rates of gas bleed. The study
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included cylindrical shaped bags impacted on their sides. This case approaches the Loaded

Trunk Shape problem. These authors found that the deflected cross-sectional shape

approximated two circular arcs tangent to the ground surface and connected by a straight

line at the ground c3ntact. A shmilar condition is shown in Figure 4-2.

In the sections to follow, numerical solutions to predict the shape of the trunk

under both free and loaded conditions are presented. Digital computer programs which

evaluate the trunk shape for these conditions are presented in Appendix I and Appendix II.

The relationships which are common to both the free and the loaded trunk shape

are presented ii Section 4.3.

4.3 Development of Common Relationships

4.3.1 Approach

In this section, the variab!es associated with the trunk shape are listed, the laws

which will be applied are statnd, and the relationships which are common to both problems

are developed.

The variables for this problem are illustrated in Figures 4-1 and 4-2. They may be

grouped as fo!lows:

independent Design Variables

a(a) x coordinate of (horizontal distance between) trunk attachment points,I! ft.

b(b) y coordinate of (vertical distance between) trunk attachment points, ft.

e distance between lower trunk attachment points, ft (see Figure 4-8).

! '1
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cross-sectional length of trunk material, ft.

R, cross-sectional lanath of the trunk material at thr dAn•in nnint ft It

Figure 4-14).

Et the unit elongation per pound of tension per foot-length in the axial

direction for the trunk material, lb/ft (see Figure 4-14).

Independent Operating Variables for Free Trunk Shape

pc(Pc) = cushion pressure, psfg (psf).

pj(P ) = trunk pressure, psfg (psf).

For the Loaded Trunk Shape, one additional independent variable is:

YO = vertical distance between the aircraft hard structure and bottom of

the trunk (ft).

Dependent Variables

R1 length of trunk segment inscribed by angle ft.

92 length of trunk segment inscribed by angle 0 2, ft-

E3 length of trunk segment flattened against the ground, ft.

R1  radius of curvature for segment P. 1, ft.

R2 radius of curvature for segment R 2, ft'
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Tt tension in trunk material, pounds in tangential direction per foot-length

in thk -vial diw+,ý n Ik/f•

x distance from aircraft center of gravity to center of pressure of t'e

trunk footprint, ft.

x i x coordinate of ith point, ft.

Y! y coordinate of ith point, ft.

01 central angle formed by trunk segment R 1, radians.

02 central angle formed by trunk sLgment R 2, radians.

The laws to be applied to this problem are:

(1) Force equilibrium applied to the trunk

(2) Load-elongation of the trunk

(3) Geometric compatibility of the trunk shape

The first two laws hold for both trunk shapes. The difference in the twu p;'tblems

lies in the geometric compatibility a3sumptions. Consequently, the first iNr, •e•hationahins

will be developed in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 to follow.

4.3.2 Force Equilibrium

Consider an elastic material of length 2 attached to the structure at points (a,b)

and (o,o) as shown in Figures 4-1 or 4-2. The trunk is subjected to an internal pressure Pj, to
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a cushion pressure PC and to atmospheric pressure Pa. The following assumptions are made:

4A 21 - *... . .I .-------------. . L.. . 1. - .-...

when subjected to internal pressure loading.

4.3.2.2 Reactions from the nozzles are negligible.

4.3.2.3 The tension in the trunk is constant in the Sections 2 1 and 22

Based upon the assumptions, a free body diagram of the loading on the two

sections of the trunk is shown in Figure 4-3(a). The tension at any point in the trunk is

calculated by a force balance (as shown in Figure 4-3(b) and found to be:

(Pj-P) 2 Rsin.. = 2Ttsin!

2 2

Applying this force balance to the two trunk sections and simplifying gives:

Tt = pj R1  (4-1)

and

Tt = (pj- pc) R2 (4-2)

4.3.3 Load-Elongation of the Trunk

The length of the trunk material is determined from the tension-elnngation

characteristics of the material. For a purely elastic material, the tension-elongation

relationship is:

Tt
E =0 + _ 0 (4-3)Et
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(a) DIAGRAM OF PRESSURE-TENSION EQUILIBRIUM

1sin- 
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2 21
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(b) DIAGRAM OF TENSION COMPONENT

FREE BODY DIAGRAM OF TRUNK LOADING

FIGURE 4-3
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In general, the elasticity of trunk materials will be non-linear. Consequently, a

more complicated relationship than Equation (4-3) must be used. A typical

tnii-vo;utigution curve tor a trunk material is shown in Figure 4-14.

4.3.4 Geometric Compatibility

The geometric compatibility conditions of the free trunk shape problem differ

from the loaded trunk shape problem. The differences are shown in Figures 4-1 and 4.2,

respectively. Separate development of the geometric compatibility conditions will be

presented in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

4.4 Free Trunk Shape

4.4.1 Assumptions

A cross section of the free trunk shape is shown in Figure 4-1. In addition to the

assumptions listed in Section 4.3.2.the following restrictions are imposed:

4.4.1.1 The pressure change from P to Pa occurs over a short distance in the

vicinity of point (xo, yo).

4.4.1.2 The trunk Is assumed to be tangent to the ground at point (xo, yo). No

flattening of the trunk around point (xo, yo) Is allowed. This

assumption requires that the centers of curvature for radii R 1 and R2

have the same x coordinate.

4.4.2 Geometric Compatibility (Free Trunk Shape)

The assumed trunk geometry is shown in Figure 4-1.
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In order for the trunk segments formed by Q1 and Q2 to both be tangent to the

ground at (xo, yo) the centers of curvature must have the same x coordinate. Thus

Xl = x (4-4)

x2 = xo 14-5)

The distance between (o, o) and (x2 , Y2) is R2

(x2 -o) 2 + NY2-_ )2 _ R2
2  (4-6)

The distance between (x1 yl) and (a,b) is R

(xl - a) 2 + (y, - b) 2 = R12 (4-7)

The distance between (xo,yo) and (x2 ,y2 ) is R2 . Since xo x2 the distance is

simply the y distance:

Y2- Yo = R2 (4-8)

Similarly, the distance between (xo, yo) and (xl, yl) is R1.

Yl - Yo = R1 (4-9)

The arc formed by R 2 is defined by 02. The angle 02 may be written in

trigometric termns as:

02 arc tan , 0 < o 02 < r radians (4.10)Y2 0



The arc formed by R 1 is defined by 01. The angle 01 may be written in terms of

the angle ý1 which is defined in Figure 4-1.

1= ' + 7r o < O1 - 27r (4-11)
2

The angle i 1 may be written in trigometric terms as:

b -1 -y < 1 Ir
ý1 = arc tan -- 3-- -- (4-12)

a - X 0  2 2

The total length of the trunk is equal to the sum of the two segments:

R, 01 + R2 $2 (4-13)

4.4.3 Solution of Equations

In Equations (4-1) through (4-13) the following variables are known:

a, be pc/Pj, Rot Et, Pj.

The following variables are unknown:

Tt, R1, R21 RP Xo, xl, x2, Yo, Yl, Y2, 1, Ol 2# 01

In principle, the thirteen equations can be solved simultaneously to predict the

unique trunk shape for the given known quantities.

Equations (4-1) and (4-2) may be combined to solve for R2:

R = R1 /1 - (pc/Pj) (4-14)
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Equations (4-4) through (4-9) may be combined to solve for yo. Combining

Equations (4-4), (4-6) and (4-8) gives:

2 + (yo + R2 )2 = R2

or

X02 = -yo 2 - 2 yo R2  (4-15)

Combining Equations (4-5), (4-7), and (4-9) gives:

(xo - a) 2 4 (yo + R1 - b)2 = R12

or

Xo2 2axo - a2 - yo2 - b2 + 2Rlb + 2yob - 2Rlyo (4-16)

Equating (4-15) and (4-16) to eliminate x.2 yields:

-y 0
2 - 2yoR 2 - 2axo- a2 - y0

2 - b2 + 2R1 b + 2yob-2•.Yo

or ar b2 b
Xo0= Y.•O (R(-bR2) +- +'---RI- (4-17)

a 2 2a a

Let

Ca R1 -b-R2 (4-18)
a

C2 =_I+ b2 (R1b (4-19)
2 2a a
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Then Equation (4-17) becomes:

X0 = C1 Yo + C2  
(4-20)

Combining Equations (4-2U) and 14-1b) yields:

-Yo2 - 2 Yo '2 = ((;1 Yo + C2 )2

or

(C1
2 + 1)y 02 +2(R 2 + C1 C2 )Yo +C 2

2  0 (4-21)

Applying the quadratic formula to Equation (4-21)

-2(R 2 +C 1 C2 ) 2 2 +-2C 1C2 )2 - 4(C1
2 + 1)C2

2
Yo - (4-22)

2(C 1
2 + 1)

The choice of positive or negative square root is dependent on the quantities a, b,

and V. A physical representation of the two solutions is shown in Figure 4-4. The figure

illustrates that for given values of a and b the negative square root requires a larger value of

£ than the positive square root.

In order to develop criteria for selecting the sign of the square root, consider theiI
case where pc = o. For this case, the trunk takes the shape of the arc of a circle of radius R 1.

In order for the circle to pass through (o,o) and (a,b) the radius R1 must equal at least half

the distance between the two points. The minimum value for R1 would be('/) 'a2 + b2 . The

value of R associated with the minimum value of R1 is(7r/2)1. + ,2 Smaller values of R
would require larger values of RI but smaller values of Yo' Consequently, the positive
square root gives the desired solution for this case. Larger values of 2 would require larger

values of R1 and larger values of Yo. Consequently, the negative square root would give the

desired solution for this case.
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When p,./P, o, the criteria for the sign on the vquare root is as follows.

S• ra 2 +2

2

Take negative root when

2t >• -;2 + b2

2

The problem may now be solved by an iterative process as follows..

The following Information is given:

a, bl , Pc/P , Pi, E t

The ierative procedure Is as follows:

(1) R1 must be assumqd for a trial solution. A trial guess Is

SR1 Y /2 4a+b
J-

(2) From Equation (4-1) compute Tt

Tt =pj RI (4-1)

13) From Equation (4-3) compute

T(Q R OO + ' 0o (4-3)

I .. . .. •. .. .. .... .. i ... .i .. ."= .. .. .. . i - k W = i " " "-- ,
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W4) Calculate the other variables as follows:

R R 1/1 - (pc/pj) (4-14)

R 1 -b- R2  (4-18)

C2 a + 2 Rb _4-19)
2 2a a

•:r~~~~~ , -2R F1(1- J2R2 + 2CLC2)2 -41C12 +122
=O -2oR2 +C1 2̂) C 2 4 +1)C2  (4-22)

_21C12 + 1)

-- ) x= o + C2 (4-20)

- R (4-9)

-Y2 Y + R2 (4-8)

02 =arc tan_ xo < 02 < v radians (4-10)
"Y2

- b-Y1 7r i

=arc tan- -_ • 1 •3--radians (4-12)
a-xo 2 2

01 = 01 + r/2 (4-11)

i R1 01 + R2 02 (4-13)

"where k is a trial value of 2.
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(5) Check to see if - from Equation (4-13) agrees with £ from Equation

(4-3). If not, iterate the process. A new guess for R1 may be found

using Newton's method, Mueller's method(46) or other numerical

techniques.

(6) Continue the process until the desired accuracy is obtained in the Q

computed from Equation (4-13) and the 2 computed from Equation

(4-3).

4.5 Loaded Trunk Shape

4.5.1 Assumptions

The assumed shape of the trunk under an imposed PC, Pj and Yo is shown in

Figure 4-2.

In addition to the assumptions listed in Section 4.3.2 the following restrictions

are added:

4.5.1.1 The pressure on both sides of segment 2 3 is equal to pi, and Q 3 is a

straight line.

4.5.1.2 The pressure change from p1 to pc and p1 to Pa occurs instantaneously

at points (x2 , yo) and (xl, yo) respectively.

4.5.1.3 The trunk is assumed to be tangent to the ground at points (xl, yo) and

(x2 , Yo).
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Referring to Figure 4-2, the algobraic relationships for the assumed geometry may

be developed as a consequence of Assumption 4.5.1.3:

The distance between (o,o) and (x2 ,y2 ) is R2 .

(x2 - 0)2 + (Y2 - o) 2 = R2
2  (4-23)

The distance between (a,b) and (x1,y 1 ) is R 1.

(x1 - a) 2 4 (y1 - b) 2 = R 1
2  (4-24)

The distance between (x2 ,y2 ) and (x 2 ,yo) is R2 .

Y2 - Yo = R2  (4-25)

The distance between (x'1y 1 ) and (xl,yo) is R1 .

Y -vyo = R1  (4-26)

The distance between (x1 ,yo) and (x2 ,yo) is Q3"

Xl- x2 = R3 (4-27)

The arc formed by -segment k2 is defined by 02'

The angle 02 may be written in trigometric terms as:

arc tan _x2 r <401

0 2 = r c t no < 1 < 7r (4 -2 8 )

Y2
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The arc formed by segment £1 is defined by 01. The angle 01 may be written in

te i it 5 O 's -, ... ai, 6 ý. 
I-r e.~~,I IIu iiawlm I w11

+ '1+r o <01 < 21r (4-29)
2

The angle 41 may be written in trigonometric terms as:

= arc tan .y. -- < 3/2_ (4-30)
a-x 1  2

The total length of the trunk must equal the sum of the length of the segments:

2=21+2+23(4-31)"= 1 + Q 2 +£ 3 (-1

where

21 = R, 01 (4-32)

22 = R2 02  (4-33)

'is a trial value of 2.

Using the coordinate system shown in Figure 4-2, we note that:

Yo = -yo (4-34)

4.5.3 Solution of Equations

In Equations (4-1), (4-2), (4-3), and (4-23) through (4-35), the following variables

are known:
a, b, pc/Pj, Ro, Et, Pj, Yo
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The following variables are unknown:

Tt 1 2, Q, x1, X2, Yo, YIV2, 01,02, 01, t1, R2, R3

In principle, the fifteen equations can be solved simultaneously to predict the

unique trunk shape for the given known quantities.

Equations (4-23) and (4-25) may be solved simultaneously for x2 . The result is:

x2 - NT-yo2 - 2R 2yo (4-35)

It may seem from geometry that x2 should always be positive; consequently, only

the positive sign of the squre root in Equation (4-35) was chosen.

Similarly, Equations (4-24) and (4-26) may be solved simultaneously for x1 . The

result is:

x, = a + (sign) JR 1
2 -7(y + R1 - b)2  (4-36)

The choice of sign on the square root in Equation (4-36) will depend upon

whether x, falls to the right or to the left of a. The criteria for this sign will be treated later.

The process for solving the equation will now be outlined. The known variables

are:

a, b, to Et, Pc/Pp, Yo

The iterative process requires the assumption of R1 and a determination of the

sign in Equation (4-36) to provide a trial solution. Criteria for R1 selection and sign will be

given later.

(1) Assume R 1 value and determine sign.

(2) From Equation (4-1) compute Tt.
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Tt= pi R1  (4-1)

(3) From Equation (4-3) compute 2.IT
+ = oo + t Ro (4-3)

Et

(4) Calculate the length of 22 as follows:

Yo= -Yo (4-34)

2 R(4-14)

x2 =-72 - 2R2Yo (4-35)

Y2 =R2 + Yo (4-25)

2= arc tan-i (4-28)
Y2

2= R2 2 (4-33)

(5) Calculate the length of R, as follows:

x, = a + (sign) -(yo + R1 - b) 2 + R1
2  (4-36)

yl = R, +O Yo(4-26)

= arc tan. I < 3 r (4-30)a-x1 2 2
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-1+2 + (4-29)

21 =Ro (4-32)

(6) Calculate the length of k3 as follows:

23 X 1  (4-27)

(7) Calculate the difference between the trial solution for 2 in Equation

(4-31) and the value of Q from Equation (4-3). The results are:

=2 1 + R2 + 23 (4-31)
2' = f (4-M7

If e approaches zero in Equation (4-37), the correct values of all the

variables carn be obtained. It should be noted that both Q and R are

complicated functions of R1.

(8) Iterate the procedure until e in Equation (4-37) approaches zero to the

accuracy desired.

In order to develop the desired solution to the system of equations, numerical

methods using Mueller's algorithm (Appendix I) may be used. Mueller's algorithm converges

on the root of a complicated function, such as those specified in Equation (4-37), by

approximating the function with a second degree polynomial. In order to apply Mueller's

algorithm, it is necessary to bracket the desired root of Equation (4-37).

Therefore, it is desired to determine two values of R1 which will bracket the

desired root in Equation (4-37). The value of R, which provides the upper bracket (makes

i
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E positive in Equation (4-37)) will be designated (R1 )tj. The value of R, which provides

the lower bracket (makes e negative) will be designated as (R) L.

The technique for determining the lower brac'ket (R1)L will now be considered.

;-or a given Yl and b, the mirnimum value which R1 can assume (and yet be
tangent to the ground line) is illustrated in Figure 4-5.

From Figure 4-5, it is evident that the minimum R1 is:

(R1)MIN = b-yo (4-38)
2

As a first trial, let R1 L = (RO)MIN-

A check to determine if (R1)MIN provides a suitable lower bound can then be

made. Steps 1 through 4 of the iteration process can be performed to calculate the value of

R 2. However, in order to calculate Q 1 the sign must be determined. The sign value is

determined by comparing the actual trunk length with the trunk length associated with

(R1)MIN.

The value of lZ associated with (R1)MIN is designated £ 4 and is calculated from

geometry. 1 2+3 irb o R +a-J(3)

r(b-o + yo ) (4-39)

24 = R1+ R2 + 23 + 0222a x

In Equation (4-39), R4 is the minimum trunk length associated with the

condition R1 = (R1)MIN under the restrictions that x, > X2 and x2 > 0. It should be noted

that £4 is not necessarily the minimum trunk length for all values of R1 .

The value of R4 is represented in Figure 4-5(a) (for pc/Pj = 0). The fact that Q4 is

not the minimum trunk length for all values of R, is illustrated in Figure 4-5(b). It is

evident from the figure that the trunk length (£4) associated with (R1)MIN is greater than

L
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the trunk length( VA) associated with (R1)A. Further, whenever x1 >a, then 2 > %4 for all

values of R, > (R1)MIN. This condition is illustrated by the configuration with radius

(R1)B in Figure 4-5(b).

As illustrated above, the value of (Ri)fi..A.!.j is a satisfactory lower bracket for the

solution if R > Q4 and x, > x2 . In this case x, > a, and the sign in Equation (4-36) is plus.

The upper bracket for the condition £ > R4 may be found from the geometry of

Figure 4-6. This figure shows the maximum value of R I possible for given values of a, b, and

2.

The length of the chord between coordinates (o,o) and (a,b) in Figure 4-6 may be

written in terms of the radius and central angle or in terms of the rectangular coordinates. If

the two expressions are equated, the result is:

2 +b2 = 2 R1 sinh.

2

Further, the radius, arc length and central angle are related as follows:

These two relationships may be combined to give a relationship for R 1 .

R, sin - = . (4-40)
2R 1  v

Equation (4-40) may be solved numerically to give the upper bracket (Ri)U for

the condition k >R4.

It is now necessary to consider the upper and lower brackets for the condition R

< 94. Two cases are possible. The first is the condition x1 < x2 . The second is the
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PHYSICALLY IMPOSSIBLE SOLUTION

FIGURE 4-7
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condition x1 > x 2. In the first case, the condition shown in Figure 4-7 exists. This case is of

no p r rtigu2l ;n+t-st a ..... Oui be considered.

If, on the other hand, Q < Q4 and x1 > x2 , then from the geometry of Figure

4-5(b) it is evident that x, < a. Therefore, in this case, the sign in Equation (4-36) is minus.

Further, (R1)4IN Ni not a satisfactory lower bracket for the solution of Equation (4-37). In

'his case, the correct value of V lies between the configuication represented by (R 1 )A and
'31)MIN in Figure 4-5(b). Therefore, under the-se conditions, (R1)MIN = JR1)U forms a

datisfactory upuer bound.

It is necessary to establish a different criteria for the lower bracket (R 1 )L for the

condition Q <K 4 and x, > x2 . The minimum value possible for 2 for given vgllhes of a, b,

p,' pi, and Yo is reached when R3 = o in Equation (4-31), This occurs when x1 = x 2 . The

value of R1 for the condition x 1 = x2 establishes the lower bracket for the solution to

Equation (4-36). This value occurs between the values of x1  o and x1 = a.

Numerically the upper bracket for x, = x2 is:

(RI)U =(4-41)

2

The lower bracket may be found by setting Equation (4-36) equal to zero and

solving for R 1 . The result is:

a 2 + b2 + y0
2 - 2Yob(4-42)

2(b - yo)

Using iterative numericPl techniques (Mueller's method) it ik now possible to solve for the

R, associated with x1 = x 2 . This R, ik then taken as (R1)U which is required to provide a

solution to the system of equations which define the non-equilibrium trunk shape.
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4.6 Trunk Cross-Sectional Area

The cross-sectional area of the free and loaded trunk shapes are shown in Figures

4-1 and 4-2 respectively. The cross-sectional area of the loaded trunk shape (Figure 4-2) has

been divided into five regions which are designated by Roman numerals. The areas of each

of these regions may be calculated as follows:

(1) Region I is the area of the sector of the circle with radius R2 and

central angle 0 2 less the area of the triangle with vertices at coordinates

(o,o), (x2 , Y2) and (x2 , o).

A 0 ¢2 x 2
Y2  

(4-43) A

2 2

(2) Region II is the area of the rectangle with corners at coordinates (x2 ,

o), (x1 , o), (x1 , yo) and (x2 , yo),

l! All =-3 o(4.44)

(3) Region III is the area of the sector of the circle with radius R1 and

central angle 0.'

All, = 01 R1
2  (4-45)

2

(4) Region IV is the area of the rectangle with corners at coordinates (a, o),

(x 1, o), (x1 , yj) and (a, yl).

SAIV =(x I - a) vI (4-46)

II

A '1
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(5) Region V is the area of the triangle with vertices at coordinates (a, b),

(x1, yl) and (a, yl).

AV = 1 (x1 -a) (b - yl) (4-47)
2

The total cross-sectional area may be determined by summing the five areas given

by Equations (3-43) through (3-47). The result for the Loaded Trunk Shape is:

(Aj)loaded 02 R x2Y2  _23Y.v . R1
2

2 2 2

+ ( xl - a)y1 +1 (x1 - a) (b - yj) (4-48)
2

For the Free Trunk Shape, the cross-sectional area may be derived by simplifying

Equation (4-48). A comparison of Figures 4-1 and 4-2 shows that for the Free Trukik Shape

the following simplifications are possible:

3 = -0

x1 = X2 = xo

The above simplifications when applied to Equation (4-48) give an expression for

the cross-sectional area of the Free Trunk Shape. The result Is:

(A) 2 f oY._2 + €1R1
2 + (x -a)y 1

2 2 2

21 a) (b - yl) (4-49)

2I
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4.7 Analytical Results

4.7.1 Approach

The trunk shape problems involve a large number of variables whose dimensions

are length to the first power. A large number of nondimensional ratius rusult. Consequently,

the use of nondimensional parameters is of little value in presenting the results of this

problem. The approach will be to predict the shape for two trunk cross sections of a typical

design and indicate how the general method could be applied to other designs.

The trunk dimensions may be scaled by holding two scale factors constant. These

scale factors involve only the independent variables, and are defined as:

=a2+b2
irl =the trunk length parameter

b

r a2 + b2  the trunk attachment parameter

Provided these factors remain constant, the other dimensions may be scaled

linearly with Q.

The design chosen for. analysis is approximately 1/3 scale relative to the size

required for a 60,000 pound aircraft such as the C-1 19. A drawing of the model is shown in

Figure 4-8. This model is only 82 inches in length whereas the true 1/3 scale model should

be around 150 inches in length. Except for the length dimension, all others are to the 1/3

scale.

The side and end trunk cross sections of the model shown in Figure 4-8 were

selected for detailed analysis. The dimensions of these two sections are summarized in Table

4-1.

!A
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()SHAPE AT PC/p,= 0.5a

yx

(b) SHAPE AT P/P .

SIDE TRUNK SHAPE
FIGURE 4-9
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The analysis applied to the trunk shapes is the two-dimensional analysis developed

in Sections 4.1 through 4.5.

This analysis does not include the effect of loads and geometry changes

perpendicular to the cross section shown in Figure 4-1.

It may be noted from the model drawing that the trunk cross-section at the sides

is different from the cross section at the ends. This diffe,'ence is caused by the necessity to

pass the trunk under the fuselage to eliminate interference with the large cargo doors at the

rear of the C-1 19. Most other military cargo aircraft also have a similar restriction.

4.7.2 Free Trunk Shape Results (Inelastic Trunk)

The cross-sectional shape of the trunk changes as pc/pj varies. The effect of this

change is illustrated pictorially in Figures 4-9 and 4-10 and graphically in Figures 4-11, 4-12,

and 4-13.

The cross sections of the side trunk at pc/pj = 0.5 and pc/Pj = 0.8 are shown in

Figure 4-9. Figure 4-10 shows a similar relationship for the side trunk. It may be seen from

these figures that an increase in pc/pj results in a decrease In trunk height (Yo), a decrease in

cross-sectional area (Aj), and a shift to the outside for the ground tangent point (xo, yo).

These qualitative effects are shown quantitatively In Figures 4-11, 4-12, and 4-13.

These curves are developed from the computer program described in Appendix I.

Figure 4-11 shows the influence of pc/pj on trunk height (Yo). The figure shows

that there is a mismatch problem between the end trunk and the side trunk. The trunk was

designed so that no mismatch would exist at pc/pj = 0.45, At pc/pj less than 0.45 the end

trunk height is lower. At p./Pj greater than 0.45 the side trunk height is lower. In practice,

the mismatch shown is reduced by the elasticity of the trunk material.

Figure 4-12 shows the outward movement of the ground tangent point with

increasing pc/Pp. For a two dimensional model of the type shown in Figure 6-1, the trunk
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ends are unconstidined and the tangent point is free ti move outward. However, for a three

dimensional model of the type shown in Figure 4-8, no free edges exist and the trunk

material must stretch to permit outward movement of the ground tangent. The actual trunk

material envisioned for use on an air cushion landing system would be highly elastic (300%

stretch). Consequently, considerable movement of xo should be permitted, and the

two dimensional predictions should be reasonable.

Figure 4-13 shows the variation in cross-sectional area with pc/Pj as predicted by

Equation (4-48). The curve shows relative small area variation below pc/Pj = 0.5 and large

variation above pc/Pj = 0.5.

4.7.3 Free Trunk Shape Results (Elastic Trunk)

The effect of using an elastic material for the trurnk was investigated using the

computer program described in Appendix Ill. The trunk material envisioned is a rubber and

nylon laminate. The nylon is laminated in a slack condition so that it does not carry load

until the rubber has extended by at least 100%. A typical elastic curve for such a material is

shown in Figure 4-14. The material was selected so that at the design point ( c = 0, pc/Pj=

0.5, pj = 80 psfg) the length of the elastic side trunk was equal to the length of the inelastic

side trunk and the resulting shapes were identical. The effects of changing pc/Pj and pj on

the shape of the side trunk and the end trunk constructed from the elastic material

described by Figure 4-14 were evaluated. The results are presented in Figures 4-15 through

4-20.

Figure 4-15 shows the effect of pc/Pj on the trunk length. The effect of a 50%

increase or decrease in the design pressure is also shown. The figure shows that the trunk

length decreases with increasing pc/Pj. The figure also shows that the trunk pressure has a

large influence on the trunk length. The trunk material has a slack length of about 1.4 feet.

At pj = 80 psfg, the length has extended to around 4.9 feet. This large length change allows

the trunk to elastically retract after take off to reduce aerodynamic drag.
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Figures 4-16 and 4-17 show the trunk height for the side and end trurks,

respectively. A comparison of the curves shows that the elastic trunk tends to reduce the

mismatch problem. A comparison of Y. versus o./D: for the desion trunk Dressure (D: = 80V •, -j J

psfg) is shown in Figure 4-18. A comparison of Figure 4-16 and Figure4-17 shows that the

end and side trunk heights more nearly match for the elastic case than for the inelastic case.

The relationships between cross-sectional area (Aj) and pc/Pj for the side and end

elastic trunks are shown in Figures4-18 and4-19 respectively. The curves show that the

cross-sectional area and consequently the trunk volume is very sensitive to changes in

pressure below the design pressure (80 psfg). The sencitivity to changes in pressure above the

design pressure is not as great. The curve points out the necessity of carefully tailoring the

material, design pressure combination to achieve the desired cross section. Errors in

providing an excessively stiff material or insufficient pj could cause large degradation in the

performance due to the large change in the trunk shape which would result.

A comparison of the trunk height for the elastic and inelastic side trunk is shown

in Figure 4-20.

4.7.4 Loaded Trunk Shape (Inelastic Trunk)

The load support nffered by the trunk is dependent upon the degree to which the

trunk is flattened against the ground. This flattening is illustrated in Figure 4-2. The

flattened length is characterized by Q 3. Since this segment of the trunk membrane forms a

straight line, the pressure on both sides of the membrane is assumed to be equal. The load

support offered by the trunk is proportional to £ 3, pj and the trunk depth(s).

The flattened length £3 is dependent upon both pc/Pj andYo. For any value of

Pc/Pj there exists a value of Yoat which 23 = 0. This value is the Y for the equilibrium

trunk shape case and is shown in Figure 4-11. When )o is less than the Y', shown in Figure

4-11, trunk flattening occurs and £3 has a positive value. The shape of the flattened trunk

was evaluated using the computer program described in Appendix II, Some of the results are

presented in Figures 4-21 through 4-24.
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Figure 4-21 shows the relationship between Q3 and YoIY, at various Pclpj

values for the side trunk, Figure 4.22 shows the same relationships for the end trunk. The

slope of the k3 versus Yo/Yo• curve is proportional to the stiffness. The curves show that

the stiffness of both trunk shapes is nearly linear for deflections up to 50% of the free trunk I
height (Y_).

Figures 4-23 and 4-24 show the relationship between Aj and Yo/Y, for the side

and end trunk respectively. The values of Aj were predicted by Equation (4-48).
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5. ANALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTED JET FLOW

5.1 Introduction

The Air Cushion Landing Sy.tem introduces air throughout a large area of the

bottom of the trunk in order to provide "air lubrication" to the trunk. This "air

lubrication" is necessary to prevent excessive wear or the trunk durinty Lakeoff rotation and

landing flare. During these maneuvers, the cushion pressure approaches atmospheric pressure

and the trunk must carry a portion of the load.

For the ACLS, the peripheral jets are formed by a large number of slots or holes

which are distributed over the bottom of the trunk. The Air Cushion Vehicle, on the other

hand, normally employs a one continuous nozzle which concentrates th3 single jet at the

point of minimum daylight clearance. Because of these differences, modifications of the

concentrated jet theories are necessary when applying them to the distributed jet system.

In this Chapter, modifications to the concentrated jet theories presented in

Chapter 2 have been developed. These modifications allow the concentrated jet theories to

more closely conform to the actual Air Cushion Landing System distributed jet design.

Two cases have been considered: The Distributed Jet Momentum Theory and the

Flow Restrictor Theory.

The Distributed Jet Momentum Theory applies the momentum theories

developed in Chapter 2 to a number of jets in series. This theory assumes the cushion

pressure is maintained by the change in momentum of the peripheral jet. The momentum

theory is developed in Section 5.2.

The Flow Restrictor Theory applies the plenum theory to the trunk configuration
for the Air Cushion Landing System. This theory assumes the cushion pressure is maintained

by a flow restriction at the cushion periphery. The Flow Restrictor Theory is developed in

Section 5.3.
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The symbols are as follows:

a x coordinate of the upper trunk attachment point, ft

aj total area of the orifices in the trunk, ft 2

an total area of the orifices in the nth row, ft2

b y coordinate of upper trunk attachment point, ft

CD cushion exhaust nozzle shape coefficient

Cd total coefficient of discharge for cushion chamber (Cd = CDCT)

(CQ)n flow coefficient for pressure distribution at the nth

row of trunk orifices

CT effective flow area reduction in the cushion exhaust nozzle

caused by the flow from the trunk orifices

(Cx)n coefficient of discharge for the nth row of trunk orifices

Dq trunk orifice diameter, ft

d jet height or trunk daylight clearance, ft

dn jet height for the nth row of trunk nozzles, ft

go gravitational constant, ft/sec2

H aircraft clearance, the distance between the aircraft hard

structure and the ground, ft

Jn the total reaction from the nth row of jet orifices, lbs

R1 partial trunk length (see Figure 5-3), ft

k2 partial trunk length (see Figure 5-3), ft

23 trunk footprint length (see Figure 5-3), ft

N number of jet orifices per row

n' effective number of rows of jets which contribute to cushion

nozzle area flow reduction

Pa atmospheric pressure, psf

PC cushion pressure, psf



r

Pj trunk pressure, psf

P- static oressure in the cushion exhaust nozzle at the nth

row of trunk orific3s, psf

pc/Pj cushion to trunk pressure ratio

an flow from the nth row of trunk orifices, ft 3 /sec

Q p flow from the plenum chamber, ft 3 /sec

Qj total flow from the trunk, ft3 /sec

(Qt) n total flow from all trunk orifices from the mth row up to and

including the nth row, ft 3 /sec

R 1 radius of curvature for the trunk segment £1, ft

R2 radius of curvature for the trurk segment R2, ft

S total length of the trunk, ft

S' effective flow length of the trunk, ft

t total effective jet thickness, ft

tn effective jet thickness for the nth row of orifices, ft

V n average velocity of the gas from the nth row of orifices, ft/sec

(V t)n average velocity of the gas in the cushion exhaust nozzle at the

nth row of trunk orific - ft/sec

X jet thickness parameter for concentrated jet

Xn jet thickness parameter for nth jet

Xo horizontal distance from lower trunk attachment point (o,o) to

trunk low point (xo,yo), ft

xo x coordinate of minimum jet height point

YO vertical distance from lower trunk attachment point (o,o) to

trunk low point (xoyo), ft

Yo y coordinate of minimum jet height point

Y.. value ofY at which trunk flattening begin; (23 = 0), ft

Zn momentum parameter defined by Equation (5-7)
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Greek symbols
/3•, angular position nf nth mwV" nf ,rif= .. r-.: ........ nan l ... ... ....... -,•v -, -• "'- -tLV JU I lC V i L , radians

n angle of n orifice row relative to the trunk, radians
6n height of nih orifice row above minimum grutnd clearance of the trunk,ft
On effective jet angle, radians

Xn distance along the trunk from attachment point (a,b) to the
nth row of orifices, ft

p density of the gas, lb/ft 3

Subscripts

R first row of orifices inside the cushion
m last row of orifices inside the cushion
n arbitrary row of orifices

5.2 Distributed Jet Momentum Theory

5.2.1 Approach and Assumptiofis

In Chapter 2, several theories for predicting the performance of a peripheral jet air
cushion were developed. These theories assumed that the peripheral jet was formed by a
single concentrated slot or nozzle around the periphery of the cushion. The nozzle
configuration for the Air Cushion Landing System may be considerably different from the
assumed concentrated jet. In particular, the ACLS utilizes a large number of slots or nozzles
distributed over the bottom portion of the trunk. Consequently, it was desirable to modify
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TABLE 5-1

Values of Trunk Design Variables

VARIABLE SYMBOL VALUE

Trunk Length 1 4. 803 ft.

Trunk Width s 2. 667 ft.

Equivalent jet thickness t . 03832 ft.

Upper trunk attachment a 1.44 ft.

Lower trunk attachment b 1.00 ft.

Number of rows of orifices M 8

Diameter of orifices D .0Z6 ft.

Total number of orifices -- 192

Porosity .049

ORIFICE DETAILS
ROW JET JET

ROW DIS TANC E THICKNESS ANGLE

NUMBER x t Yn
n ftn fA. Radians

1 2. 599 .00479 0

2 2. 703 .00479 0

3 2. 807 .00479 0

4 2. 912 .00479 0

5 3.016 .00479 0

6 3. 120 .00479 0

7 3. 224 .00479 0

8 3.328 .00479 0
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the theories to more closely approximate the ACLS configuration. In this section, the jet

configuration was assumed to be represented by a series of continuous slots along the

bottom portion of the trunk. This configuration is illustrated in Figure 5-1.

The general approach to the rroblem was to assume a trunk ciearance (d, lul

given values of trunk pressure (pj) and recovery pressure ratio (pc/Pj). The jet heignht for

each of the trunk nozzles was determined from the trunk shape programs developed in

Chapter 4. Starting on the atmospheric side of the trunk, the pressure increment across each

jet was calculated in succession until the pressure in the cushion was determined. If the

calculated and assumed value of cushion pressure did not agree, the jet height was adjusted

until agreement wes achieved.

The pressure Increment across each jet Is dependent upon the momentum theory

assumed. However, when the pressure increment is small, all of the momentum theories

developed in Chapter 2 give similar results. In view of the small pressure increments

associated with a series of distributed jets, only two theories - the thin jet theory and the

exponential theory - were selected for further development.

The development of the distributed jet momentum theory is similar to the

concentrated jet theories presented in Chapter 2. The assumptions made in Section 2.4

apply to the distributed jet system, Moreover, the assumptions made in Sections 2.5 and 2.6

are applicable when the thin jet or the exponential theories are applied to the distributed jet

system. Two additional assumptions are necessary. These assumptions are as follows.

5.2.1.1 The jets are formed by a series of continuous slots along the bottom of

the trunk.

5.2.1.2 The flow from any given jet is related only to the static pressure

difference across the nozzle. The effect of flow from other jets is

neglected.
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5.2.2 Force Eq,,ilibrium Across the Jets

In Sections 2.4.6, 2.5.6, and 2.6.6 force equilibrium was applied in the x direction

to a control volume containing tha peripheral jet. The resulting expression equated the

product of the jet height and the pressure increment across the jet to the change of

momentum of the jet in the x direction. A similar expression may be developed for each jet

in the series shown in Figure 5-1.

Force equilibrium applied to the first jet in Figure 5-1 gives:

JI
d1 (P 1 -Pa) =l . (1+sin0 1) (5-1a)

S

where =71 + 01

Similarly, force equilibrim applied to the second jet is:

d2(P2 - P11) = L2 (11 + sin 02) (-b

S

'I' Across the nth jet, force equilibrim gives:

dn(Pn Pnil) = J (1 +sin On) (5-1c)

S

where On - 7n +On

In general, the pressure at any point Pn may be found by rearranging Equation

(5.1c).

Pn -J (1 + sin On) + Pn- 1  (5-2)
dnS



The value of Jýis dependent upon the flow theory selected. The simple jet theory

and the exponential iheory are cc'nsidere6. most appropriate for the distributed jbt case.

O,.k o~f these thpnrip rn appnrlicable to thin lets, and the distributed jet configuretion

involves a series of thin jets.I

7he expressions for J1 given by the two thin jet theories were developed in

Sections 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. When applied to the nth jet in the series, the momentum

expressions become:
Thin jet theory

Exponential theory

ý=2 S tn (Pj - Pni1) 1.. (11- e-2Xn7 ) (5-3b)

where Xn (1' + sin On) (5 4)

dn

The momentum expressions, Equations (5-3a) for (5-3b), may now be combined

with Equations (5-2) and (5-4) to provide an expression for the pressure across the nth let.

The results are:

Thin jet theory

Pn= 2(Pj - Pn-1) Xn + Pn-1 (5-5a)

Exponential theory

-2Xn
P (P~ ls e) n1- + p'- (5-5b)



A genetal expression for the pressure across the jet may be written as follows:

Fn = 2 (Pj - Pn-1) Zn + Pn-1 (5-6)

whore:

for thin jet theory

Zn = Xn (5-7a)

for exponential theory

Zn = 1 01-e-2Xn) (5-7b)
2

5.2.3 Geometric Compatibility

In order to determine XKn for each of the jets, it is necessary to determine the

trunk shape and the location of each jet. This problem may be solved by using the trunk

shape solutions given In Sections 4.4 or 4.5. For a given a, b, k and pc/Pj, !he trunk shape

may be determined by the method derived in Section 4.4. It is necessary, in addition, to

specify the location of the jets and their angle relative to the trunk membrane. These two

variables are specified by (n and Xn which are defined geometrically in' Figures 5-1 and 5-2

respectively.

The trunk shape analysis presented in Section 4.4 predicts the lowest point on the

trunk (Xo, yo). This is the coordinate point at which the minimum jet height (trunk

clearance) is mcnasured. This height is specified as d and is shown in Figure 5-2. All other jet

heights may be measured relative to the minimum d in terms of 6 n as shown in Figure 5-2.

Consequently, it is possible to write the jet height of any nozzle as,

dn d + 6n (5-8)
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It is now possible to calculate an and On from trunk geometry. These values, in

turn, allow thp calculation of Xn and Pn"

It is possible for the nth jet nozzle to be located on any one of the three trunk

segments shown in Figure 5-3. Each of these locations constitutes a different case. The three

cases are listed as follows:

Case 1

The nth jet is on the atmospheric side of the low point.

Case 2

The nth jet is at the low point.

Case 3

The nth jet is on the cushion side of the low point.

Case 1 may be recognized by the following condition:

P1 - Xn > 0 (5-9a)

For Case 1, the remaining geometric relationships may be derived from the

geometry shown in Figure 5-3(a). These relationships are:

On _=_1- (5-1Oa)

R1

an = R 1 (1 -cos On) (5-11 a)

-Pn + .Yn (5-12a)
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Case 2 may be recognized by the following condition:

0_ " IJ " n - - - 5• "!1Id -,n
The remaining geometric relationships a- shown in Figure 5-3(b) are:

[n = 0 (5-1Ob)

Sn = 0 (5-11b)

On= -yen (5-12b)

Case 3 may be recognized by the following condition:

Q1 + R3 - Xn < 0 (5-9c)

The remaining geometric relationships as shown in Figure 5-3(c) are:

On = An - Q1 - 23 (5-10c)
R2

6 n = R2 (1 -coSiOn) (5-11 c)

On= t n + In (5-12c)

5.2.4 Solution of Equations

The distributed jet momentum theory may now be solved on an iterative basis as

follows.
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(1) Given a, b, 2 and pc/pj the trunk shape may be found using the

procedure of Sections 4.4 or 4.5. This procedure gives R 1, R2 , Q 1, R2,
=nnl C..m

(2) Assume a maximum value of d. This value may be determined from the

simple jet pressure relationship given in Section 2.5.11.

pc/pj 2X 2t (1 + sin O) (2-28)
d

Rearranging:

d 2 t (1 + sin 0)

Pc/pj

and

4t
dmax -- (513)

(3) The other known variables are:

X t P PI, Sand P.S1,2, . ... m; 3'1,2 .... m; t1,2,3, . ... m Pa,PSan P

With the assumed value of d, it is possible to calculate Xn from

Equation (5-4). Equations (5-8), (5-11), and (5.12) provide the values

of dn and On which are required in the calculation of Xn.
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(4) It is now possible to solve for the pressure distribution across the jets.

This solution is achieved by applying Equation (5-6) to each jet in turn,

starting at the first je; (Figure 5-2) and proceeding inward,

0 - "IDD 7 -P

I J 0'-I

P2 2(P 1-P 1 )Z 2 +P 1

Pm= 2 (Pj- Pr-lm ) Zm + PM-1

(5) The assumed value of d is correct when

Pm - Pa
- pc/Pj (5-14)

3 Pi - Pa

If pc/pj is greater than (Prn - Pa)/(Pj - Pal, decrease d and repeat the

procedure until agreement is reached.

(6) Once Equation (5-14) is satisfied, it is possible to calculate the flow.

The flow equations developed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6 applied to each
jet give the following relationship:

i Stn P (CQ)n (5-15)
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(C)n =1 for thin jet theory

(CQ)n = (1 - e-Xj for exponential theory

5.3 Flow Restrictor Theory

5.3.1 Approach and Assumptions

The general conf;guration of distributed jets is shown in Figure 5-1. In the flow

restrictor theory, it is assumed that the jets are formed by rows of circular holes rather than

by continuous slots. As a result of the spacing between the holes, passages for air flow from

the ;ushion exist. A continuous momentum seal does not exist, and the flow may approach

that of a plenum chamber. The plenum chamber assumptions developed in Section 2.8 are

applicable to this case. The additional assumptions for this case are as follows:

5.3.1.1 The lowest point of the trunk is specified by (xo, yo), The distance

between (xo, yo) and the ground is d, the minimum jet height (trunk

clearance).

5.3.1.2 The jets on the cushion side of (xo, yO) supply all the flow into the

cushion which maintains the height d. The momentum seal effect of

these jets is neglected.

5.3.1.3 The jets on the outside of (xo, yo) act to reduce the flow area. A flow

coefficient (CT) is used to account for this area reduction.

L _ ____= ... . .. . i " i ' i ..... .. . . i i i i
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5.3.1.4 The flow from the cushion is dependent on the shape of the cushion

exhaust nozzie iwhich is formed between the trunk and the ground). A

flow coefficient (CD) is used to account for this effect.

The jet height (trUnk clearance) may be estimated by assuming that the pressure

on the cushion side of (xo, yO) is uniform and eq-,al to the cushion pressure. Th,. trunk

pressure is known. Since the total orifice area on the cushion side of (xo, yo) is c.iso known,

the flow into the cushion may be calculated. Assuming the plenum theory is applicable, the

jet height will rise until the flow from the plenum equalo the flow into the plenum. The jet

height may be determined by finding the value of d which equates the flow out to the flow

in. The expression for flow from the plenum is developed in Section 5.3.2. The flow to the

plenum is developed in Section 5.3.3. The jet height is then determined in Section 5.3.4.

A more exact determination of flow and jet height based upon a sequential

analysis of the flow and pressure increment associated with each row of orifices is presented

in Section 5,3.5.

5.3.2 Determination of Flow from Plenum

It was shown In Section 2.8 that the flow from a plenum chamber is given by:

2goQ (Pc P SdCd (2-611
vp

The coefficient of discharge Cd is dependent upon a large number of variables.

For the purpose of this analysis, the dependence on nozzle pressure ratio, exhaust nozzle

shape and jet configuration will be considered.

The coefficient Cd may be considered as the product of two coefficients:
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Cd = (CT) (CD) (5-16)

where:

CD = nozzle shape coefficient

CT= flow area reduction coefficient

From Figure 5.4 it is evident that the nozzle shape for the plenum chamber

exhaust approaches that of a convergent-divergent nozzle. Consequently, CD should

approach the coefficient of discharge for a nozzle.

The value of CT is dependent on the flow area reduction caused by the jets

outside of point (xo, yo) (see Assumption 5.3.1.3). Figure 5-5 shows a typical orifice

pattern. Adjacent rows of orifices are generally not aigned in the direction of flow.

Consequently, the cushion flow must follow circuitous paths between the orifices. As a

result, the effective flow area is reduced and friction is increased.

The value of CT may be approximated from an estimate of the effective flow area

reduction caused by the nozzles. The effective flow area is proportional to the effective flow

width:

S'= S- (N) (Dq) (n') (5-17)

where:

S' = effective flow width

S - actual flow width

n' = effective number of rows of orifices which contribute to flow area reduction

Dq = diameter of orifices

N = number of orifices per row

The coefficient (CT) may now be estimated as follows:

CT ;t (5-18)
S

The actual value of CT requires experimental determination.

'47
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5.3.3 Determination of Flow to Plenum

The flow to the plenum chamber, based on Assumption 5.3.1.1, is the sum of the

flow from the jets on the cushion side of point (xo, Yn). The first jet on the cushion side is

represented by the Qth row in Figure 5-4. The last jet is represented by the mth row. The

flow may bc written:

OP an 2 0 (Pj- Pn) (Cx)n (5-19)
pP

where:

Qp = flow to plenum chamber

an - area of orifices in nth row

Pn = exhaust pressure for holes in nth row

(Cx)n = discharge coefficient for holes in nth row

The total jet flow is:
m

Qj= an j...L 2 (- Pn) (Cx)n (5-20)

The flow may be appioximated by letting Pn =PC for n > k and Pn = Pa for n <

5.3.4 Determination of Jet Height

The jet height may be determined by equating the flow into the plenum,

Equation (5-19), to the flow from the plenum, Equation (5-20), and rearranging. The result

is: m

nE an (P-Pn)(Cx)n

d (5-21)S (ic- Pa) (CT) (CD)
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As an approximation, Pn can be taken equal to PC, The result then becomes:

m
T A (C)

d* -= -(5-22)
Pc s (CT) (CD)

Equation (5-22) shows that for the flow restrictor theory, the jet height is

dependent upon the ratio of pc/Pj. Consequently, the parameter pc/pj continues to be a

valuable dimensionless quantity for relating the independent and dependent variables

associated with the system performance.

5.3.5 Determination of Pressure Distribution

A more exact prediction of flow and jet height is dependent upon a more exact

prediction of the pressure distribution across the jets, Such a prediction has been developed

in this section by a sequential analysis of the flow from cauh row of orifices. The flow is

assumed to be governed by flow restriction as in the plenum theory.

The assumptions associated with the plenum theory (Section 2.9) and the flow

restrictor theory (Section 5.3.1) apply to this analysis. In addition, the following

assumptions apply.

5.3.5.1 Flow is adiabatic, incompressible and frictionless.

5.3.5.2 Flow from the jets impinges on the ground and -., -•:t,,i, in all

directions. The total pressure of the plenum exhaust., to the

static cushion pressure.

5.3.5.3 The net flow from the cushion cavity is zero.
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5.3.5.4 The total pressure of gas in the trunk and cushion are equal to Pi and

PC, respectively.

The general anrprnabh t prcbicm, wvaS tu dunie a trunk clearance (d) for

given values of trunk pressure (pj) and recovery pressure ratio (pc/pj). The jet height for

each row of the trunk nozzles was determined from the trunk shape programs developed in

Chapter 4. Starting on the cushion side of the trunk, the flow from the mth row of jets (see

Figure 5-4) was determined. The flow out of the cushion at the (ni-i)th row of jets was

assumed to equal the flow into the cushion from the mth row of jets. Since the jet height at

the (m-l)th row of jets was known, the velocity and static pressure in the cushion

exhaust nozzle at the (fn_-)th row could be calculated. The resulting static pressure was

used to determine the flow from the (m-i)th row of trunk orifices. The flow and pressure

at subsequent rows of orifices were determined sequentially in a similar manner until the

pressure at the cushion nozzle exhaust (the kth row of trunk orifices) was found. If the

calculated and assumed value of pressure at the cushion nozzle exhaust did not agree, the

trunk clearance (d) was adjusted until agreement was achieved.

The equations for predicting the pressure distribution across the distributed jets

for the restrictor theory are summarized in the following paragraphs.

The jet velocity from the mth row of jets (see Figure 5-4) may be calculated from

Bernoulli's equation,

(Vt)m = • - PC (5-23)

Equation (5-23) gives the jet velocity for the mth row of orifices in terms of the

known pressure difference across these orifices. The velocity of the gas in the trunk was

assumed to be zero and Assumptions 5.3,5.1 and 5.3.5.2 were applied in the development of

Equation (5-23).
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The total flow from the mth row of orifices may be determined by applying the

continuity equation.

%t'tm %t'tm %1Im %-xlm n

The entire flow from the mth jet is assumed to exhaust through the plenum

exhaust nozzle formed between the trunk and the ground. The velocity of the gas in the

plenum exhaust nozzle at a section just to the left of the (m-l,)th row of jets (see Figure

5-4) may be computed from the continuity equation. The resulting relationship is:

(0t)m

(V)m_1 = (5-25)
(d + 8 m-1) (S) (Ct)

Equation (5-25) predicts the velocity of the gas in the plenum exhaust nozzle at a

section just to the left of the (m-1)th row of trunk orifices. The values of S and Ct are

known and constant for a particular trunk design. The value of (Qt)m was predicted by

Equation (5-24). The value of 5m-1 may be determined from the trunk shape program
developed in Section 4.4. Only the value of d on the right hand side of Equation (5-25) is

unknown. The correct value of d is the value which will predict atmospheric pressure at

plenum nozzle exhaust plane. At this point it is necessary to assume a trial value of d.

The pressure at the (m-1)th row of trunk orifices may be computed from the

total pressure and the gas velocity. Based on Assumption 5.3.5.2, the total pressure at any

point in the plenum exhaust nozzle is Pc* The resulting static pressure at the (m-l)th jet

row is

(P)-1 = (v - )2
2go (5-26)
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Equation (5-26) predicts the static pressure at the (m-i)th (ow of trunk orifices.

Since the static pressure at the (m-1)th row is known, velocity and flow from the (m--i1)th

row of jets may be calculated. In a similar manner to the procedure developed by Equations

(b-23) through (b-26), the pressure distribuluo IN A dl; Lilt; ,1,ild, i,-, Jeta May b.. .e U,,.U,=i%

in sequence.

The general equations for the pressure distribution calculation are:

(Vt)m-n - (P1 - Pm-n) (5-27)
P

(Qt)m-n = (v )m-n (t)m-n (Cx)m-n (S) (5-28)

m--2

(Om-n= ) t)m-n (5-29)

n=o
(Q)m-n

(V)mn = (5-30)
Id + Sm-n) (S) (CT)

(P)m-n-1 = Pc- (V)J 5-31)
2go

The pressure at each jet may be calculated in sequence until the minimum

pressure and maximum exhaust velocity is reached. The maximum velocity in the exhaust

nozzle is determined by the expansion of the exhaust flow from the total cushion pressure

to atmospheric pressure (Assumptions 5.3.5.1, 5.3.5.2, and 5.3.5.4). The resulting

maximum exhaust velocity is:

( 1 max - -PPa (CD) (5-32)
p
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In Equation (5-32), the coefficient CD was introduced to compensate for the
gc .- .. t . lull I I-1 I- Ut,.i

The pressure distribution problem may now be solved on an iterative basis by

varying the jet height (d) until tile maximum predicted plenum exhaust velocity agrees with

the velocity predicted by Equation (5-32).

The procedure is basically the same as outlined in Section 5.2.4. Total jet flow

and jet height may be predicted from Equations (5-20) and (5-21) respectively, once the

pressure distribution for the distributed jet is known.

5.4 Analytical Results

The distributed jet theories require the specification of more design parameters

than the concentrated jet theories, In particular, the distributed jet theories require the

specification of the truik shape and the nozzle size, location, spacing, aid number. The

concentrated jet theories are useful in visualizing general trends. The distributed jet theories

are useful in predicting actual performance of a particular distributed jet design.

Because of the large number of variables involved, the analytical results will be

presented for one single design. The design selected was the side trunk discussed in Section

4.6 and shown in Figure 4-8, The trunk material is assumed to be inelastic. The nozzles are

formed by 8 rows of 5/16"' diameter orifices. The spacing between the rows is 1-14". The

spacing orifices in a given row is 2-1/2". The location of the rows of orifices on the trunk is

determined by specifying Xn as shown in Figure 5-2. The values for X n and the other

specified variables are shown in Table 5-1.

The jet height predicted by the distributed jet theories may be compared with the

concentrated jet predictions if an equivalent jet thickness is assumed for the distributed jet.

The equivalent jet thickness (t) is defined as follows:

m

t an (5-33)
_ Sn=1
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where:

an is the total area per row of jets. S is the Ipngth of the jet row

(trunk section length).

Using the above definition of t, the ratio d/t for the distributed jeL udbe beliewies

equivalent to d/t for the concentrated jet case. It may be noted that:

d
1/x =

t (1 + sin 0)

Consequently, 1/x and d/t are equal when 0 = 00.

Figure 5-6 gives a comparison of the predicted d/t versus pc/Pj for the distributed

and concentrated jet theories. For the concentrated jet theories, it was assumed that 0 = 0.

It is evident from the figure that the jet height predicted by the flow restrictor theory is

considerably lower than that predicted by the various momentum theories.

The relationship between CO and pcJPj is shown in Figure 5-7. 'The definition of

CQ was given by Equation (3-4).

CQ QJ Cx (3-4)

The parameter CQ is a flow coefficient which compensates for the pressure

variation across the jet. The physical significance of this parameter was discussed in detail in

Section 3.4.

In computing CO, all other flow coefficients were assumed to be unity. The

results shown in Figure 5-7 indicate that all distributed jet momentum theories give nearly

the same value of CQ. The corresponding values of CQ are slightly higher for the distributed

jet theories than for the Barratt theory for a concentrated peripheral jet.
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The distributed jet Curves presented in Figures 5-6 and 5-7 were based on an

assumed trunk pressulre- Of 120 Ipsfg. Computations were also made for trunk presures of 80

psfg and 160 Psfq- I he resuitinq values of (1 and d/t were within n few percent of those

predicted at 120 psfcq. It was concluded that the curves presented in Figures 5-6 and 5-7 are

dependent only on pc/pi and independent of the magnitude of pi.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM - STATIC MODEL

6.1 Experimental Apparatus -'Static Tests

-Pyure 6-1 shows the test apparatus used for verification of the trunk shape, flow,

. istribhution, and jet height which were predicted toy th; n-n!vzi! dAmia!nrvaid in

ýýhaptcn: 4 and .6 The olexiglas side in the test rig allowed the inspection of the

two-dirmensional shape of the trunk cross section. For this reason, the apparatus was

generally referred to as the 2D test rig. The total test apparatus consisted of three units: an

air supply, a test section, and a trunk specimen.

Airflow was supplied by a Spenser Gas Booster capable of delivering 3,000 cfm at

1.65 psig. Air 'was ducted to the test section through 16 feet of 12-inch diameter galvanized

duct'ing. Trunk pressure was controlled by adjusting a butterfly valve located in the blower

housing ahead of the ducting, A flow straightener was positioned in the ducting in

accordance with standards set forth in Reference (47). Flow was determined by measuring
(48)

the differential head across an orifice plate rmeeting ASME specifications using a

micromanometer with a 20-inch range. Air temperature upstream was mesured by a 0-120

F mercury thermometer.

The test section consisted of a box approximately 32" wide by 42" long by 52"

high. The box was constructed from plywood' and plexiglas. The front of the box was open

to allow air to exhaust and th6 floor was movabl!e to enable the model to simulate varying

vehicle heights. Sixteen static pressure taps, spaced two inches apart; were installed along

the centerline of the, test section floor.

The'trunk specimen under test was made of a nylon-hypalon material which was

fastened in the test section bIy wooden stringers, Six static pressure taps spaced 2-1/2 inches

apart were installed along the centerline of the trunk in the jet region, The trunk section was

151
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32" wide and 57" long. A flap was installed on the edge of the trunk to seal leakage

between the trunk and the test section edges. Details of the jet configuration and the trunk

elastic properties are given in Appendix IV. The trunk dimensions were the same as those

listed in Table 5-1. Consequently, the trunk test specimen represented the side trunk whose

shape was analyzed in Chapter 4 and whose tlow, pressure distribution, and jet height was

analyzed in Chapter 5.

Airflow was ducted into the trunk through the top of the test section. The air

flowed through the trunk, out of the jets, and exhausted through the front of the test

section. The flow caused a static pressure to build up between the trunk and the rear of the

box when the floor was in place. This pressure was equivalent to the cushion pressure (pc).

Both cushion pressure (pc) and trunk pressure (pj) were measured by pressure taps installed

in the top and rear of the test section. All pressure taps were connected to a 100-tube well

type manometer bank. Water was used as the manometer fluid.

A grid was marked on the plexiglas side o; the test section to facilitate

observation and measurement of the trunk shape. Trunk shape and low points were

measured with a scale.

6.2 Experimental Procedures - Static Test

It was necessary to determine the magnitud-, of leakage flow and the coefficient

of discharge for the jets prior to conducting the flow verification tests. The leakage flow was

measured by installing in the test section a trunk specimen without jets and measuring the

flow for various values of pj but with p. = 0. The results of the leakage flow test are

summarized in Appendix V. The flow coefficient for the jets was measured by repeating the

leakage flow procedure after the jets had been installed in the trunk specimen. The results of

the coefficient of discharge test are summarized in Appendix VI.

In order to verify the predictions of trunk shape, jet height (d) and pressure

coefficient (CQ), tests were conducted on a trunk specimen of the configuration specified in
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Table 5-1. This configuration was identical to the side trunk shape analyzed in Chapter 4 and

Chanter 5.

The independent variables in the tests were trunk pressure (pj) and vehicle height

(H). The vehicle height was set at 10 positions in 1-inch increments between 4.5 and 13.5

inches. For each vehicle height, the trunk pressure v~s set at nominal pressures of 40, 60,

80, 100, 120, and 140 psfg. A tolerance of ± 2 psf was allowed in the pressure setting. At

the beginning of each run, the ambient pressure and temperature were recorded. The

micromanometer which measured the differential pressure across the ASME flow orifice was

leveled and zeroed. The vehicle height was set by adjusting the supports fo, the movable

floor. The desired trunk pressure was obtained by adjusting the butterfly valve in the blowerI housing.
The following data was collected and recorded.

(1) The location of the low point on the trunk was determined by visual

sighting and Its coordinates were measured from a coordinate system

grid with a steel rule.

(2) The jet height was measured by means of calibrated steel rods; the rod

was placed on the floor of the model so that its longitudinal axis was

parallel to the direction of flow from under the trunk. The rod was

then slid under the trunk until It was positioned below the low point of

the trunk. Clearance, or the lack of it, between the rod and the trunk p

was visually detected and a larger, or smaller, rod was tested for

equality of rod diame't-y and jet height. The rods were calibrated to

0.001 inch in increments of approximately 0,01 inch between 0.03 and

1.00 inch.



(3) The pressure distributions on the floor and trunk were indicated on the

micromanometer bank, as were the cushion and trunk region pressures.

44) The micromanometer, thermometer, and upstream pressura readings

were recorded.

Photographs of the trunk shape were made for a run with pj = 80 and the vehicle

height varied in 1.0 inch increments between 13.5 and 4.5 inches.

The results of the tests are summarized in Section 6.3. The variables used in this

chapter are summarized in Chapter 5.

6.3 Summary of Results - Static Tests

6.3.1 Introduction

Experiments were conducted on a trunk specimen which simulated the side trunk

configuration shown in Figure 4-9. This configuration was similar to the side trunk of the

model shown in Figure 4-8 whose shape was analyzed in Chapter 4. The verification of the

trunk shape predictions are presented in Section 6.3.2.

The side trunk specimen was also similar to the model analyzed for jet height,

pressure distribution and flow in Chapter 5. The details for this configuration were

summarized in Table 5-1. The verifications of the trunk flow characteristics are presented in

Section 6.3.3.

6 -. 2 Trunk Shape

The predicted and experimental values of £ 1, xo and yo for the free trunk shape

are shown in Figures 6-2, 6-3, and 6-4 respectively.
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The trunk segment length ( 1) is defined as the length of the trunk segment

bLuiwel iOhl dttaciiment point (a, b) ana the low point (x,, y.). This segment is illustrated
in Figure 5-4. The length of R, is important in determining the location of the orifices

relative to the low point (xo, yo). The distance from the attachment point (a, b) to the nth

row of orifices is defined by Xn. For an inelastic trunk, the value of X n is independent of

pc/Pj while the value of Q 1 is not. The values of the Xn'S and k, are plotted versus pc/Pj in

Figure 6-2. A value of X n greater than Q 1 indicates that the nth row of orifices is on the

cushion side of the low point (xo, yo). Figure 6-2 shows that the number of rows of orifices

on the cushion side of the low point varies from 3 at pc/Pj = 1.0 to 6 at pc/Pj = 0.9. Close

agreement between theory and experiment is shown by the curve.

Figure 6-3 shows the variation of the horizontal position of the trunk low point

(Xo) with pc/Pj. It is evident from the curve that the agreement between theory and

experiment is excellent.

Figure 6-4 shows the variation of the vertical position of the trunk low point (Y.)

with pc/Pj. It Is evident from the curve that the agreement decreases as pc/pj increases. The

slight difference between predicted and measured values of Y. was probably due to a

vacuum produced just to the atmospheric side of the trunk low point. This phenomena

would tend to force the trunk down. The phenomena is discussed in more detail in Section

6.3.2,

Figure 6-5 shows a comparison of the predicted and measured trunk shape for

pc/Pj = 0.5. It is evident that the agreement between theory and experiment for the free

trunk shape is excellent.

In order to determine the validity of the ground loaded trunk shape prediction, a

second series of tests was conducted. In this series of tests, the cushion area was vented to

the atmosphere. The trunk clearance (Y.) was varied and the resulting footprint length 23

was measured with a scale. The resulting values of Q 3 versus Yo/Y are compared with the

L00

• • I I
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analytically predicted values in Figure 6-6 The figure shows that the agreement between

theory and experiment is. good for pc/pi 0.

A second run was made with pc/pj = 0.41. During t.iis run, the cushion pressure

was maintained by introducing flow into the cushion area troln a separate air source and

venting the resulting cushion flow through the floor of the test section. The resulting values

of Q3 versus YoiY,, are compared with the analytically predicted values in Figure 6-7. 1 he

figure shows good agreement between theory and experiment.

The trunk shape experiments have damonstrated the accuracy of the analytical

modols developed in Chapter 4 for predicting the trunk low point, the location of the

nozzles, trunk shape, the cross-sectional area, arnd the footprint length.

6.3.2 Flbw Charadte; istics

The results of the tests for leakage flow are shown in Appendix V. The

experimentally determined flow coefficient for the trunk orifices (CX) is given in Appendix

VI.

The influence of vehicle (floor) height (H) on pc/Pj is shown in Table 6-1, This

table shows that the pressure ratio (pc/pj) is largely independent of the trunk pressure (pj),

The influence of vehicle height (H) on the jet height-thickness ratio (d/t) is shown

in Table 6-11. The results show that the jct heiuht-th~ickness ratio (d/t) is .not strong!y

dependent an trunk pressure (pj).

The influence of vehicle height (H) on the pressure coefficient (CQ) is shown in

Table 6-i11. The results show that CQ is largely independent of trunk pressure (pj). The

-method by which CQ was calculated is given in Appendix VII. Since the jet height (d) and
. I

pressure coefficient.(CO) are largely independent of pj, the presentatign of experinmental

results can be greatly simplified. Table 6-IV shows the average values of the data collected at

the various floor heights. These values are assumed to be independent of pj.

~1 .*I I
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TABLE 6-I

Pressure Ratio (p /p.) vs Vehicle Height (H)

and Trunk Pressure (p.)

40 60 80 100 120 140 Ave
11(in)

4.44 .91 .91 .91 .91 .91 .91 .91

5.44 .88 .88 .87 .87 .87 .87 .87

6.44 .82 .82 8Z .8z .82 .82 .82

7.44 .76 .76 .76 .76 .77 .76 .76

8.44 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70

9.44 .6o .61 .60 .61 .61 .61 .61

10.44 .52 .52 .5Z .53 .53 .53 .52

11.44 .41 .41 .41 .41 .41 .41 .41

IZ.44 .28 .28 .28 .28 •29 .29 .28

13.44 .13 .14 .14 .14 .15 .15 .14

13.94 .08 .08 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09i _ _ _ _ _ __ - _ _ _ _ - -
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TABLE 6-1I

]F low Theory Coefficient (CQ) vs

Vehicle Height (H) and Trunk Pressure (pj)

n! (n1f~l I1 1 1
H (in) 4 0 60 MU IUO 1 ?- 140 A ve

4,44 .570 .581 .589 .581 .580 .I 80 .58

5.44 .670 .665 .675 . 672 .667 .673 .67

6.44 .727 .730 .735 .740 .736 .735 .735

7,44 .784 .791 .804 .792 .797 .795 .794

8.44 .824 .830 .830 .825 .828 .825 .828

9.44 .975 .875 .870 A973 .870 .870 ,872

10,44 ,920 .924 .915 .920 .918 .923 . 920

11,44 ,942 .950 .950 .948 ,953 .953 .950

12,44 .974 .990 .978 ,974 .974 ,975 .977

13.44 .940 .980 .980 .973 .980 .975 .971

13.94 .975 .985 .982 .983 .981 .978 .982
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TABLE 6-111

cl t lhiight - Thickness Ratio (d/t) vs

",hcie ,ic igm Ii ana Irunik Pressure (p.)

p. (p."tfg)
im)40 50 80 100 120 140 Ave

4. 44 .37 .37 .37 37 39 .39 37

5. 44 .415 .415 .435 .435 435 .435 .43

6. 44 .46 .47 .48 50 50 .50 48

7. 44 .S 0 ,52 .52 52 545 .545 53

8. 44 ,58 .58 .58 59 59 ,60 59

9. 44 .62 .62 .63 64 64 .64 63

10.44 .71 .71 .72 .72 .7Z .72 72

11.44 .85 .85 .85 .85 86 .87 85

12. 44 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.04 1. 04 1.04 1.03

13. 44 1 .59 1. 57 1.-57 1 .57 1. 57 1. 59 1. 58

13.94 Z. 19 2. 17 Z. 10 2. 08 2.08 2. 10 2. 12
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TABLE 6-IV

Calculated Data vs Vehicle Height (H)

H (in) p /p. C d (in) d X (in) y (in)

Tj

4.44 0.91 0.58 0.17 0.37 23.6 -4.27

5.44 0.87 0.67 0.19 0.43 23.3 -5.24

6.44 0.82 0.73 0.22 0.48 22.4 -6.22

7.44 0.76 0.79 0.24 0.53 21.4 -7.20

8.44 0.70 0.83 0.27 0.59 21.0 -8. 17

9.44 0.61 0.87 0.29 0.63 19.8 -9.15

10.44 0.52 0.9z 0.33 0.72 18.8 -10. 11

11.44 0.41 0.95 0.39 0,85 17,3 -11.05

12,44 0.28 0.98 0.48 1.03 15.7 -11.97

13.44 0. 14 0.97 0.72 1.58 14.7 -12.72

13.94 0.09 0.98 0.98 2. 12 13.9 -12.97

NO TE:

The above data exhibited slight variations with p..

The values shown are mean values over the range of pj's.

t m ,r, *1
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Experimentally measured static pressure distributions along the cushion exhaust

nozzle at the trunk surface for the 120 psfg trunk pressure rur' are shown in Figures 6-8,

6-9, and 6-i0. These fiyuie shu .I iU~I.I bU;Zi-UL floi pie'ul zu ra,--':0-, c!
0.28, 0.5, and 0.72 respectively.

Values of d/t and Ca calculated from experimental measurements in the pj = 120

psfg run are shown in Figures 6-11 and 6-12 respectively.

It was found that the value of CQ predicted by the distributed jet momentum

theories was in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. However, the jet height

predicted by the momentum theories was an order of magnitude higher than that observed.

The flow restrictor theory was found to give much better agreement with

experimental results. In applying the flow restrictor theory to the experimental model, it

was necessary to select values for the three flow coefficients. These coefficients are Cx, CD,

and CT.

The coefficient CX is the trunk orifice coefficient. The measurement of this

coefficient is discussed in Appendix VI. The values of CX versus the pressure ratio across the

trunk (Px/Pj) are shown in Figure -VI -1 (appendix). When cushion pressure is present, the

value of Px/Pi varies around the trunk. However, since this variation is not large, a constant

value of CX = 0.72 was assumed.

The coefficient CD is intended to evaluate the efficiency of the

convergent-divergent nozzle formed between the trunk and the ground in expanding the

flow from the plenum chamber to atmospheric pressure. It may be observed from the

pressure distribution curves (Figures 6-8, 6-9, and 6-10) that the pressure at the nozzle

exhaust is below atmospheric. The flow in this area is highly complex and beyond

reasonable analytical analysis. For the shape tested, the vacuum produced in the nozzle

exhaust caused the exhaust velocity to be approximately 10% higher than would have

occurred had the minimum pressure been atmospheric. On the basis of these observed

results a CD = 1.1 was selected.
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The nozzle area reduction coefficient (CT) represents the effective reduction in

plenum nozzle area caused by the momentum seal formed by the jets from the trunk

orifices. The high velocity flow from the trunk orifices results in forcing the plenum flow to

follow a circuitous patr betwveeti die jet;. Thc .ne re•u;!t k to reduce the effective plenum

exhaust nozzle area.

The value of CT should be less than 0.76 based upon constant width jets. The

width is assumed to be equal to orifice daimeter (5/16") and the minimum distance between

jets is 0,965". The value of 0.76 probably represents an upper bound since the effective area

reduction is expected to be greater than the projected width of the orifices, A selection of

CT " 0.57 gave the best agreement with experimental data.

The computed pressure distributions for the flow restricior theory using the selected

discharge coefficients are shown in Figures 6-8 through 6-10. It may be seen from Figures

6-8, 6-9, and 6-10 that the agreement between experimental and calculated pressure

distribution around the trunk is quite good.

The experimental and calculated values for CQ are shown in Figure 6-11. The flow

restrictor theory is shown to give the closest agreement with experiment.

The resulting jet height to thickness ratio (d/t) is shown in. Figure 6-12. Again,

agreement between calculated results and experimental data is excellent. Figure 6-12 also

shows the predicted values of d/t using the approximate formula (Equation 5-22). The

approximate formula gives the correct trend but predicts a lower jet height than is actually

observed,

The trunk flow experiments have demonstrated the accuracy of the flow

restrictor theory developed in Chapter 5 for predicting the pressure distribution, jet height

and flow coefficient of the trunk design under test. The distributed jet momentum theories

were unsatisfactory for predicting the jet height for the tested jet configuration.
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flirp 11(flirii ;, of -tw air craft rotS rst V Have tirir c lrtity to AItiNi OW tie vetical

weight arid vortitcal vetlocity.
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roll anrgles at toochltuowrr are- nssirenj tO be Mero, Mid tire for ward( velocity is aISSoirred to h0

rierl iqihie.

Tilie systerr of eqi rftiorrs wIhich describe the dy narmric resporrsd of thre AC LS'rs

develoaped int tihe foliowir g section rs. Sectionr 7.2 Irresernits a sirr iuli iiend roodrle of tire pruonk

portion of tire systorir. Snictiort 7.3 lirOSOnts nl iorc cxormilete irindir of tin' tririrk, hot

neglects ti's effect of rrressurre Iiii 1(1up in tile plant it benreath tire rrircr aft. Section 7.4
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lire variab~les involved ir tine anralysis are as follows:

A pistorr area, ft:2

A ctrLSlricrrr are0a Wider thre trLtnik, ft 2

A.,,rur t C OIOiil :111 irrtuer thlre aircraft hrnird shutr trtre,t

A3 truck ow Aplb aiii~le, ft2



aD total exhaust area of nozzles in fan calibration test, ft2

aj total area of orifices in the tr-ink, ft 2

an area of orifices in the Rnth segment of the trunk, ft 2

a' effective flow area for the V3 segment of the trunk, ft2

CD flow coefficient for the cushion exhaust nozzle
C specific heat at constant presstire for air, Btu/lb OF

CQ flow coefficient for pressure distribution

Cv specific heat at constant volume for air, Btu/lb 0F

'x flow coefficient for orifices in the trunk

Cy flow coefficient for jet height

Cz flow coefficient for jet height

d jet height, ft

e distance between lower trunk attachment points, ft

Fj total vertical thrust from jet exhaust, lb

F 3  total force developed by the trunk footprint, lb

g acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2

go gravitational constant, (lbm/lbfXftlsec2)

h specific enthalpy, Btu/lb

Kn effective length for calculating volume of the nth trunk segment from the

cross-sectional area Aj, ft

k ratio of specific heats

Ln effective length for calculating the footprint area of the nth trunk segment

from the footprint length Q3 , ft

Ls length of trunk side segment, ft

Mn number of rows ot holes in the nth trunk segment

rm mass flow rate, slug/sec

P pressure in the control volume, lb/ft2 absolute

PC cushion pressure, psfa
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PC cushion pressure, psfg

P.j trunk pressure, psfa

pi trunk pressure, psfg

Qc total flow from cushion, ft 3 /sec

Oi total flow from fan, ft 3 /sec

an total flow from orifices in the 9 nth trunk segment, ft 3 /sec

Or total fan flow at stall pressure, ft 3 /sec

R gas constant, Btu/Ilb IF

R, radius of curvature for trunk segment Q 1, ft

rn radius from center of rotation to centroid of area Aj for nth trunk

segment, ft

S effective length for calculating cushion area Ag from length Xo, ft
Sg effective length for calculating the volume Vg from area Ag, ft

Sj effective length for calculating the trunk volume Vj from area Aj, ft

Sn effective length of nth trunk segment, ft

S3  peripheral distance around the trunk at cushion nozzle exhaust, ft

Sn peripheral distance around the trunk at nth row of orifices, ft

t effective width of all rows of orifices, ft

tn effective width of nth row of orifices, ft

T absolute temperature, OR

Tt trunk tension per unit length, lb/ft

U total internal energy of the gas in the control volume, Btu

u specific internal energy of the gas in the control volume, Btu/lb

V volume of gas control volume, ft 3

Vc total cushion volume, ft3

Vf volume of ducting between fan and trunk, ft 3

V11 total volume of the nth trunk segment, ft 3
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Vg portion of cushion voluMe under the trunk, It

V. JIM rtiOln Of cush ion volume under the hard structure, ft

V. total trunk volunie, ft 3

v velocity of the gas, ft/sec

W mass of qzis in control volume, Ib

WA mass of aircraft, lb

wi mass flow into the control volume, lb/sec
wnl Iass flow from) the Q nth segment of the trunk,, lb/sec

wo mlass flow from the control Volume, lb/sec

X0 horizontal distance from inside attachment point to inside of tile

trunk footprint, ft

Yo vertical distance h~etween the aircraft hard structure and the ground, ft

Y"' vertical distance at which no footprint exists (V 3 = 0), ft

y vertital coordinate, ft

y vertical velocity, ft

Y vertical acceleration, ft

Greek letters:

a n angle of revolution for trunk cross-section to form trunk volume

segment n, radians

trunk porosity

p density of gas, Ib/ft 3

ýt angle between trunk and ground at edge of footprint, radians

Subscripts:

c refers to the cushion

e refers to the end trunk segment

I refers to flow into the control volume
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refers to the trunk

k refers to the corner trunk segment

n arbitrary

0 refers to flow out of the control volume

r refers to stall condition of the fan

s refers to the side trunk segment

1 refers to the segment Q1

2 refors to the segment k2

3 refers to the segment Q3

7.2 Simple Dynamic Model

7.2.1 Approach and Assumptions

A greatly simplified model of the air cushion trunk is shown in Figure 7-1. The

figure shows an insulated cylinder of gas. The gas is being compressed by a piston falling

under the action of gravity. During the compression process, air may enter the control

volume from a fan and may leave the volume through an orifice.

The assumptions for the analysis are as follows:

7.2.1.1 Thrust from the exhaust gas is neglected.

7.2.1.2 Adiabatic expansion or compression occurs in the control volume.

7.2.1.3 The change in height of the gas flowing through the control volume is

neglected.

7.2.1.4 The enthalpy of the input air equals the enthalpy of the exhaust air.
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7.2.1.5 The gas obeys the perfect gas law.

7.2.1.6 The flow through the exhaust orifice ik assumed to be adiabatic and

7.2.1.7 The velocity of the gas in the control volume is negligible. The static

and total pressure are equal.

7.2,1.8 The flow in, Oi is constant.

The variables involved in this model may be grouped as follows:

Independent environmental variables

g acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2

Pa atmospheric pressure, Ib/ft 2

p atmospheric density, 6b/ft 3

k ratio of specific heats for gas

Independent design variables

A piston area, ft2

aj orifice area, ft2

Cx coefficient of discharge of orifice

YOO distance of origin of coordinate system above ground, ft

Independent operating variables

Qi flow from the fan into cylinder, ft 3 /sec:

WA piston weight, lb

VA



1(t) co Ihli ul "OIIIO 1.11110iiillr f 0

WV(t) contitol violkiino gas Wveighit, lb)

y( t0 piston position, f t

y W istonl velocity, ft/sec

In order Lo du term i ne the varia tici of the( dlepeondonit variablJes witht th~e time

parameter, six independent equatiorvi --re I-o(;essiry. -1.hu'so cquaidoils may be developed by

applying the following laws and princ~iples:

(1) Newtori'ý Second law appie jl o I he fi ee piston Mbody in the vertical

difection gives:

yý(t) ---f[P()I'

(2) Geometric compatibility applied to the control voIlume glives:

y(t) -[V(OI

(3) Ani energyi balance applied to the c;ontrol volume gives:

(4) The pei feet gas law gives:

(b) The continuity and energy pririlo raorie'Jd to flow' through the

orifice and fan gives:
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W(t) = f[P(t) ]

It may be noted that the equation resulting from p-inciples (3) and (4) may be

combined to eliminate TýO. Ai-n .dt = anation defining (t) fty(t)] may be

introduced to eliminate Wt) from the relationship in principle (1).

7.2.2 Newton's Second Law

Newton's second law may be applied to the piston shown in Figure 7-1. The result

is:

WA d 2y g
S --WA -+ A (P -,Pa (7-1)

g0 dt 2  0o

Equation (7-1) equates the vertical external forces acting on the piston to the

product of the mass and acceleration in the vertical direction. The thrust force is neglected

(Assumption 7.21.1).

7.2,3 Geometric Compatibility

Since the piston area is constant, the relationship between the piston height and

the control volume is linear. It is evident from the geometry of Figure 7-1 that:

V = A (Y,, + y) (7-2)

7.2.4 Energy Balance Applied to the Control Volume

To complete the problem, a force (pressure) versus deflection relationship must

be derived from thermodynamic considerations. The first law of thermodynamics may be

applied to the cr,, orol vcoume shown in Figure 7-1 ac follows:

I.

I
I ImI I I || |4

| e|



change in stored energy = energy in - energy out + work in + heat in

Based upon Assumptions 7.2.1.2 and 7.2.1.3 the heat in is zero and the change in

potential energy of the gas flowing through the cylinder is zero. The energy balance then

becomes:

d-• -(hiwi-howo)+ P = 0 (7-3)
dt dt

The conservation-of-mass law may be applied to the control volume. The resulting

equation equates the change of mass of the gas in the control volume to the difference

between in flow and out flow. The results are:

dW
-- - wi - wo (7-4)
dt

The application of Assumption 7.2.1.4 gives:

hi -- ho (7-5)

For a perfect gas (Assumption 7.2.1.5), internal energy (u) and enthalpy (h) can

be represented as:

U W u (7-6)

du = Cv dT (7-7)

PV
h u+- (7-8)

W

Substituting Equations (7-4) through (7-8) in Equation (7-3) and dividing the

resulting equation by Cv WT, gives the following results:



dT PV dW PS= -dV (7-9)
T CvWT W CvWT

The r•rfR(!t na• law and the soecific heat definition aives the followinq

relationships:

PV
R =(7-10)

WT

= k- 1 (7-11)
Cv

Combining Equations (7-10) and (7-11) yields:

PV
k - 1(7-12)

WTCv

The substitution of Equations (7-10), (7-11), and (7-12) in Equation (7-9) yields:

dT dW dV
(k- 1) -- (k-- 1( (7-13)

TW V

7.2.5 Perfect Gas Law Applied to the Control Volume

The temperature variable In Equation (7-13) may be eliminated by introducing

the perfect gas law. Written in logarithmic form, the perfect gas law is:

RnP+knV =nW+ýn R+nT (7-14)
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Differentiation of :-quatioii (7 14) gives:

dP dV dW dT
--+ = t (7-15)

P V W T

rhe combinatioii of Equations (7-13) ard (7 15) allows the elimination of the

temperature variable. The result is:

dP dW dV
--- k- k -17-16)

P W V

Expressing Equation (7-16) as a time rate equation gives:

dlP 1k dW k dV\(-)
- = P (7-17

dt dt V dt

Equation (7-17) predicts the time rate of change of the pressure within the

control volume as a function of tha weight and volume change.

7.2.6 Continuity and Energy Principles Involving

Gas Flow from the Control Volume

The first law equation (7-17) introduced a newv variable: W. A flow equation is

needed to express the mass change in the control volume with respect to time. Such a

relationship was de;-ved in Section 7.2.4. The resulting equation was:

dW
= wi -wo (7-4)

dt

I

I
Ik

-- • n • , 11_ ' m~m mm~ -- m a iro • mU 4L= im~mmommmm J• • .ml ~ j~m~m~mi~mw•i• •.•.....
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The exhaust flow through the orifice may be found by app[ling the continuity

principle to the exhaust plane of the nozzle. The result is:

wo = PO Vo aj Cx (7-18)

The velocity vo and density po of the exhaust gas at the nozzle throat may be

determined from isentropic flow relationships. The results are:

2PV (h
1/k

po p (Pa/P)

These results may be substituted into Equation (7-19) to predict the exhaust flow

from the orifice. However, for small pressure differences across the exhaust nozzle, the

compressibility of the gar may be neglected. In the present investigation, pressure

differences of less than two poundb per square inch are involved. Consequently, the

Assumption (7.2.1.6) of incompressible subsonic flow in the exhaust nozzle was made. The

static pressure and total pressure of the gas in the control volume were assumed to be equal

(Assumption 7.2.1.7).

For incompressible flow, the velocity at the exhaust exit plane is:

2 Pal (7-19)

Combining Equations (7-18) and (7-19) gives:

wo= 2g0 w (p-paajCx (7-20)
VV



Equation (7-20) predicts the flow from an exhaust nozzle for small pressure

differences across the nozzle. For large pressure difference ratios (pressure ratios less than

0.9), Equation (7-20) should be modified to account for compressibility.

The weight flow into the control volume was assumed to be constant. The

resulting relationship is:

wi= 'P Qi (7-21)

Combining Equations (7-4), (7 -20) and (7-21) gives:

dWw Qi P- 2go (P-PI a1 Cx (7-22)
dt F 0-V P al

7.2.7 Summary of Equations

The system of equations which describes the simple dynamic model may be

summarized as follows:

Definition of velocity

dy
- = y (7-23)
dt

Newton's second law:

-g + g(P-Pa) (7-1)

dt WA

First law of thermodynamics:

ddt -PWddt Vk d~t 1-7
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Conservation of mass:

dW W
-d pOi- 2go-(P-Pa) aj Cx (722)'\•dt

Geometric compatibility:

V = A (Y, + Y) (7-2)

rhe above set of linear, first order, differential equations may be solved by

numerical procedures using the Runge and Kutta algorithm.( 4 7 )

7.3 Air Cushion Trunk Dynamic Analysis

7.3.1 Approach and Assumptions

The simplified analysis developed in Section 7.2 may be applied to the Air

Cushion Landing System by the introduction of a few complications. The performance of

the trunk alone is considered in this section. Under this condition, cushion pressure is not

allowed to build up beneath the fuselage. The configuration for the analysis is shown in

Figure 7-2. The assumptions made in Section 7.2.1 are modified as follows:

7.3.1.1 pe/pj = 0

7.3.1.2 Only vertical motion is considered.

7.3.1.3 Thrust from the exhaust gas is included.

7.3.1.4 Elasticity of the trunk material is neglected.
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7.3.1.5 The flow in, Qi, is a known function of Pi.

"7 4 1 Th^ .li..,.,a •hn,a th- griinrl at twhirh the trunk beains to influence

the dynamic response of the aircraft is designated Y . More precisely,

Yoo is the point above the ground at which A3 = 0.

7.3.1.7 The coordinate system is selected as shown in Figure 7-2 such that y

0 at distance Yo, above the ground. With this selection, the following

relationship holds: Yo = -y for all y < 0.

7.3.1.8 The fan speed is assumed to be constant.

It may be noted that there are five major differences between the simple model of

Section7.2 ano that of the air cushion trunk. These differences are as follows:

(1) The trunk model has a thrust force acting upward due to the change in

momentum of the exhaust gas.

(2) The footprint (piston) area (A3 ) is not a constant, but is a function of

y.

(3) The control volume is a nonlinear function of y rather than a simple

linear function.

(4) The effective area of discharge of the orifice is not a constant, but is a

function of y.

(5) The flow from the fan (Qi) is not a constant, but rathe," a function (if

trunk pressure (pd).
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Corrections have been incorporated in the simple model analysis to compensate

for the differences listed above. These corrections are summarized in the discussion to
foll,1w.

7.,. Correction for Thrust

The thtust may be included by applying Newton's second law to the free body

shown in Figure 7-2. The result is:

WA-WA 9 + A3 (P-Pa) + Fj (7-24)
g0 dt2 go

The vertical thrust is equal to the rate of change in momentum in the y direction.

By assuming the velocity of the gas in the trunk is negligible it is possible to write:

Fj = rmvfy V QjVCz . _ vj2 aj CxCYCz (7-25)

where:

Cx = coeffi .t of discharge for the trunk orifices

Cy = coefficient to compensate for the dependence of the discharge

coefficient on y, and

Cz = coefficient to compensate for the various orifice angles.

(Not all of the exhaust velocity is in the vertical direction.)

Values of these coefficients are determined in Sections 8.2, 8.4, and 8.3,

respectively. The expression for velocity, Equation (7-19), may be substituted into Equation

(7-25) to give:
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Fj 2 (Pj- P.) aj Cx Cy Cz (7-26)

Equation (7-26) may be substituted into Equation (7-24) to give:

WA d2y g
- WA +A (pj - pa) + 2 (Pj -- Pal aj Cx Cy Cz (-7W~dy -A -+A 3  aCC ½(7-27)

go dt 2  go

Equation (7-27) equates the sum of the vertical forces on the aircraft (weight,

footprint pressure and thrust) to the product of the aircraft mass and the vertical

acceleration. This equation provides the required correction for jet thrust.

7.3.3 Correction for Footprint Area

The footprint area (A3 ) may be determined analytically from the values of

footprint length ( 93) predicted by the computer program developed in Section 4.5. It was

noted in Section 4.5 that R3 is dependent on the trunk length Q, the attachment points

(ab) and on pc/Pj and Yo. It Is evident from Figure 4-8 that different sections of the trunk

on an actual model have different attachment points and trunk lengths. However, it is

possible to separate the trunk into a number of segments which have approximately the

same trunk length and attachment points. If the effective length of the nth segment is Ln

and there are a total of m segments, the total footprint area is:

A3  0.3)n Ln (728)

Equation (7-28) predicts the total footprint area of the trunk as the sum of the

footprint areas of all the trunk segments. The footprint length £3 is a known function ot

YO ,/pj. For the case considered in this section, pc/Pj 0. The variation of 9 3 with
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Y. for pc/pi = 0 was shown in Figures 4.21 and 4-22. The former figure is for a side trunk

segment and the latter is for an end trunk segment.

The value of I , is a constant for straight trunk segments such as the side segment

shown in Figure 4-8. However, for curved segments such as the end segment shown in Figure

4-8, Ln is dependent on pc/Pj and Yo. This dependence may be calculated from the

computer program given in Appendix Ill. Using the above procedure, it is possible to

determine A3 as a function of Yo for the trunk on a given model.

7.3.4 Correction for Trunk Volume Change

The trunk volume (Vj) may be determined analytically from the values of

cross-section area (Aj) predicted by the computer program developed in Sections 4.5 and

4,63 The trunk may be divided into a number of segmeits in a manner similar to that

described in Section 7.3.3. If the effective length of the nth segment is Kn and there are a

total of m segments, the total trunk volume is:

V = • (Aj)n Kn (7-29)

The trunk segment cross-sectional area (Aj) is a known function of Y. and pc/Pj.

The variation of Aj with Yo for p./pj = 0 was shown in Figures 4-23 and 4-24. The former

figure is for a side trunk segment and the latter is for an end trunk segment.

The value of Kn is constant for straight trunk segments such as the side trunk

segment shown in Figure 4.8. However, the end trunk segment is a volume of revolution.

For a volume of revolution, the effect length may be defined as follows:

Kn = rn an (7-30)
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where

rn = radius from the center of revolution to the centroid of the area

A for the nth trunk segment

an = angle of revolution for the volume of the n•' trunk segment

The values of r,, and an may be calculated from the geometry of the particular

model and trunk segment.

Using the above procedure it is possible to determine Aj as a function of Y. for

the trunk on a given model.

7.3.5 Correction for Variable Discharge Area

As the truk is pressed against the ground, the flow from trunk exhaust orifices in

the footprint area is reduced. A discharge coefficient, C., has been introduced to account

for the resulting dependence of the trunk exhaust flow on the vehicle height (YO).

The resulting flow relationship is:

S(7-31)

where Cy is a function of Yo,

The value of Cy is determined by computing the flow from the various trunk

segments Q1, and 23 shown in Figure 4-2. The resulting flows are designated Q1 , Q2 ,

and Q3, and may he computed as follows:

Q1 , ( Cx 7-32)

0 (P aC
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- 2g ( p;) a .C , (7-33)

Q3 =F op (pj) a3 ' Cx

p

Qj= Q1 + Q2 + Q3  (7-35)

The values of a1 and a2 are determined by the total trunk orifice area in segments

S1 and Q2 respectively. The value of a3 ' is determ ined by the area which controls the flow

from trunk segment 23.

If the area between the trunk and the ground is less than the trunk orifice area a3 ,

then flow is controlled by the ground clearance rather than by the trunk area.

Consequently, the effective flow area for segment 23 may be written-

a3' = whichever is smaller (7-36)

2S 3 d CD
CEx

The value of a3 may be approximated by the product of the footprint area (A3 )
and the porosity of the trunk • in the footprint area. The result is:

a3 = A3t (7-37)

The porosity of the trunk is defined as the ratio of orifice area to total area in

the section of the trunk containing the orifices.
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The total jet area of the trunk is the sum of the area in the three segments.

+ A- + a- (7-38)

An expression for C is obtained by combining Equations (7-31), (7-32), (7-33),I

(7-34), and (7.35). The result is:

a1 + a2 + a3 'C y = 
(7-39)__

al

It Is evident from Equation (7-39) that Cy = 1.0 whenever a3 ' a3 .

The equation for Cy may be further simplified by substituting Equations (7-37)

and (7-38) Into (7-39). The result Is:

aj - A3t• + a3'

Cy (7-40)
aj

In Equation (7-40). aj and • are constants. A3 is a known function of Y. as

developed in Section 7.3.3, The value of a3'was defined as follows:

r A3t -

a3 whichever Is less (7-36)2 S3 d CD)/Cx

The values of S3 , Cx~, and CD are constants. The value of d is dependent on a

number of variables including Yo, An assessment of the value of d is presented in the

remainder of this section.
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An estimzte •f the jet height o variation with Yo has been made based upon an

.49............-' 'i... -.. nI with iniection from a

andlys iS. co n d u ct ed by H an , U, Iu u C ,,•r*.,t ,w... .. . .. . ..... ..

norous wall. In his analysis, Han ,etermined the pressure distribution in a channel of the

configuration showv, ii Figure 7-3. The independent variables for this analysis were d, V3 ,

Pj' and ,. The latter quantity is the effective wall porosity and may be expressed by the

ratio a3 /A 3 . The total vertical force per unit length which is developed in the footprint area

can be determined by integrating the pressure over the footprint length. Using a trunk

pressure of 80 psf and the porosity value for the model side trunk given in Table 5-I, the

footprint force was determined as a function of jet height and foc tprint length. The results

are plotted in Figure 7-4.

Figure 7-4 presents the load-deflection characteristics of the jet for various

footprint lengths. The actual !at height is determined by the load which the jet must support

for a given trunk configuration.

A free body diagram of a trunk configuration is shown in Figure 7-5. Force

equilibrium applied in the y direction gives:

Pi £3 - F 3 - 2 Tt sin dt ý 0 
(7-41)

The value of Tt was given by Equation (4-1).

Tt = 1 pi 
(4-1)

Combining Equations (7-41) and (4-1) gives:

Pi (Q3 2 R, sin ýt) (7-42)

F3 P 'l3t
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For the analysis of the trunk shape presented in Section 4.5, 't was assumed to

be zero. However, this analysis was made for a trunk section with free edges. A trunk on a

three-dimensional model is constrained by the curvature of the trunk in the peripheral

directinn. Cnnsequently, it is possible for a finite angle to exist at the edge of the footprint.

Such an angle has been observed on a three-dimensional model. A value of Pt = 40

constant gives reasonable agreement with observed results on the dynamic model. Using the

assumed value of 't, the values of F 3 computed from Equation (7-42) are shown as the

load line on Figure 7-4.

The jet heights at which a 3 = 2S 3 d are also shown on the curve. From the results

presented in Figure 7-4, it is assumed that d = constant for values of R 3 greater than about

2 inches.

7.3.6 Correction for Flow from the Fan

The flow from the fan is dependent upon the fan speed and the exhaust pressure.

This variation may be determined by standard fan calibration tests. Such a test is described

in Section 8.6 and the test results are shown in Figure 8-3.

For the purposes of this analysis, the fan speed is assumed to be constant during

landing impact (Assumption 7.3.1.7).

7.3.7 Summary of Equations

The changes required to apply the system of equations developed in Section 7.2

to the air cushion trunk system have been developed in Sections 7.3.1 through 7.3.6. The

resulting equations may be summarized as follows:

Definition of velocity

dy
d = - V (7-23)
dt
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Newton's second law

d -- WA ,- + A- (Pi P) 2 (Pi - P,) ai C, C,, C, 17-27)

dt WAL '0  Ij
First law of thermodynamics

dPj /k dWj k dVj=I - - (7-43)
dt Wj dt Vj dt

Conservation of mass

dW Wi

P 0I - 2go C(Pj-P a1Ccy (7-44)
dt

Geometric compatibility

V • (Aj)n Kn (7-29)

In the system of equations, there are five dependent variables: ', y, Pp, Vp, and Wj.

The following variables are known and constant: WA, go, Pa, Cx.Cz, k,p, Kn, g.

The following variables are known functions of the dependent variables:

A3 - f(Yo) as developed in Section 7.3.3.

A3 = f(Yo) as developed in Section 7.3.4.

CAi= f(Yo) as developed in Section 7.3.5.

Qi= f(Pj) as developed in Section 7.3.6.

S• j w j j jWOMEN
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The system of equations and functions described in this section has been

programmed and solved on a eigital cumputer using the Runge and Kutta algorithm.( 4 7 )

The computer results have been compared with experimental results in Chapter 8.

7.4 Complete Air Cushion System Dynamic Analysis

7.4.1 Approach and Assumptions

The analysis developed in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 may be applied to the complete air

cushion system by introducing relationships to account for the effect of cushion pressure on

the system response. The configuration for the analysis is shown in Figure 7-6. The

assumptions made in Section 7.3.1 are modified as follows:

7.4.1.1 The cushion pressure is allowed to build up so that pc/Pj '= 0.

7.4.1.2 The model is of the type shown in Figure 7-6. The trunk cross section is

the same at any section.

7.4.1.3 The trunk configuration is identical to the side trunk whose properties

were listed in Table 5 I.

A number of additional simplifying assumptions are included in the sections to

follow.

The equations of motion developed in Section 7.3 may be applied to a complete

cushion-trunk system by the introduction of corrections for cushion pressure.

The necessary corrections are as follows:

(1) Correction of the second law equation for the reaction force from the

cushion pressure.
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(2) Prediction of the area over which the cushion pressure acts.

(3) Prediction of the cushion pressure.

(4) Prediction of the cushion volume.

(5) Prediction of the cushion flow.

(6) Prediction of the influence of cushion pressure on trunk flow,

(7) Prediction of the influence of cushion pressure on trunk footprint area.

(8) Prediction of the influence of cushion pressure on trunk volume.

(9) Prediction of the influence of cushion pressure on vertical thrust.

These corrections have been developed in the sections to follow.

7.4.2 Cushion Reaction

The cushion pressure reaction may be included in the second law equation,

Equation (7-27), by the introduction of an additional force term. The resulting equation is:

WA d2y g= - WA +A3(Pj-Pa)+Ac(Pc-Pa)+Fj (7-45)
go 90 g
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Equation (7-45) equates the sum of the vertical forces on the aircraft (weight,

footprint force, cuihion force and thrust) tn the product of the mass and the vertical

acceleration.

7.4.3 Cushion Support Arv.

The cushion support area (AC) is a function of both Yo and pc/Pj. Figure 7.6

shows that the cushion area may be divided into two parts - Ah and Ag. The Ah part is the

area under the hard structure which is enclosed by the inner trunk attachment. This area is

constant. The Ag part is the area between the inner truni attachment and the inner ground

tangent. This area is dependent on the width X. -)nd the effective length Sg. The total

cushion area may be written as the sum of the pal cs as follows:

Ac = Ah • Sgo (7-46)

The value of At is constant, and Sg may be considered constant for small changes

in X0 . The value of Xo is dependent on Yo and pc/Pi. The relationship between these

variables has been determined for a straight section of trunk with unconstrained edges using

the computer program described in Appendix Ill. The results for the side trunk section are

shown in Figure 7-7. The carpet plot in Figure 7-7 shows constant lines of p0 /pj and R3.

It is evident from Figure 7-7 that for a given V3, the trunk low point X. moves

outward with increasing (pe/pl) thereby increasing the cushion support area. On the other

hand, it is evident that decreasing Yo at constant pc/pj causes an increzie in the footprint

length ( 93). The increase in footprint length, in turn, results in a decrease in Xo and an

attendant decrease in cushion support area.

During a landing impact, the energy absorption process starts at the point defined

by Q3 0 and pc/pj = 0. For the case when pc = 0, the process proceeds along the pc/p= 0
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lines. On the other hand, for the case when the change in Yo is slow and the weight is

supported only by the cushion pressure, the process follows the Q3 - 0 line. An actual

impact process follows a path somewhere between these two extremes.

It should be noted that Figure 7-5 is for a trunk section with free ends. For a

trunk on an actual model, there are no free ends. The trunk closes on itself as shown in

Figure 7 6. In order for X. to increase with increasing ps/pj, the trunk must stretch along

circumferential length Sg. The degree of constraint which results dppenos upon the elasticity

of the material and the shape of the model. As a consequence, caution should be exercised

in applying the free shape curves to an actual model. However, such curves are valuable in

making approximations for the relationships among the variables'.

In view of the offsetting influences of pc/Pj and V3 ,on the value of X0 , a first

approximation of X. = constant is reasonable for the trunk shape shown in Figure 7-6.

7.4.4 Cushion Pressure Prediction

The cushion pressure equation may be developed in a manner identical to that

presented in Sections 7.2.4 and 7.2.5. The resulting equation is:

dPc ( k dWc k dVc
SPc - 7-47)

dt c dt Vc dt

Equation (7-47) predicts the cushion pressure change with time aO a function of

the change of volume and change In weight of the gasin the cushion. In order to predict the

cushion pressure, It is necessary to predict the volume and weight change of the cushion air.

7.4.5 Cushion Volume Prediction

The cushion volume is a function of Yo, 2 3, and pc/Pp. However, as in the case of

the cushion support area, the influence of pc/Pj and 3tend to offset each other.

i edt fste
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The cushion volume on the air cushion model shown in Figure 7-6 is considered

to be composcd of two parts - the portion directly under the hard structure (Vh) and the

portion directly under the flexible trunk (Vg).

The volume under the hard structure (Vh) is a linear function of Yo and is

independcni nf pcpj. The equation for this portion of the volume is:

Vh = Ah Yo (7-48)

The volume under the trunk is more difficult to calculate. For the urposes of

simplification, a triangular cross section of Vg is assumed. Figure 7-6 shows that the altitude

and base of the triangle have lengths of Yo and X. respectively. If the triangular area is

assumed to be constant around the trunk, the portion of the cushion volume under the

trunk is computed as follows:

1
V = - X° YO Sg' (7-49)

The variable S gis defined as the effective length for calculating the volume from

the cross-sectional area. Figure 7-6 shows that the volume Vg consists of straight sections

along the sides. However, the two ends, taken together, form a volume of revolution. The

effective length for the two side volumes is 2Ls. The effective length for the end volumes is

the distance from the center of rotation to the centroid of the triangular area times the

aoglj of revolution. The resulting equation for S' is:i9
Sg, = 2Ls + 21r a + (7-50)

2 3

The relationship between X. and Yo was shown in Figure 7-5 and discussed in

Section 7.4.3. As a first approximation, X0 = constant is a reasonable assumption.



Combining Equations (7-48), (7-49), and (7-50) gives the following equation for

the cushion volume:

A I(e X~fli
.c h - 'o Ls Yi (7-51)

In Equation (7-51) the variables Ah, Ls, and e are assumed constant. A

relationship of the type given in Figure 7-7 may be used to relate Xo to Y.- However, as a

first approximation, X0 = constant is assumed.

7.4.6 Cushion Flow Prediction

In a manner similar to the analysis developed in Section 7.2.6, the conservation of

mass law may be written for the cushion:

dWc (W)i - (Wc) 0  (7-52)
dt

All flow into the cushion cavity comes from the orifices in segment k2 of the

trunk. This segment is shown in Figure 4-2. The total area of orifices in segment Q2 is a2 .

The flow into the cushion from the trunk may be written:

(wc)i = (sign) 2go p (PJ - Pc a2 Cx = w2  (7-53)

The sign on the radical in Equation (7-53) takes the same sense as the quantity

(Pj-Pc). This convention is necessary because it is possible during dynamic impact for Pc to
exceed P1. The direction of flow is, of course, from the higher pressure to the lower

pressure.

i. 

I



The value of a 2 may be determined by summing the area of all the orifices in

segment Q2. The total number of rows of orifices in segment 9 2 is designated as M2 . Each

row has an effective thickness tn and a length sn. The total area a 2 is written:

a 2  tn sn (7-54)

In Equation (7-54) the values of sn and t are known constants. The value of M2

is dependent on pc/Pj and Yo. This dependence has been determined using the computer

program listed in Appendix Il1. The results arm presented in Figure 7-8.

The flow out of the cushion is through the cushion exhaust nozzle. This flow may

be expressed:

(wc)o 2 go p (Pc - Pa) S3 d CD (7-55)

In Equation (7-55), go, p, S3 and CD are assumed constant. The variation of d is

determined as discussed in Section 7.3.5.

An expression for the cushion flow may be written by combining Equations

(7-52), (7-53), and (7-55). The result is:

dWc
- = w2 - 2 gop(Pc.-Pa) S3 dCD (7-56)

dt

7.4.7 Influence of Cushion Pressure on Trunk Flow

The flow into the trunk is dependent only on trun, or.:s,smre arnd fan speed. No

modification to the fan flow relationship is necessary to corr ' -.ffect of cushion

pressure.
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The flow from the trunk is influenced by the cushion pressure. The noLzLIe in

trunk segment V 2 exhausts to cushion pressure rather than atmospheric. The exhaust from

the trunk segment Q3 expands to Pc on the inside and Pa on the outside.

TI ;ie uvv l,u,,, .. .. u....i. . .ay u . " n.. .. tho su , f t.... l.. -..t .the. three

segments.

(wj)o = w1 + w 2 ' w3  (7-57)

The flow from segment 21 exhausts to atmospheric pressure.

W 2 ýgo p(Pj-Pa) aI Cx (7-58)

The flow from segment Q2 exhausts to cushion pressure.

w2 2gp (PI-P a 2 Cx

The sign for w2 is positive when pi > pc and negative when p. < Pj"

The flow from segment 23 is assumed to exhaust to atmospheric pressure.

w3= 2g0 p (Pi -- Pa) a,' Cx (7-60)

The value of a3 ' is determined by the area which controls the flow from the trunk

segment Q3. The area a 3 ' may be expressed:

SA3 e

a3 ' = whichever is less (7-61)
S3 dc

Cx
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In Equations (7-58) through (7-60) the independent varidbles are Pj and Pc. The

variables a1 , a2 , and a3 are dependent on Yo and pc/pj. The value a1 may be determined by

rearranging Equation (7-38).

-gi = ~a- 2 - a3  (7-38)

where a1 is constant.

The values of a2 and a3 were determined in Sections 7.4.6 and 7.3.5 by Equations

(7-54) and (7-37), respectively.

The value of a3 ' is determined by the same method discussed in Section 7.3.5.

7.4.8 Influence of Cushion Pressure on Trunk Footprint Area

The influence of pc/Pj on trunk footprint length for a side trunk section with free

edges is shown in Figure 4-21. For the pc = 0 case, the relationship between 23 and Y. is

given by the pc/pj = 0 curve. Higher values of pc/pj tend to decrease k3 for a given Yo.

The total footprint area of the model shown in Figure 7-6 may be computed as

the sum of the area of the side sections and the area of the end sections. The resulting

equation is:

A3 = Ls R3 + ir L + Xo10+ _(- + Xo (7-62)

In Equation (7-62), Ls and e are constants. As a first approximation, Xo is

assumed constant. The variation of k3 with Y and pc/pj is given in Figure 4-21.
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7.4.9 Influence of Cushion Pressure on Trunk Volume

The influence of pc/pj on trunk cross-sectional area for a side trunk section with

tree edges is shown in Figure 4-23. For the pc = 0 case, the relationship between Aj and Yo

is given by the p4/p1 = 0 curve. Higher values of pc/pj tend to darraRsep q?3 for a given Yo.

The total trunk volume is the product of the trunk cross-sectional area (Aj) and

the effective trunk length (Sj).

The effective length for the two sides is 2Ls. The effective length for the two ends

is the product of the distance from the center of revolution to the area centroid and the

angle of revolution. The resulting equation for the trunk volume is:

S= (2Ls + 2r re) Aj (7-63)

In Equation (7-63), Ls is constant. The centroidal distance re and the

cross-sectional area Aj are dependent on both pc/pj and Yo. The dependence of these

variables has been shown in Figures 7-9 and 4-23, respectively.

7.4.10 Influence of Cushion Pressure on Thrust

The presence of cushion pressu~re reduces the exhaust velocity from the rows of

orifices in the 92 segment of the trunk. The effect of this reduction may be approximated

by adjusting Equation (7-26) to account for the cushion pressure across the £2 segment.

The resulting equation is:

Fj = [(Pj-P.)a2+(Pj-Pa)(aj-a2) Cy] CxCz (7-64)

7.4.11 Summary of Equations

The changes required to apply the system of equations developed in Section 7.3

to the complete air cushion system have been developed in this section. The resulting
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equations may be summarized as follows:

Definition of velocity

dy (7-23)

dt

Newton's second law

dc g _ g 1
I-W +A 3 (P'-Pa)+Ac(PcP+FI(75

dt WA W A 3 9 P + Fj (7-45)

First law of thermodynamics

dPj ( k dWj k dVj1__ = Pj -_ (7.43)
dt 1 Wj dt Vj dt

dPC ~ V--- = Pc C ( 7-47)
dt WC dt Vc dt

Conservation of mass law

dW1
d-i [W1 + W2 + W3] 

(7-44)dt Q1 (w+ 2 +i

dW C W W5
S-= 2g g c- (Pc - Pa) S3 d CD (756)

dt

Geometric compatibility

Vj (2Ls + 2rre) Aj (7-63)
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Vc = (Ah+X°[Ls+7(e--- + -') (7.51)

In the system of equations there are eight dependent variables: y, , j, PPC Wj,

Wc, Vj, and Vc. The following variables are known and constant: WA, go, Pa, k, S3 , CD, Ls,

Ah, X0 , e, Cx, and Cz.

The following variables are known functions of the dependent variables:

Fj = (Pj-Pc)a2 +(Pj-Pa) (aj--a 2 )ý C y CxCz (7-64)

Yo -y for y<O Assumption 7.3.1.7

Ac= Ah + Sg Xo (7-46)

A3 =2Ls.23+ +L( +X+V 3  - + Xo 2 (7-62)

w1 = 2glo Wj/Vj (Pj-P.) a1 Cx (7-58)

w2 = (sign) o -0 (Pj - Pc) a2 Cx (7-59)

where the sign takes the same sense as the quantity (Pj - Pc).

w3 2g° ( a3 ' Cx (7-60)
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= f(P.) as developed in Section 7.4.7.

Cy = f(Yo) as developed in Seciun 7.3.5.

a1  f(YoPc/PJ) as developed in Section 7.4.7.

a2 = f(Yo, Pc/Pj) as developed in Section 7.4.7.

a3' = f(Yo, Pc/Pj) as developed in Section 7.4.7.

d = f(Yo) as developed in Section 7,4.7.

re = f(YO, Pc/Pj) as developed in Section 7.4.9.

A sufficient amount of Information has been developed in this section to allow

the prediction of the dynamic response of the complete air cushion landing system. Such a

solution would require development of the functional relationships described above for a

particular model. These relationships can be developed from analytical predictions by a

procedure similar to that described in Chapter 8.



8. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM - DYNAMIC MODEL

8.1 Experimental Apparatus - Dynamic Tests

Figure 8-1 shows the test apparatus used for verification of the dynamic model

developed in Cahpter 7. The apparatus consisted of three units - a hydraulic power supply,

a dynamic model, and a t!est platform.

Hydraulic power was supplied by a Sun Electric MK-3 Aircraft Hydraulic Sstem

Test Stand capable of delivering 0 to 30 gpm at variable pressures up to 5,000 psig. The
hydraulic power delivered to the dynamic model was regulated by controlling the flow rate
pressure of the hydraulic fluid which was piped by flexible hoses to the model.

A drawing of the dynamic model is shown in Gifure 4-8 and its dimensions are

summarized in Table 8-1. The air source for the model wa3 a centrifugal fan powered by a

hydraulic motor. The fan andomotor were connected by v-belts, The fan speed was 3.17

times the motor speed. The motor charactei'stics iare shown in Flgure 8-2. The, fan

characteristics are shown in Figure 8-3. A;r was ducted from the fan into the trunk and

exhausted froirLthe trunk through 1'003 holes located in the vicinty,of the ground plane.

The model structu re was fiberglass and the trunk was a nylon-hypalon material' The trunk

mnaterial was "Inelastic'" in that it did not possess the 200% to 300% elongation which would

be required for complete retraction of the trunk. The elastic curve shown in Figure IV-3,

Appendix IV, is typical for the trunk material.

,The test platform was constructed of wood and was 10 feet in length by 8 feet in

width. One section of the plywood surface was replaced with plexiglas in order to allow

inspection of the underside of the test mode. The center of the platform contained by a 2'

by 3' hole which could be covered with plywood and sealed. The hole in the center allowed

the cushion pressure to escape and, consequently, the performance Of the trunk could be

221



DYNAMIC MODEL AND TEST PLATFORM
FIGURE 8-1
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TABLE 8-1

Dynamic Model Trunk Design Variables

r VARIABLE SYMBOL VALUE

Total orifice area a. 104. 16 in

Number of orifices M 1093

Porosity 0.049

Cushion nozzle length (0 3 ) ¢ 14. 7 ft.

Trunk Section Properties

SIDE CORNER END
VARIABLE SYMBOL SECTION SECTION SECTION

Cross-sectional area, in (A.)0  326. 1 235. 6 202
j

Effective section length, in L N 16.0 17. 1 14.6

Section angle of rotation, (X 0 48 42
degrees

Centroidal radius, in Yn 20.9 20.4 19.9
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measured independently from the cushion. The performance of the combined trunk-cushion

system could be measured when the hole was closed and sealed.

Twi iypes ot tests were conducted. The first was a series of static tests to

determine the static performance of the model and to compare the results with the analysis

presented in Sections 7.3.2 through 7.3.6. During these tests the values of the following

variables were determined: Cx, Fj, Cz. A3 , CV, d, Aj, and Qj. The results of these tests are

reported in Sections 8.2 through 8.6.

The second test was a dynamic drop test of the model to determine the dynamic

response and compare the results with the analysis presented in Section 7.3.7. In all tests

reported, the value of PC was zero. The dynamic test is described in Section 8.7.

The variables used in this chapter are summarized in Chapter 7.

8.2 Determination of Discharge Coefficient Cx

A test was conducted to determine the discharge coefficient for the orifices In the

trunk of the dynamic model. This test was conducted with the model suspended two feet

above the test platform. At this distance, no cushion pressure existed and the influence of

the ground plane on flow from the trunk was negligible.

By varying the hydraulic flow rate to the motor, the fan speed was varied to

produce a trunk pressure which ranged from 25 to 65 psfg, For each data point, the rpm of

the fan (N) was determined with a strobe light and the trunk pressure (pj) was determined

by a water filled manometer. The total air flow from the trunk was determined by entering

pj and N in Figure 8-3 and reading Gi. The coefficient of discharge was determined from

Equation (VI-2), Appendix VI.

Q(
Cx= (see Appendix Vt) (VI-2)
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The resulting graph of Pa/Pi versus Cx is shown in Figure 8-4. From Figure 8-4 it is evident

that Cx = 0.66 for the pressure range investigated.

R 1 rflt~rminntinn nf Ipt Thn'iqt andr.
z

In the test to measure vertical jet thrust, the model was suspended from a load

cell. The model height was in excess of two feet so that the influence of the ground plane

was negligible. The trunk pressure was varied from 0 to 45 psfg and the loss of weight

registered by the load cell was recorded. The vertical thrust was equated to the difference

between the static weight and the weight recorded at a given trunk pressure. The resulting

thrust versus pj was plotted in Figure 8-5.

The thrust coefficient (Cz) was calculated from Equation (7-26).

Fj
C z = (8 -1 )2(Pi - Pa) aj Cx Cy

For the test conducted:

Cx = 0.66 (from Section 8.2)

Cy = 1.00 (from Section 7.3.5, Equation (7-39)

The resulting value of Cz was found to be

Cz = 0.33

8.4 Determination of A3 and C

The variation of A3 and Cy with model height was determined from a test series

which statically loaded the model against the test platform. The center section of the test

platform was uncovered so that no cushion pressure existed.
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The fan speed was maintained at a constant rpm and the weight supported by the

trunk was varied. For low trunk loads the model was partially suspended from a load cell.

The load on the trunk was determined by the loss of weight reqistered by the load cell. For

heavier loads, the model was loaded with known quantities of lead weights.

Data was recorded at approximately 1-inch increments over a model height range

from 11 inches to 7 inches. At each data point, the model was leveled by adjusting the

location of weights and the fan speed was set at 8000 rpm. The trunk height (Y.) was

measured with a scale and the jet height (d) was measured by rods of calibrated thickness.

The trunk pressure was measured by a water tube manometer.

The recorded values of jet height (d) and trunk pressure ('pj) at a constant fan

speed of 8000 rpm are shown in Figure 8-6.

The effective footprint areas of the trunk were calculated frorn the weight

supported and the trunk pressure.

A 3  = - (8-2)

Pi

The resulting experimentally determined values of A 3 versus Yo-are shown in Figure 8-7.

The values of A3 calculated by the computer program developed in Section 4.5

were also plotted in Figure 8-7. Values of A3 were computed from the values of £3 shown

in Figures 4-21 and 4-22 using techniques described in Sections 7.3.3 and 7.4.8. In

computing A3 , the trunk was divided into three parts - the ends, 'the sides, and the corners.

These three parts are designated by Le, L.s, and Lk respectively (see Figure 4-8). The

respective footprint areas were computed as follows.

(A3)s =(V3s 1-s (8-3)

We~ e2 [e.
(A3)e 2 2 + (Xo)e + (23)e] L + (Xo)ej (8-4)
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(a) k 
+ e x~ e(A3)k = .__ + (Xo)e + ( 2Q3)e - + (Xo)4 2 .

+ (+ (X + (Q3s 2 [ + (V 5]2j (8-5)1

As shown in Equation P7-28), the total footprint area is equal to the sum of the

various parts. For the model in Figure 4-8

A3 = 4 (A3 )e + 2(A3)s + 4(A3)k (8.6)

Figure 8-8 slhuws the experimentally determined values of the coefficient C y. The

value of C at a given height (Yo) was determined by the ratio of the flow at that height of

the flow at an infinite height.

The value of Cy was also computed from theoretical' considerations. For this

calculation, the trunk model was divided Into three segments: 2 1, R2, and % as shown in

Figure 4-2. The flow from the' three segments was computed following the procedure

outlines In! Section 7.3.5. The resulting equations were:

G a- A3 +a , (7-40)

aj,

and

jA3 t
Sa3' • Cwhichever Is less (7-36)• FSO CD/Cx

The values of Ap,' , and S3 are given in Table 8-1. The values of Cx and CD were

experimentally determined in Appendix VI and Section' 6,3,2 respectively. The values for d
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and A3 versus Yo are given in Figures 8-6 and 8-7 respectively. The resulting variation of Cy

with Y. is given in Figure 8-8.

8.5 Detarmination of Trunk Volume

A test was conducted to determine the variation in trunk volume with model

height.

The trunk volume in the free (unloadcd) trnndition was determined by graphical

integration of the various cross-sectional areas shown in Figurc 4-8. The total trunk volume

was found to be 25.24 ft3 . The volume of the ducting between the fan and trunk was 1.8

ft 3 .

The change in volume with model height was determined from the change in

trunk cross-sectional area as the model was statically loaded against the test platform.

A constant farn speed of 8,000 rpm was used for this test. The floor center

sections w2?c removed 1:o prevent cushion pressure build-up and to allow access to the inside

portion of the trunk. The model height was varied by changing the load which was

supported by the trunk. Data points were taken at approximately every 1.5 inches from a

model height of 12 inches down to 6.25 inches. The trunk shape was determined at the

midpoint of one side and one end for each data point.

The ground tangent points, (x1 , yo) and (x2 , yo) in Figure 4-2, were determined

by measuring the vertical and horizontal distance relative to the attachment points (o, o)

and (a, b).

The contour between an attachment point and a ground tangent point was

determined by fitting a copper wire against the trunk. The copper wire was deformed

plastically to retain the trunk contour. The inside and outside contours (£2 and 9 1 in

Figure 4-2, respectively) were transferred by the copper wire to a full scale drawing of the

trunk cross section. The resulting areas were measured with a compensating polar

pianimeter.
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The volume of the trunk was calculated from the side and end cross-sectional

areas in a manner simiittr Lu idLuuu01'ud - , .Ito. .. _. . ......... fr

calculation, the trunk volume was separated into the four parts - the end shape, the corner

shape, the side shape, and the fan ducting. These parts are shown in Figure 4-8. ' is evident

from the figure that the total volume of the trunk is

V1 =4 Ve+2Vs+4Vk+Vf (8-10)

The volume of the end Is a volume of revolution. The radius vector between the

center of revolution and the centroid of the cross-sectional area is-re. The total volume of

the two end sections is the product of the angle of revolution, the radius and the

cross-sectional area. The result is:

Ve = Ce re (Aj)e (8-11)

The volume of the two sides is'the product of the section length LS and the

cross-sectional area. The result is:

Vs = Ls (Aj)s (8-12)

The volunie of a corner section is more difficult to calculate than the other

volumes. It approaches a volume of rotation, however the cross-sectional area and the radius

of the centroid vary with the angle of rotation. On one side the cross-sectional area is (Aj)e

and the centroid radius is re. On the other side the cross-sectional area is (Ai)s and the

centroidal radius is rs. It is evident that the volume of a single corner section lies in the range

ae re (Aj)e <. Vk < a.sIs (Aj)s (8-13)

l i I Il i I l l I I1
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In order to approximate the corner volume, the following assumptions were

made.

(1) The effective centroidal radius for the corner section is the average of

the end and side radii.

r rL + rs
rk -- (8-14)

2

(2) The values of re and rs do not change with Yo"

(3) The effective cross-sectional area of the corner section lies somewhere

between (Aj)e and (Aj),

(Aj)k =-(Aj)s + (1 -I ) (Aj)e (8-15)

where " is a fraction between 0.0 and 1.0.

The resulting corner volume is:

(re + rs) '71 (816Vk = ak 's, (Aj)s + (1 - (Aj)e|

The total trunk vvume may now be written:

Vj L4 [ae-e(Aj)e+2 [Ls(Aj)s]

+4 ak 2 1 - (Aj)e + (Aj + V



2 3S

Factoring the above equation gives:

Vj F2ae Te + 4ak I1 -0 ) (Ai)e
L 2

+ 2(Ls) + 4ak e + )] (Ajls + Vf (8-17)
2

The free volume of the trunk may be written

2aIF + 4 ak (1 - (Aj)eOO

2

+ [2(Ls) + 4ak (Te + F• ) (•j] (Aj)s5. + Vf (8-18)

With the exception of " , the values of all variables in the above equation are

known and are listed in Table 8-1. Consequently, the equation may be solved for ". For the

model summarized in Table 8-1 the value of " was 0,727.

It is now possible to simplify Equation (8-18) with the following condensation of

variables:

Ke 2 ae re+ 4 ak (1- ) (8-19)
2

Ks - 2Ls+ 4 ak es (8-20)
2

For the model described in Table 8-1, the valuesof these parameters are K. =

126.6 in. and K. = 55.5 in.

II II II | | II II I
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The general equation for the total volume of the trunk and ducting may be
written

Vj = Ke (Aj)e + Ks (Aj)s + Vf

The volume ratio is

V _ Ke (Aje + Ks (Aj)s + Vf
-) (8-22)4(Vi)°°(jo

Figure 8-9 shows the values of Vj/(Vj)oo computed from the experimentally

determined values of (Aj)e and (Aj)s. In addition, the values of Vj/V* ,,computed from the

values of Aj predicted by the computer program developed in Chapter 4 are shown. The

computed values of (Aj)s and (Aj)e versus Yo/Y oare shown in Figures 4-23 and 4-24.

8.6 Fan Characteristics

The fan characteristics were determined by measuring the flow from the fan at

various speeds and back pressures.

In the calibration tests, the fan and ducting were installed above a plywood

plenum chamber of approximately the same volume as the free volume of the trunk. Two

convergent conical nozzles with an included angle of 12 degrees were installed on opposite

sides of the plenum. The discharge coefficient of the conical nozzles was constant at 0.95

over the range of Reynolds numbers of interesx in the test. Data was recorded at 200 rpm

increments, at motor speeds ranging between 2200 rpm and 3000 rpm. The back pressure

(trunk pressure) was varied by changing the exit area of the convergent nozzles. Since the

coefficients for the nozzles were known, the total flow from the fan could be calculated

from the formula given in Appendix VI.

L m m m m m mm m m m m
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Qjg, JL Pi) aD CD
VP

where I
aD is the total exhaust nozzle area

CD is the nozzle coefficient of discharge

The resulting fan characteristics of the fan were plotted in Figure 8-3.

The backflow characteristics of the fan were not known, Consequently, It was

assumed that at pressures above the stall pressure of the fan, the backflow through the fan

was proportional to the square root of the difference between trunk pressure and stall

pressure. The resulting relationship was:

2g0  (
Qi Or - F ( r- Pj) ar

where

Pr is the stall pressure of the fan for 8000 rpm fan speed

Or is the flow at the stall pressure

ar is the effective flow area associated with fan backflow.

"The assumed relationship between Qi and Pj at pressures above stall pressures Is

shown in Figure 8-10.

8.7 Dynamic Model Test

In order to verify the dynamic analysis developed in Section 7-2, thu dynamic test

model was allowed to free fall and impact against the platform. Prior to drop test, the model

was suspended above the platform by a nylon belt which incorporated a quick release
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mechanism. The height above the platform and the fan rpm were measured prior to drop by

a scale and a strobe light, respectively. During the drop and subsequent impact, the

following parameters were measured and recorded.

(1) pc and pj were measured by Consolidated Electrodynamic Type 4-312

pressure transdurer located in the cushion and trunk areas. These

instruments had a pressure range of J- 12.5 psi with a linearity of ± 1,0%

of the full scale reading. The natural frequency cf the instruments was

8,000 cps. The error caused by a 15 g peak sinusoidal vibration from 5

to 2,000 cps was less than ± 0.160% full range/g.

12) Vertical acceleration was measured by a model 333 g Stradham

Laboratories accelerometer with a± 25 g range, and a linearity of ±

1.0% of full scale reading.

(3) The vertical displacement was measured by a linear displacement

transducer, Model 4040 manufactured by Research, Incorporated. The

displacement transducer had a 3.0 ft range, with a linearity of 1 1.0% of

full scale reading.

The data was recorded on a direct reading oscillograph, Data Graph Model 5.26

manufactured by Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation. The paper speed was eighteen

inches per secrpd,

The recorded values of trunk pressure, vertical acceleration, and vertical

displacement are shown in Figures 8-11, 8-12, and 8-13, respectively, for a typical drop test.

For the test results shown, the drop height was one foot and the cushion pressure was zero.
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8.8 Summary of Dynamic Test Results

The model drop test was conducted in order to compare thu experimental results

with the computer prediction of the dynamic response.

The fan speO' at drop was 8,000 rpm -nd thr drop hcight was onc foot. Thc

experimentally determined static characteristics shown in Figures 8-7, 8-8, 8-9, and 8-10

were used as inputs to the computer program.

The variation of trunk pressdre with time for- the experimental and the computer

results are shown in Figure 8.11. The shapes of the two curves are quite similar. However,

the peak pressure predicted by the computer was higher than that measured.

Figure 8-12 compares the predicted and measured values of the vertical

acceleration. As in the case of the presures, the curves are similar in shape. However, the

experimentally measured acceleration was slightly higher than that predicted.

Figure 8-13 compares the predicted and measured values of displacement. The

curves are similar in shape, but the maximum predicted displacement is slightly greater than

the measured displacement.

Figures 8-11 through 8-13 show that it is possible to analytically predict the

general characteristics of the dynamic response on the model tested. The analysis presented

in Section 7.3 represents a valuable design tool for evaluating the effect on dynamic

response of changes in the various design variables.
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9. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

9.1 Design Considerations

In this report, the static and dynamic performance characteristics of the air
GubM~U,1I d~lldlly bybil•.• w=••,•uu.t 111 Th pal---=u•,anc Charatc.=,4-:,,; which .• -L,,,,,,,

associated with static equilibrium include the following:

load capacity

stiffness

obstacle clearance

Additional performance characteristics associated with the dynamic performance

of the system include: vertical (landing) energy absorption characteristics, horizontal energy

absorption characteristics (braking and frictional drag), and system stability. The horizontal

energy absorption and system stability were not considered in this study.

The load capacity is gerarally a specified design requirement which is determined

by the aircraft design.

"The systam stiffness is dependent upon the trunk shape, trunk pressure, and the

configuration of the cushion. It is desired to design the trunk so that pitch, roll, and heave

stiffness are adequate. However, it should be noted that trunk stiffness is also an important

parameter in designing the air cushion system for landing energy absorption. This

consideration may become the overriding factor in specifying the trunk stiffne..m,

The obstacle clearance is related to the daylight clearance (d), the trunk height

(Vo), and the design of the jets and the trunk. It is generally desired to have large values of d

for maximum ground performance but small values of d for minimum power. It is possible,

248



through using a flexible trunk with distributed jets, to provide adequate ground

performance for low values of e. The value of d necessary for adequate ground performance

for a given trunk and jet configuration must, at present, be determined experimentally. The

rpmiltinn vnhip, of d i. an imnortant varihlp, in detPrminina nnwpr ronnhirePmnntv for irlnniist.

ground performance.

The design variables may be subdivided into the following four areas: aircraft, jet

system, trunk, and power system.

The aircraft variables include the weight to be supported (WA), the length (D2 ),

width (D 1), area (AC), and the perimeter (3) of the air cushion, and the daylight clearance

(d) between the trunk and the ground. Additional variables which enter into the dynamic

performance include take-off and landing speeds, loads and attitudes, vertical velocity at

touchdown, braking coefficient and braking distance.

The jet system variables include the type of jets (slots, holes, nozzles, etc.), the jet

spacing, the number of jet rows (M), the location of the jet rows on the trunk ( Xn), the

effective jet thickness (tn), and the effective jet angle ( 0 n).

The trunk viriables include the location of attachment points, (o, o) and (a, b),

the trunk length (2) and the elastic characteristics of the trunk material (E).

The power system variables include the horsepower input (hp) and the pressure

(Pj) versus flow (00 characteristics of the fan.

It is desired to select values for the design variables in such a way that

performance requirements are met and the power, weight, and cost of the system are

minimized. The design requirements may be specified in terms of aircraft weight, jet height,

and trunk stiffness, and maximum allowable deceleration during landing impact.

The relationship between groupings of the design variables are expressed

throughout this report in terms of pc/Pj. It should be noted that when the aircraft is totally

supported by the cushion, pc is completely determined by the supported weight and

cushion area. The effect of increasing power is to increase pj, which in turn increases jet



flow. The major effect of increased flow is to increace the jet height, d. It is evident that the

ratio of pc/pj is an important parameter which relates the variables of weight, power and jet

height. The trunk stiffness and trunk shape are also functions of pc/pj. Consequently, the

ratio P,/pi forms an important link between the dependent and independent variables.

In the following sections, the relationships between the various design variab!cs

have been summarized.

9.2 Aircraft Variables

The principal aircraft variables are as follows:

At cushion area

OD-cushion width

D2 -cushion length

d-daylight clearance (jet height)

S-cushion perimeter

WA.aircraft weight

Very little design flexibility is generally allowed in the aircraft variables. The

cushion area and shape are generally determined by the aircraft design. Similarly, the weight

of the aircraft is specified. The jet height is specified by the obstacle negotiation and ground

performance requirements.

A relationship between the principal aircraft variables and the power requirements

may be developed by combining Equations (2-9) and (3-7). The result is

(W \3/2 2 0  1/2
hp WA S._ -g Chd (9-1)

550 p

This relationship shows that among the aircraft variables it is desirable to

maximize Ac and minimize S and d for minimum power. This relationship is further

&c
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illustrated by Figure 3-5 which shows that the augmentation ratio is increased by increasing

cushion area for a fixed value of d.IIA further consideration in designing the air cushion system is the Ditch and roll
stiffness offered by the trunk. It is desired to place the trunk as far from the center of

gravity as possible to increase the restoring moment developed by the trunk,

Consequently, it is decired to make the aircraft fuselage as wide as is permitted by
aerodynamic and structural considerations. An optimum cushion shape for an air cushion

landing system would probably involve a fuselage with a higher width to length ratio than

exists in normal aircraft designs.

9.3 Jet System Varidbles

The jet system variables include:

d - jet height

pc/Pj - pressure ratio

N - number of jet rows

t - total jet thickness

tn - jet thickness for individual rows

X n "- location of individual rows on the trunk

n - effective jet angle for individual rows

In addition, the use of slots versus holes for the jet nozzle must be considered.

The diameter and spacing between the holes must be determined if holes are selected.

The selection of pc/Pj is determined largely by the cushion system stiffness and

vertical energy absorption desired. Low values of pc/pj give a stiff cushion while high values

of Pc/Pj give a soft cushion. The influence of pc/Pj on power is shown in Figure 3-4(a). The

power-height parameter Chd is directly proportional to power for constant vehicle weight,

S=

r



area, perimeter, and jet height. The curves show that power requirements are relatively

insensitive to pc/Pj for the range of 0.5 to 0.9. Figures 3-4(b) and 3-4(c) also show the effect

of jet angle on power requirements. An increase in jet angle from 00 to 300 results in a

considerable decrease in power. Further increases have minor influence on power. Negative

jet anrqles and iet orifices to the outside of the trunk low point (Xo, Yo) were shown in

Chapters 5 and 6 to contribute practically nothing to jet height.

The jet thickness t is selected to provide the desired level of pc/Pj for the design

weight, jet height, and power setting.

Front and rear trunk sections gencally require more jets than side trunk sections.

The reason for this may be seen by comparing Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22. These figures

show that for a given deflection, the end trunk has a longer length flattened against the

ground ( R3) than the side trunk. In addition, the rear trunk undergoes extensive flattening

during take-off rotation and landing touch-down. Inadequate air lubrication would

contribute to plow-in of the front trunk and excessive wear of the aft trunk.

Because of the complexity of the flow beneath the trunk, an optimum spacing

and nozzle design cannot at present be predicted analyticahy. However, the analysis

presented in this report is useful in determining trends and extrapolating experimental

results. In particular, the power-jet-height parameter (Chd) is a valuable parameter for this

purpose.

The Chd parameter was defined by Equation (3-7) in Section 3.6.

Chd = . 3/2 Cx (3-7

The values of t/d and CQ as a function of pc/Pj may be determined by the simple

test described in Chapter 6 on a model section of trunk. The test rig for conducting such a

test was shown in Figure 6-1. The test for determining CX was described in Appendix VI. As
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a result of these simple tests, it is possible to plot Chd versus pc/Pj for particular jet

configuration. A comparison of these plots for various jet configurations allows the

cvsuctio• "f the _aqiQnn in efficiency of maximizing jet height and minimizing horsepower.

It was shown in Equation (9-11 tha horsepower is directly proportional to Chd.

3/2 2 112
(WA S (dhp = - Chd (9-1)
AL 550 p

As a consequence it is desirable to select the design which minimizes Chd,

provided weight, cost, or other factors do not dictate the selection. Other factors include

the necessity to provide "air lubrication" beneath the trunk during landing impact, and to

stabilize dynamic oscillations of the trunk under all operating conditions.
A comparison of Chd for two trunk designs is shown in Figure 9-1. In the figure,

eight rows of orifices, the design described in Appendix IV, is compared with a design which

has four tranverse slots. Both designs had the same total nozzle area. The curve shows the

the slot design is better for low pc/pj while the orifice design is better for high pc/pj. it is

evident from Figure 9-1 that the Chd gives a simple vehicle for comparing competing designs

without the need for a complicated analysis.

9.4 Trunk Variables

The trunk variables include:

(o,o) and (a,b) - the trunk attachment points

R - the trunk length

E - the trunk meterial elasticity

Pj - the trunk pressure

The trunk stiffness may be influenced considerably by choosing appropriate trunk

lengths and attachment points. The load supported by the trunk is proportional to Pj (the

S• - '=' ' • I1
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trunk pressure) and to V3 (the length flattened aqainst the ground). The relationships

between Q3 and trunk deflection are shown in Figures 4-21 and 4-22; the two trunks having

different attachment points. The stiffness variation, scalea up to a C 119 aircraft size trunk,

is shown in Figure 9-2. The curves shown in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22 are scaled up to

produce curves "A" and "B" respectively in Figure 9-2- The following assumptions were

made:

All dimensions are scaled up by a factor of 3.00.

The design pc/pj is 0.5.

The trunk is inelastic.

The design trunk pressure is 333 lb/ft2 ,

The trunk section is 500" in length.

The stiffness of the two trunk sections was found to be 2000 lb/in. for trunk "A"

and 6000 lb/In, for trunk "B". The stiffness of the air spring on the conventional C-1 19

shock strut is around 4500 lb/in. It Is evident from this simple illustration that considerable

flexibility exists in designing trunk stiffness by appropriate selection of the trunk variables.

In a manner similar to the illustration above, the stiffness for any trunk design may be

calculated from the computer program results.

The selection of the trunk material elasticity is based on the difference between

the retracted length and the desired inflated length. It is desirable to have a compound

elastic curve with two different slopes. A typical curve is shown in Figure 4-14. The material

shown has the slope characteristic of the rubber up to the inflated design point and the

slope of the fabric reinforcing material above the design point. Such an elastic characteristic

allows the material to stretch easily tip to the design point but resists further elongation

above the design point.

The analysis of the air cushion trunk shape developed in Chapter 4 and the

computer programs developed in Appendices I, 11, and III provide the capability of

predicting the influence of all the trunk variables on the trunk and cushion stiffness. In

I!



ciddttion, the dyrlanhic andalysis developed in Chap'urs 7 and 8 provides the capability of

f!vWlLidtirlq the. irfluence of all trunk design variables except trunk elasticity, on the dynamic

response of the vehic;le.

9. Power System Variables

The power system variables include:

hp - power input

i - air flow rate

Pj -- trunk pressure

The flow rate is determined from Equation (3-3), which may be written:

Ci = t S g pj CO CQ (3-4)

The coefficient CQ is a function of pc/pj and is shown in Figure 3-2.

The power system must be designed so that the desired flow rate is produced at

the design pj. Further, the fan characteristics should be chosen such that the necessary flow

will be produced to maintain pc/pj in an acceptable range over the expected variations of Pc

caused by changes in the aircraft operating weight. Under landing impact, it is possible for pj

to increase to the point where the fan stalls and reverse flow occurs. The fan should be

designed to permit and withstand this condition.

Considerinc, only static conditions, the desired Pj versus Qi fan characteristics may

be obtained from Equation (3-3). This equation gives the required flow for various levels of

Pj and pc/pj. The value of CQ as a function of pc/pj is given in Figures 3-2, 5-7, and 6-12 for

various cushion designs.

In addition, the fan characteristics play an important role in the dynamic response

of the system. The fan flow characteristics near and above stall pressure have a profound
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influence on the maximum trunk pressure and maximum deceleration during impact. The

effect of fan characteristics on dynamic response may be evaluated using the dynamic

analysis developed in Chapter 7.

9.6 Power Requirements for the ACLS

The power requirements for the ACI S may be scaled up using Equations (9-1)

and (3-7). (- ) 3/2 1/ 2

hp= -3g Chd (9-1)
550 P

~ 1 \)3/2
Chd=d CQ cx (3-7)

The Chd parameter is dimensionless and independent of scale. This parameter

may be easily measured for a given trunk design by model testing. The values of p and go

are also independent of vehicle size. The remaining variables are dependent on aircraft size

and performance requirements. In particular, the value of d is related to the ground

performance requirements, and Ac and S are related to aircraft weight. A 2500 pound

aircraft equipped with an air cushion landing system has been tested and its take-off, landing

and obstacle negotiation performance was excellent as reported in References (3) and (50).

If it is assumed that the jet height and Chd of the test aircraft design are satisfactory for

larger aircraft, the power requirements for larger aircraft may be estimated from Equation
(9•1).

To determine the relationship between the power and aircraft weight, some

dependence between weight and fuselage area, and weight and fuselage perimeter, is

necessary.

L
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Figure 9-3 shows a plot of fuselage area versus weight for various cargo and utility

aircraft. A similar plot of fuselage perimeter versus aircraft weight is shown in Figure 9-4.

Using the relationships of Fi-,re- 9-3 rd 0 4 f, Equation j9-1), it is possible to

estimate ACLS horsepower as a function of aircraft weight. The resulting power

requirements dre shown in Figure 9-5.

It should be noted that the results in Figure 9-5 assume a constant jet height and

neglect the effect of compressibility and ducting losses. Figure 9-5 shows that ACLS power

requirements are proportional to (Wc) 516 . At aircraft weights in the 60,000 pound class,

approximately 20% of the propulsive power would be required. At weights in the 600,000

pound class, only 15% would be required. It is evident that the power required by the ACLS

is only a small fraction of the normal propulsive power and an even smaller fraction of the

power required for vertical takeoff. The ACLS offers the aircraft remarkable improvements

in ground performance for a modest increase in power.

9.7 Conclusions

As a result of the work reported herein the following conclusions are made:

(1) The corss-sectional area and shape of an air cushion trunk of the general

configuration tested (Chapter 6) can be analytically predicted using the

analysis in Chapter 4. The agreement between theory and experiment

was good for both the free and ground loaded cases.

(2) The classical peripheral jet momentum theories (Chapter 2) do not

adequately predict the jet height and flow for a distributed jet of the

type used on the aircraft in the air cushion landing system flight test
program. (3),(50)
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(3) The flow restrictor theory developed in Chapter 5 gives excellent

agnpamAnt with experimental results reported in Chapter 6 for jet

height, flow and pressure distribution around the trunk for the trunk

configuration tested.

(4) The preserntly used orifice system is inefficient from the standpoint of

jet height. As far as the jet height is concerned, the momentum from

the jet exhaust and the flow from the jets on the atmospheric side of

the trunk low point are almost totally wasted.

(5) The dimensionless parameter CQ provides an accurate compensation for

the effect of pc/pj on the total flow from the trunk.

(6) Th~e parameter pc/Pj was found to be a valuable dimensionless quantity

for relating the various dependent and independent variables. Test

results reported in Chapter 6 showed that both jet height d and CQ

were dependent on pc/Pj and relatively independent on the magnitude

of pi alone.

(7) The trunk shape analysis developed in Chapter 4 for a trunk with free

edges gave good agreement with experimental results when applied to

the complicated dynamic test model reported in Chapter 8.

(8) The dynamic analysis developed in Chapter 7 gave good agreement with

the dynamic test reported in Chapter 8 for a drop test with Pc 0.



(9) The trunk shape analysis developed in Chapter 4 provides the capability

of analytically evaluating the effect of trunk length, attachment points,

material cla.tic;*y, cushion pressure and triink preosmir. on trunk shape.

volume and stiffness.

(10) The flow analysis developed in Chapter 5 provides the capability of

analytically evaluating the effect of jet'size, spacing, angle, position on

the trunk, cushion pressure, trunk p, essure, and trunk sh.ape on the

resulting jet height and flow.

S11) The dynamic analysis developed in Chapter 7 provides the capability of

analytically evaluating the influence of aircraft weight, sink velocity,

fan characteristics, trunk shape, trunk length, and trunk orifice area and

spacing on the dynamic response of the vehicle under landing impact.

(12) The dimensionless parameter Chd is a valuable vehicle for comparing

the relative effectiveness of competing designs for minimizing

horsepower and maximizing jet height. The value of Chd for a design

may be determined easily by test, thereby eliminating a complicated

analysis. The parameter Chd is also valuable for scaling model test

results to full size vehicles.

(13) The air cushion landing system offers a promising area for further

development.

L•U



Appendix I

FREE TRUNK SHAPE (INELASTIC)

The computer program described in this appendix computes the cross-sectional

shape for a free inelastic trunk. The logic is similar to that presented in Section 4.4, but with

the restriction that the trunk is inelastic.

The input variables 3re

a = x coordinate of upper trunk attachment point

b = y coordinate of upper trunk attachment point

Pr,/Pj = ratio of cushion pressure to trunk pressure

Q = trunk length

The program uses a and b to make an initial estimate R1 and computes V

S(R1 ). Improved estimates on R1 are made until I £ - V1 >(TOL)(2). TOL Is the

relative tolerance on •. This tolerance Is set at 3 x 10". This can be changed by inserting a

new card.

The main program may call three subroutines: function F(R 1) evaluates i (R 1 ) -

R M F(R 1 ); function DF(R 1 ) evaluates the derivative of F(R1 ); subroutine RTMI uses

Mueller's Iteration Method to converge on the solution of F(R 1) = 0, once the solution Is

bounded.

Initially, the program converges on the solution of F(R.i) = 0 from the right side

using Newton's iteration method.

If the solution is bounded during the Newton Iteration process, the Mueller

subroutine is called to speed convergence, and a notation is made in the data output to

indicate that this subroutine was used.

Z6Z
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The program has been found to converge for the range of variables which are of

practical interest. For extremely small values of 2 (say 2 - Va2 + b2), an improved initial

gjnkq nn R. iq npr.e.enrv Thik mny hr HnnA hv in-tArtinn a rard in thp Inr.atinn nntprl in thp

program. The variable pc/Pj is restricted to values less than 1.0.

The output gives the values of all input variable- the notation Mueller if the

RTMI subroutine was called, and the final values of the following variables: Aj, R1, R2, Xo,

Yo, Y1 , Y2 , 01,and 62.
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UIGGES 1201/69
EQTRSH - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -

COMMON ICO/ A*BIPCPJ@L
COMMON IDEAl C1,C2,YOtXOYLtV2,TNITH2,SGN
... a. .5 . . I U . 4A 6 tI ulA
DATA Pt I 3.t1492T I
EXTERNAL F

C I IIm~leIeooo~o~tooogwtwmwow oG~~

C TOL IS A RELATIVE TOLERANCE ON LBAR CAN BE CHANGED BY
C INSERTING CARD.

TOL - 3.E-S
1 READ 15,101 AoBgPCPJ,L
10 FOR#AT ( 4E20,41

WRITEIB,11 AsBPCPJL
11 FORMATMMHO/I/AH A. tEl6o4tlOXt4N * pE1b.4,OXeSHPC/PJ v Elb.46

I IOXv4HL 0 @E16.41

C
C FIX SIGN ON SQUARE ROOT.

SGN a 1.0
IF( PIoSQRTIA..246So2I12.0 *LTe LI SGN a -1.0

C RO EQUALS INITIAL GUESS FOR R.. CAN BE CHANGED BY INSERTING CARD.

RO - SQRT(A..2 + Be20(1.0 + 1O.**1-6)1/2.
RN - RD

C CALCULATE K-TH VALUE OF R AND OBTAIN LIAR MRI

DO 68 K-1,1000

C .4*g..*e*....e...eoeeO~Oo .*eeeO**4eooooo*e~eeo~OO~oIte*eO•Oot6.

c SUBROUTINE F COMPUTES LIAR -L

a PLN" FIRNI
LN q PLN + L

c IS A NEGATIVE OR IS LIAR (RI COMPLEX. IF SO I(KsEIw(R(K*I)÷RfK))/2
C (THIS OCCURS WHEN RIK) IS TOO SMALLI
C .e~eOeeooeoeogeeeoeoeoeeeOebo~eoee44eeooge**4O~E~og*O*o*4G..eoe

IF(PLN .NE. 1Ose*15 eANO. RN *GT9 0el GO TO 4
IFI K .*EQ 11 GO TO 70
RN a (RN+RNMII/2.O
GO TO 2



DIrGrES 12/01/69
EQ1'RSIH - EFN SOURCE STATEM4ENT -IFN(Sl-

4 IFIK .EQ. I) Go TO 5

.. . . . . . .

C CETERMINE IF SOLUTIUN HAS BEEN BONDED. I SO SET BOUNUS
C ANO CALL FUELER ROUTINE. IF NOT COMPUTEI IK.1I USING

c ýSWTCKIS FORMULA.

IF( SIGN(1.,L-LN) *NF. SIGN(I.,L-LNMIJ 100 TO 100
5 INMI - N

C
C SUBRCIJTINE IrF COMPUTES LIIAR14R)

CLN * FIRINl 29
RI RN

C TOLERANCE TEST

IFf ABS 4L-LI *LT. TOLeABS(LII GO TO 110
RINU1 m RN
RN - RN-(LN-LI/OL14

60 C ONTIU

70 WRITE(6t71ll3
71 FORMATLt~r4l RO COMPLEX

STOP
100 IFI RN *GT. RNMI) GO TO 105

DUN RN
RIN RNMI
R N,4 . DUM

I0S WRITE1691041 40
104 FOftMAT(LHO, 7HMUELLEqI

CALL RTMI 4Rl9LNFRNMl9RNTOL 920009IEkl 41
IF( IER *EQ. 01 GO TO 110
WRITE(691061 ZERPft1,LM 45

106 FDRMAT(1Iti,10HIER EQUAL t12v3X94HSTOP,2E25s61
STOP

110 R2 0 R/IM. - PCPJl
X07 v XO/A
LI - RJOTHI
12 - R241142
L3 - 0.0
hiRITE(6p55) RlvR2vXOYOY1,Y29THlTH2 47

55 FORMAT(IHOSHR1 - vE16.4v1OXsHR2 a rEI6.4,10X,5HXO v El6.,4,IOX,
1 51+0 2 rlE16*4#/lX#5HYl 9 El6.4vlOX.tl+72 t El6o4tl0xt
2 64TH1.a v E15.4,IOX,6HTH2 9 EIS94 i///l

GO TO 1
END
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OIGGES 12i01/69
FTN - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNI$)-

PIJ'4CTION F IRII
COPPCN /CO/ ABPCPJL
COAMMON /flER/ CloC2,YOoX ~lCO,V2, THITH2oSGN
DATA PI / 3.1415927

C *..o.ee.e...ee.ee.e.e.ee..4e ... e
C IF PIK) IS SUCH THAT L-BAR WILL BE CPMPLEX, THE VALUE
C CF F - LRAR -L IS SET TO 10.415
C ...

REAL L
R2 a RI / (1.O-PCPJI
Cl m (R1-8-R2) / A
C2 a A/2.0 # (8oo21/f2.O#AI - IR1.SIIA
ASO a I2.0.R2+?.O#Cl#C21*o2 - (4.0*C2**21 (Cl.?*2 1.0)
1F( ASO *LT. 0.01 G0 TO 25
SO * SQRT(ASO) 5
YO a (-2.O.(R2*CI.C2).SGN *SO) / 12.0*ICI**2 + 1.0))

XO a CI.yo*C2
Y1 a YO*R1
Y2 a YO#R2
TH2 *ATANIXO/Y2) 6
IF( Y2 .EQ. 0*) TH2 - P112.0
IF(TI? *LT. 0.01 TH2 a TH? # PI
PSI - ATANE(B-YII/IA-XOI) 11
IF( A-XO) 20.23921

20 PSI - PSI+PI
21 IMI a PSI+PI/2.O

F a RIOTHI + R20TH2 - L

C
C IF VALUE OF VARIABLES ON EACH ITERATION IS DESIRED, REMOVE
c C ON THE TWO WRITE STATEMENTS.
C OOO**44.44***444444**O4*IOOO4gO

C WRITE(6,22 I RlRZTHITH2, y0,ASQCI.C2,PCPJX0.YI ,YZ AS.F
RETURN

23 PSI w P112.0
GO TO 21

2S F a 10.04015
C WRITE46.22) R1,R2,THlTH2,YOAS0,C1oC2tPCPJX0,YlV2,AtB ,F is
22 FORMAT'(1HO/(EIS.5ll

RETURN
END
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OIGGES 12/01/69
VERF EFN St iRCE STATEMENT 1- 1 luiIS)

vC0P'CluoNj /OUER/ "C1.C2,V.eYjX~YtoYZtTI1,yTl?,SGN

COwmON /COl Al,.PCPJ,LIREAL K
K - 1.0 - PCPJ
('cI IK-1..0) t (K*Al
0C2 a-a/A
X a RI / K 4 CIl*C2
y " C10*2 + 1.0
DX 0 1.0/K + CIODC2 C* C2.C
EY * 2.0*C1 * CCI
Z a -SGN *SORT( X002 -Y*C2e*02 2
DZ * 11.0 / (2.0*111 I 2o0.X*OX -(2.00YfC2*DC2 + C2002 *DYII
DY0 - (1.0/Y**21 # (-Y (DX*DZI * X+Z)*OyI
OXO - C1.DYo + VO*OCI * C2
DVI a DYO + 1.0
DY2 - OYO + 1.0/K

T - A-XO
DST a (1.0/TO.2( a f-T4Don + S~oOXo
DXOY2 t (.0/Y2**21 a tV24OXU - XO00V21
('PSI * DST/ (1.0 # (SM00.21
OTH2 D XOY2 / (1.0 4 (XO/Y2(..2)
OTHI D PSl
OF - RI * (DTI~1 + DTHZ/Kl THI 4 ¶12/K
RETURN
E ND
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T E F1 SC0RCE STATEMENT - IFNII 06/09/6

C PTIOOLO
C .,.......... .. ., .... ..... .. ... ......... ,..,.......,...,...........R7ýIC020

S LE90uii~t 141PA RTI p C0
C TPR|C050

r PLAFOSE TRPIC060
C TI SCLVE GENERAL NONLINEAR iQUATICNS OF 7;E FCRP rCI(X)-Q RPIG2070
C eY MEANS OF PUELLER-S IIERATION PEIH C0. RTpICOsO
C RTP|I090
C LSAGE erPIQIOO
C CALL RTM1 tX*F#FCTtXLIoXRIEPS#INOClERI ATPICIIO
C PARAMEYEIR FCT RECUIRES AN EXTERNAL STATEMENT. R1T1I0I0O
C RTPIC130
C CESCRIPTICN OF PARAMETERS RTIOI4O
C X - RESULTANT ROOT OF ECUAllON FCTIXI.C. RTPIOISO
c F - RESULTANT FUNCTION VALLE AT RCOT X. RT7ICL60
L FCT - NAME nF TI-E EXTERNAL FUNCTION SLPROGRAP USED. RTMICLTO
C XLI - INPUT VALUE WIICH SPECIFIES THE INITIAL LEFT BCURC RTTIOIBO
C CF TI-C ROOT X. RTOIC190

C el - INPUT VALUE Wý104 SPECIFIES THE INITIAL RIGHT OCLKORTPI0230
C OF TIE ROOT X. kTP102LO
C FPS - INPUT VALNE k EICH SPECIFIES THE UTER TOUND CF THE RTM1O220
C ERROR OF RESULT X. RT010230

i ~IENC - AIU UBROF ITERATION STEPS SPECIFIED. RTP10240
IER - REXSUlLTANNTUMRROR PARAMETER CGOED AS FCLLOWS OTP102SO

IIER-O - NO EFROR* RlO10260
C IERa. - NO CONVERGENCE AFTER IEhO ITERATION STEPS OTP102-0
C FOLL~iED BY IEKO SLCCESSIVE STEPS CF RiT0028O
C BISECTIONe RI0I2O0
C IER.2 - BASIC ASSUPPTICN FCTIXLI!.FCT(XRIl LESS RTOl0300
C THAN OR EGLAL 10 ZERO IS NCT SATISFIED. OTOIC310
C RTPIC320

REPARKS 0T70I330
C TPE PRCEDCURE ASSUMES THAT FUNCTION VALUES AT INITIAL RTMIC340
C BOUNDS XLI AND XRI HAVE NOT THE SAME SIGN. IF THIS BASIC RTPIC3SO
C ASSUMPTION IS NOT SATISFIED BY IFFLT VALLES XLI AND XRI, THERTPI0360
C PROCECLRE IS BYPASSED AND GIVES The ERRCR MESSAGE IER-2. RTPIC370
C RTPIO380
C SUfROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQLIRED PTIO39O
C THE EXTERNAL FL14CTION SUBPROGRAM FCT(X) MUST BE FLRNISHEC RTPI0400
C 87 THE USER. RTPI0410
C RTTP10420
C PEIHOU RTPIC430
C SOLUTICN OF EQUATION FCTIX)-O IS DONE BY MEANS OF PUELLER-S RTIO,440
C ITERATION METHOC OF SUCCESSIVE BiSECTIONS ANC INVERSE OTPIO4SO
C PARAICLIC INTERPOLATIGN, NHICH S3ARTS AT THE INITIAL BCUNCS RTFIC460
C XLI ARN XRI. CCNVERGENCE IS CUADRATIC IF TWE DERIVATIVE CF RTPIL47O
C FCTIX) AT ROOT X IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO. ONE ITERATIC\ STEF RTIO4O48
C REQUIRES TNO EVALUATIONS OF FCT(X). FOR TEST CN SA7T.SFACTCRYRIPIC490
C ACCURACY SEE FCRMULAE (3t4) OF MATHEMATICAL OESCRIPTICN. RT0I7SO"
C FCR REFERENCE, SEE G. K. KRISTIAKSENw ZERO CF 

"
RBITRARY RTOIO510

C FUNCTICN, aIT, VOL. 3 (19631, PP.CS-2C6, RTIC520
C RTPICS30
C ....................................... ...... .... RTPIO540
c RTI[0550



RT001 - EFN SOLRCE STATIEiEN1 - IM~S)

SLePCLTINE .'T.'IlK,FFC1,NLIXR1lEPSFEACIERI OTPI1C560

cT! C I'I I=S7

L FRIPAPI ITERATICP. R70'1090
It age RIPIC600I ~Ls~L I TO 0610

: fk:C630IC~~a1 PIC640O

F FC ITOL I ATOIC650 2

MRFl.1, RTPIC6 8

F*FCIT(TOL) UTPICiCO0
IF(FI2t16,2 R701 0710

2 FR.F RPIP 1020
IF(SIGNEI.,FLI.SIGN(l.,FRII25,3,25 AT.' 1030

C RTPIO7'.0
c EASIL ASSLI'PTION FLOPR LESS 714AN4 0 IS SAIISFteO. RTPICTSO
C GENERATE TCLERANCE FOR FUNCTION VALUES. ATPIC?60

3 180 ROIP 1770
TCLFaICO.*EPS RTPIOSO

4 1.ICL RTPIC9S2
cc .F RTI'10030
C STAR R1ETINLOPPP10840

7 TSouf-FI.R RTPICS60
T'.CLX AT0'10700

A.A42o6# RIPIC690
5IFlIA-FR.(FR-FLIGNI.9F,9 ?t OTOIC900

a tiFI-EPANGEX )17 NORE T E 14 SP SGI A9F RTFIC920
I ~-R TPIC910

FCLiFF RTPIC960
C ~ F RTP11090

FIwCLSP RTPIIOSO

AwAES(RR RTPIIOIO
IFA-).l1*lA RT.'IIOo0

90 ICATCL RTpI&O'0
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06/C9/69

11IP4N !FAcX-t-TLI* 1 - Ptz11120

0 C C IRT I NUEIP1150
C PIt, 11160

C kC CCP&VERGEP.CE AFTER IECITERATION STEPS FCLLCED BY IED :710 11Ii0
C SLCCESSIVE STEPS OF elETC RSTEAOILY INCREASING FUNCTICN OTP'11eo0
C DLUIS AT RIC*11 00U*4C5 ERROR RETURN. RTp1119o

IEP~ IPIP 11200
14 1 1 PSI FN-AISIFL) )16,16d15 RTP11210
is X!XL RT1611220

F.FL RTOII1230
16 RETLOK RTPI1240

C pTp'112so
C CCPOPLTAT1Ch CF ITERATEC X-VIALUE 8V 1INVERSE PARA8CLIC 1#,TERPCLATIC&RTP11260

11 A.PR-F ATP11270
CxuIP..XL1.FL.(1.4FeIA-TOL'P/(AeIFR-FLI)I/)iTL RTOP'1280
P'b'u N ATP'11290
FP'.P PIP11300 -

12,L- EX RTPtl3l0
ICL.2' RTiP11320
F.FCT (7CL) ATP11330 41
IF (F 18,16,18 RII'11340

C RTF11350
C TEST Ch SATISFACTORY ACCURACY IN tIERATICN LOOP RTR11360

Le TCL-EFS RTP'11370
h-AeSSX Rx RTO11380
IP1*-1.12O,20919 RIP'11390

19 TCL&TCL*A RIPI'1400
2C IFIAMSCX-TCL121,21,22 AT0II410
21 IFIAESIF I-TCLF)16,l1a,22 IUTP11420

C RFI011430

C FPEPARATICN CP NEXT OISECTIOIR LOOP PTIFI1440
22 IFIS IGNII.,fI4SIGNII.,FLI) 24,23,24 R1011450
23 XA.X RYPI14,60

CC IC 4 RT0'11480
24 XL-X RTIPI1490

FL*F 111011500

FO 0 RIP'11520
CC IC 4 PTP11530

C HEC Cf ITERMlON LOOP 0P14
c RTly I ISM
C NTOIL560
C ENRCR RETURN IN CASE OF WRONG0 INPUT DATA RIPIE,3lO

25 IER-2 RT10IISS8O
ET L PR RTP 11590
EC RT011600



Apoendix I I

INELASTIC LOADED TRUNK SHAPE

The computer program described in this appendix computes the cross-sectional

loaded shape for an inelastic trunk. The logic is similar to that presented in Section 4.5, but

with 6" Itm.tlojii C. - 0.

The input variables are:

a = x coordinate of the upper trunk attachment point
b = y coordinate of the upper trunk attachment point

pc/Pj = ratio of cushion pressure to trunk pressure

R = trunk length

YO = y coordinate of lower-most segment of the trunk.

(Note: yo is always negative.)

The program solves Equation (4-37) ('(R 1 ) - R = 0) to the desired tolerance

using Mueller's Iteration Method. The main program brackets the solution and then calls the

Mueller subroutine. The Mueller subroutine may call Function F(R 1 ) or Function G(R1 ).

The subroutines are as follows:

Subroutine RTMI uses Mueller's Iteration Method to converge on the solution of

F(R1 ) = _(R 1)-R =0.

Note: This is the same subroutine as described in Appendix I and it is not

repeated here.

Function F(R 1 ) evaluates •(R 1 ) -2 F(R 1 ).
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Note: This is not the same F(RI) subroutine as described in Appendix I because

V (R 1) is defined differently in the two cases.

Function G(R1 ) evaluates x1 (RI) - x2 (R1) = G(R 1 ).

The input variables b and yo are used to compute (R1)MIN, the minimum value

of R1 which is possible. This value of R 1 gives the condition x1 = a. The k associated with

the minimum R1 is then computed. This value of 2 is called R4 and is used in determining

the sign on the square root in Equation (4-36). Three possibilities exist:

Case 1 - If R > Q4 then x, > a and the sign is plus

Case 2 - If Q 4 then x1 = aand the radical is zero

Case3- If Q < Q4 thenx, < a and the sign is minus

For cases 1 and 2, (R1)MIN is a suitable lower bound for the solution of F(R1 ) =

0. The upper bound is found from Equation (4-40). Once the upper and lower bounds are

established the Mueller subroutine is called to converge on the solution.

For case 3, it is necessary to find a lower bound on the equation F(R 1 ) = k (R1 )

-2 = 0. The minimum k (R1 ) occurs when 03 =Oand x1 = x2 . The equation G(R 1 ) =

xj(R 1 ) - x2 (R2 ) = 0 is solved by Mueller's method to determine the value of R1 for the

condition x1 = x2. The upper bracket for G(R 1 ) = 0 is taken at xl(R 1 ) = a, The lower

bracket for G(R 1 ) = 0 is taken as xl(R 1 ) = 0. Function G(R 1 ) is called by the Mueller

subroutine in this case. The R 1 obtained from G(R 1 ) = 0 equation is then taken as the lower

bracket for the F(R 1 ) = 0 equation. The upper bracket for F(R 1 ) = 0 is taken as x1 (R1 ) = a.

Having bracketed the solution for F(R1 ) = 0, Mueller's Iteration Method is employed to

converge on the solution.



The program has been found to converge for the range of variables of practical

interest. Restrictions are as follows:

pc/pj < 1.0

Yyo< 0

YO must be such that 23 > 0. The maximum value of yo is given by the

equilibrium trunk shape program (Appendix I).

The output gives the initial values of all input variables and the final values of the

following variables:

R1 , R2 , 01, 02, Yl, Y2, 21, R2, X, Aj, V3, x1 , and x2 .

The final value of F(R 1 ) is also printed under the lable LN.
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r) IrkPAN FP'j SfLRCE STATEMENT - F S -P1/05/69

rMnfrp4,c~rwdCj:'flI,-g.A,P1,TH1,THZE1,E2,yl,Y2,PSISIGN,TL4I

r l'-IL IS&PLTV CEAC NLAAP *CAN*RE CHANGED PY
C INSERTING (Raro.

VOL E

1 rORu&TISEIB.4)

40 Rn EQUALS INTIAL GUESS :FOR Ri.l CAN SE CHANGE SY INSETN CAD

to . If - jol*(1.O 4 1~o.**(-6)lI2.o 3
WllrTT!16P21 4

2 PORNAT( 1li1)
RNM¶ AMAX1(-YO*1l. - PCPJI/2,,(S-YOI/2*)

C AIX SIrN CN SQUPARE ROOT.

SIGN v I.

C *** **tt****.*s *t***4...*.....************
C SWSROUT***;INE F * ISCLLED TO OSTAIN 14

T - F(PNO1)

C y EERAmI NE "WHETHER EX IS GREA&TE'tR RLESTHAN A
C IF GREATER SIGN I S POSI TIVE
C IF LESS SICK Is NEGATIVE

CS

IF( L LT7. tLA GO TO iOC

C CCINOITICN El GE A. COMPUTE LPPER BOUND ON Re
C **qs********'t****t******e*****l

SOR * SCP(ID*02 * PO*2) 9
RN - 1/42.0*P1) + SQR/A.O
IFISOR *LE. 2.*LIPT) GO, TO 3
RN * /PT
r, 5l I - 1.30
RN * 4oh,4Ni
IP(RN*SIN IL/2.SNIN CF. 508/2.) GO TO 3 1
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r1r~RN - F'1 SOURCS STAT~ERET -IFN)$)

7 ~CrR~&iV IHO 12H UJP PF PO1Nr) I
q, m 0.0
nO Tn 4

C ISF MUEOLED'S 14FTpnOI Tr' (rflPUTE R SUCH It-A;' TOLIERANCE
C nN RA&R IS SATISFIEC., IMUFLLFR Rr)IJTINE CALLS SLRRCUTINE F TO

1 CEClIU1P LSQl - FIR) - Ll

C ALL *Tl0IEllI.N,FPtU1I , RN OIGOIE-59 6CIER) 25
MFIER .CC. 11 Vr3 TO 4

WqITEIA,11) IrR 29
lii FnR,,AT(1f-1q4MlUIElLER FAILED 151S

4 R2 Q* f! I t.-OCOJ1

XPAP - 411 4 W2 1/;.0
LI R1*THI*
=~ R2*TI.3

AJ (TM2 * 47?* *21/2*- IY2 * Y2)/2. - L3*yO 4 (THI R)**21/2.0+
I XT - AI'YI 4 f((E - *)*Is - V11112.0

WRITFI A0C3r. A,4, PC;J,YC* 31

500 Fncj'ATlIýCq4HA - ,FP.3,14X*4I'R - qFý.3qI4Vq7HPCPJ o- *B5,1liK,
I 4b4YI) - 9CP.1,13Xv4WL - F~e? 1111

WRT(E'l Q1,R2,L~,II4I,Tf-2 32

1;0! FFIQlAT( 5If-,SRl - ,FA.l,13%,5H44l -,F-.3,13X,SH4LN FqS
I 13W,fN.T)j.~ -F6.4,12Y,tHTw-2 - #F84 ///Il
yd4I¶!W',.4C2) V1Yt2tL]9L2 3

'501 FnQ*AATE 1(.095HYI - ,FP.4,I3w,5HY2 m ,PI.2,13X,5'4L1 *F&

I t1OK40 It2 ,P5*A IM/
WPITF46,!C!l X9ARvAJq1

1  14.

1;03 Fr'RIATfI l-n,1HEXAA . ,FfsAqIlEq5HAJ - ,FS.2#l.3X,5HL3 - ,F8.41
rm T' '.0&

C CeCdnITTrN X1 LESS THAN As CC'4PIITE THE VALUE OF It SUCH THAT
C X1 - k . THIS VAIIIF OF R GIVES THE PMAXImum YALIE OF L
C SOSSISILF UNDER Tljt 4ZES¶RICTICNS 92 LT wt, X1 IT A

101) SION -.
P4 *IA**2 * P~*7*P 4VO**; - 2**YI0*8l?(2.*Ip-Y0)
If(X? *LF. Al r00 Tr III

S0- I

501 cimTlT)-,5fl~~rjir x2T xl AND XI LT A KOT SOLVED P'y THIS 4
I PR"7GRA'. ýITN-Eq TI-FPE I CS~IIK PAATE US rRA
I IS OrFCUIPF I

1* 'J MI)FPS 4 THI'r* TO (1MPJI PINA*L*L*P:OR SCNrOON
C, WHIrH IS VB5 CrknOITY1C, THAT L3 -0. 1 MUELLER P',J'JINE
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GTN -FF'J VUPCE STATEMENT -IFN(SI

R1F iL 1 4.1n ATrA I'! '1 -7

r. IF DI~kl ISP SICH TI-AT t-fR bImll RE CnIlPLEE, THE VALUE
r nrF r- - LPA -L IS SFT IC '.00015
C "*r 4*.*i*S*****t*****S*********

D /- Il~fln - PCPJI

Al . -vnte, ..7.r)*p2.vnl
I18 c IA, 1. -l(0.**E-4)I Cfl 1! 45 2
ISI r *IA tT. 0. 1 41 0.
"* ?-S')PII1AII 1
V? 2 4 VO

aH AT4N(XUIVPI 9
!FIV7 *'C. (3.) YH? P1/2. *
I(F TIP I.T. 0. 1 tH2 * TH2 4 P1
LA - IPI*IP-YO))/ 2,0 4 TH2*R2 tARq! A -Y2 1

q A7 - -IVCRIQ-qI**2 41**42
IFIA'ý AT. -10.t*(-4Ii GO TO 50 1
1F152 .LT. C. I A2 - 0.
I! tl 001L. co) C, TO So

Xl * A*StCN *SORTIA21 24

* -v(1i Y ,. (A-Xli
PSI - ATAN!?) 25
IF( A-El .(E. 0.) GO TO 10
PSI * P'.q! 4 PT

in IFIA - )fl EQ0. 0.) PSI *.PI/2.
THI - 01/2. 4 PSI

F - TLI3*pI + TI-2*FP +*851 EI-X21- L.

****4* **************4************
r-IF VALtSE OF VARIAPI.ES Chk EACH ITERATION IS DISIRED9 REMOVE

C C ('N FCLLOWING WRITE STATEMENT.

C WR!TF(6,51) R1,#TNIXl.A.W2.LA,F 32
51 FORU4T(35I4 FUNCTION F RIF8.4.SE,3HTHIFS.4,5K,2HXL,FS.4,5X,

I IlA.r.A.5KX, IHX2 ,FP.4,BX,214L4,FR.4,SX ,IHFFS.4I
RETURN

45 F - 10.046*15 34
WRITE(6, len 3S

103 FORNAT(IHC,12HCCMPLFXt IN F I
RETURN

5o f a 10.0*415 37
WRIrF(e6lO3 I 38
P ETIJRN
E NO



c ci~ s u:ru~NE~ FN SOURCE STATEMENT - !FN(S) - 12/05/69

III MALL;T:: R¶,LN.Cri4NPO2,QN,2C.CE-A,20C0,IER1 42
I rFf r .~ *EQ. o i (,r Tn 201 42

201 O'3 pt A

(',n Tr)



12/05/69
Y N - EFI SOURCE STATFMiENT - IFNISI-

L ~FUNCTit'N ciRit
C0moopSdICCp /PCPJ Y0,L tAA 9TI vTHI s XItN.X2 oyl 02 PSI 9SIGN# ToL4
PEAL 1.14
OATS 01 /?.14t~qý7/

C If PIK$ IS S'jCM TO-AN, 1-RAR WILL BIE COMP~LE, 11H1 VALUE
C IS SFT Tr! 10**15

At -YO'02 -2.O*A2*YO

tRIAl AT,. -IC.**I-4lt CO TO 45 2
IFIAl LIT. 0. 1 Al A 0.I IlW2 A SORT(AllS
Y2 R2 4 VO
TN? i7£*PkI2/Y2) 9

IPIV2 EQ. C.1 7142 1P112.

L4 a IPIO(F-VflhI/ 2.0 4 7142*32 +ARSS A X2K I
A! a -(y04R1-Pl**? *R1**?
IFIA2 .L7. -l0.***E-431 GO Tfl So 15
IF142 *LT. 0. 1 A2 a 0.

NJ a A4SIC4N * SOPTIA?) 21

T A IP-Yli I (A-E)(1
PSI A A7AITI 22
IFI A-Xl C1.E 0j) (10 TOi 10
PSI A PSI * PI

fI) IPIA - NJEQ#1G 0.) PSI - P1/2.
7141 - P1/2. PSI
G w l - X? 10*-2

c IF: VALLIF CP VARIAPLES rhI EACIH ITERATICN 1S DESIREOP REMOVE
C C ON FCLLCWING WRITE STATEMEPKTo

c WRITE(6,l~l I7IvR,11X1,AtX29L4v,0 30
51 FnRMAT(II5 FUJNCTIOlN r, RlFS.4,SKIHTM1,F6.4,5K.2H14K1.o4S.,X,

I IHAtFR.4, 'SK,?1X?,FF.4, 'E.21L4oFR.4,SXplHGFS.4)
RETURN

45 F A ln.0*1615 32
WR1TFIA,104 $3

104 FflRMAT~lI.CvI214CrmPL.EX IP G

RETURN

I NI)



Annpendix III 1
ELASTIC FiEE TRUNK SHAPE

The computer program described in this appendix computes the cross-sectional

shape for a free elastic trunk. The elasticity may be non-linear. The logic is similar to that

The initial input variables are:

a = x coordinate of upper trunk attachment point, ft.

b = y coordinate of upper trunk attachment point, ft.

pc/Pj = ratio of cushion pressure to trunk pressure

P1  = trunk pressure lb/ft2 absolute

Q = trunk length of a = 0, ft.

The elasticity of the trunk is defined by 15 points or less from the tension versus

strain cuirve and the derivatives of the end points.

The inpi "ariables for the elastic curve are:

NN number of points selected from the elastic curve (15 points maximum)

ARG = value of tension (R * Pj) at each point, lb/ft.

TAB value of strain (epsilon) at each

point ft/ft or in./in.

DV (1) the reciprocal of the d ,rivative of elastic cu.rve at left end point,

ft/lb

DV (2) the reciprocal of the derivative of elastic curve at right end point,

ft/lb

This program is similar to the program described in Appendix I, except the

equation to be satisfied in this case is as follows:
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F(R 1 ) 0--(1+e) 0

where = fj(R 1) and 9 - f2 (R1 )

The program uses the following subroutines:

Function F(R 1 ) evaluates - (1 + e) = F(R 1 )

Function DF(R 1 ) evaluates the derivative of F(R 1 ).

Subroutine RTM1 uses Mueller's Iteration Method to converge on the solution of

F(R 1 ) = 0, once the solution is bounded. This subroutine is listed in Appendix I and is not

repeated here.

Subroutine SPLN1 develops the coefficients for a third degree interpolating

polynomial between each pair of points which specify the elastic curve. These coefficients

are stored in the C matrix whose dimension is 4 (NN - 1).

Subroutine SPLN2 uses the coefficients developed by SPLN1 to interpolate for

the value of e at R1 X Pj. The output of SPLN2 is a five dimensional vector V with the

following values:

V (1) = tension or (R1 XPj)

V (2) =

V (3) =

V (4) e

V (5) = key; 1 = value of V(1) below the table

2 = value of V(1) in the table

3 = v: of V(1) above the table

rI
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L I II
write statement above statement 409.

The output gives the values of all input variables, the initial guess for R1 , the

notation Mueller if the RTM1 subroutine was called, and the final values of the following
variables:

9, Tt, e, R 1, R2 , Xo, Yo, Yl' Y2, 01, 02, and Aj.
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c 1 r~r 1; 02/09/ T0
r)Ta I~ cC- f N SOURCE SYtATEI'ENT -IFNISI

Cl-1"1N / IAdINF /KN, ARt,. IAA, C, PJ,

1I14FNSIflN, TAIu) RIIIWS) CINUI I, YI

"IL i1. 2,I
: 0 I 1j.I A ELtfI V, TCL FRANCF CON LIRt CAN RE CHIIA*NGED BY

C I1NSFR TIN1,C CA'f).

c qAFDr DATA FCQT 1ARL OrE INING FPS;ILON AS A FUNCTION OIF RSPJ AND
C. PASS E0l SPLINF IN4TFRPCCAItICN SLOROLIINE. ('V(I) AI13 DVI?) ARE
o. fiT DERIVATIVES AT THF LEFF AAD RIGf

1
! FNOPCIKIS RESPECTIVELY.

C *ne4 ooto** too*****t0* .q**s*tt0.***b****.***totb*b* 6*****

QFACI%,E,') NN 2

62 FORMAT) Ito)

s RFAO(3'1011 (AqGll ,I, 1,NNl) 6
'tEACIS,1 ) (TABt II,IsINN) 1

31 FflRMAT! REID.')
CALL SPINi I NN,&PG,TAL',, 1.V.C, W 1 20

1 REACIS.131 a,R,PCPJ,.LPJ 21
10 FiJPNATI'F1' .4.¶5)

WRITE 1 h,400 12z
4VT FORMAT I LAB, ' 40, 3SH*'Ibt ELAS'TIC EQ. TO, SHAPE***

MRITE 1 6,401 ) 23
401 FORMAT (IHO. 131, )NO I I

WRITF " ,407l) CV 24
4f)2 FORMAT I lAB, 5X, 3TH****" DERIVATIVES AT THE END POINTS

1 LOI-OF THE TAPLE **t** ,

2 // 14X, TI-CAROL = , EM."), IOX, FIILARGN *,E20.b /I
WRITF ( ýý.AC ) NN., iTABI(L), ARG(1I, IaLNN 1 26

403A F3RIIAV I 1)10, 55, t1liTAPLE ENTRIES 1 12,
I// I SX, 2F20.5 ))
WRITE I 6,4C4 I do S, PC.PJ. L, P.- 34

1rP4 ECRIAAT 4 llaB, 5X, 4AM ', 2.5, 2()X, Al-I) * E201, ?CX,

I 7HPCPJ - , E70.5, 6I X, 4HI L E2rJ.A, :205, 5.47i * , 19.1 1

C Frfl SIGN Ti. SCIJAQE Ann!.l

SOGN 1 .C
IF) PI S4 RI IA*2B*'2I/ 2. .LT. LI SON *-t.0
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O1GGFS 02/09/70
F9 H - FFN SrURCE STATEMENT - I FN IS I -

C. RO FQU&tS INITIAL GUESS FurR RI. CAN j~f CAlANGf C RV KNSHEkING CARD.

RO - SQREIA**;) +P**2fl* 1.0 *l.*-I/.383

.qotv ( UAA c

c CALCULATE K-TH VA~luE 0T R AN[ CIFAIN LEIR (R)

C SUBROUTINE F CCMPUTVS LMAR -Lii # FPS)

2 PLN-- FIRN) 46
IN =PIN 4 1

C IS R NEGATIVE ORr IS LBAR IR) CJ¶)LEX. IF 50~ R(K41 I=IHIK+fl )RIK))/2
C (THIS OCCCUgS WHEN RIK') IS TOE SMIALL)

iF) PI-N .'IF. 1O.** 15 AND. RN .GT. 0.) GO TC 4 47
IF[ K .EQ. 11 GO TO 70
RN (NQ'1/.
GO TO 2

4 fF(K . O. 1) GO TO 5

C OPTERNINT IF SOLUTION HAS BEEN BOUNOED. IF SC SET BOUNDS
C AND CALL PIELIER ROUTINE. IF NOT COMPPTE P(k+I) USING
C NEWTON' S ECIMULA.

1Ff SIGNI 1.,L-LN) .NE. SIGNII.,i-INMEIIGO TO 100
S INMI INL

C' SUBROUTINFECF CONPUTES (LEARIR))

fJFN sFRNI 62
RI RN

C TOLERANCE TEST

IF( ARS(LN-t) .LT. TC1L**BS(I) GO IC 110
V. RN'41 RN
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FQTR~m - EFN SOURCE SrAIEePENT -IFf

RN - RN-(I.'.-L I/fLN

71 .4RITF16,71) 69
It I RMATIlH 174 C COMPL.EX....

STIP

I () IF I RN .GT. ANMI) Gfl TO 1.05
IU4 4 N
RN 4KM
RN~Mt - ftIm

I~ 1) wRITFI6,1O'.I 73

CALL 4TMI I RILNFMNPII,RNoTI3L tZOcoIEq) 74
IF( (EP *EC. C) GO) Tn 110
.WRITF) AtlCf IFR#AtLN T

10', rflRMATI1HId,1I')HER FOUAL 1I2,SXv4HSYnlP,2C25.6)
S TIP

III R2 - R/It. - PCPJ)
X07 X O/A
3AR : THI1 * R1 + THZ Iti

AJ - tiITHO2*R2**)/. - IXO*Y2)t2.+ ITHIORI**21/?.
1 + (XO-APOYt + (IXO-A)*IB-Vt)I/2.

i~r FORlMAT I 1-o, 7HLBAIR* Elf.i, IOft 6HTEK E16.5, tOX,
I 61'rpS pltE~.!) # t0)( , AJ E16.5
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SR FrIRMATHO,g4R1 ,FI6.4,IOX,SHRt2 - vEt6.4,10X.5HX0 0 ,E16.491OX,
I S4Y1) - ,E16.4p/1~,5HYL 9 E14.4.10X95HYi 9 E16.4,IOXf

2 6HTHI - qft5.4#I0,614TH2 * EIS.4 /
Gn TO I
FND
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C ------------------------------------------------------------------ SPLNS
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- ..-------------------------------------------------------------------- SPIN
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c ------------------------------------------------------------------- SPLNE
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..------------------------------------------------------------------- S PLN
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------------------------------------------------------------------ SPLNL
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C .------------------------------------------------------------------- PLNI
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qETURN SPLNI
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Ap)endix IV

TRUNK CONSTRUCTION

The trunk section was made of a nylon-hypalon material. The dimensions of the

piece of material, before fabrication of the trunk, were 59-1/2 inches by 33 inches.

ApprnximAtnIv fniir inrhsq nf thA IJnnth kAh^ *jar4d fnr tt-h;-n the trnk t 6C modc!

structure; the unpressurized length of the trunk became 55-1/2 inches. One-half inch of the

material was folded over and sewn along each edge of the trunk to increase the stilfness of

the edge (see Figure IV-1). A strip of trunk material 1-1/2 inches wide was sewn along either

edge of the trunk to act as a sealing flap. When the trunk was inflated, pressure inside the

trunk pressed the flap against the walls, resulting in an effective seal. A nylon string inside

thp fold of the flap was used as a drawstring to slightly decrease the length of the free edge

of the flap. The final width of the test specimen was 32 inches.

The trunk was perforated with 192 holes oi 5/16 inch diameter. The holes were

arranged in 8 rows of 24 holbs each, as shownr in Figure IV-I. The centerline of the outside

row of holes was located 31 inches from the outside attachrment point. A 1/16 inch

diameter hole was punched at each of the pressure tap locations indicated in Figure IV-1.

The pressure taps used to measure static pressure on the outside of the trunk are

sHown iri Figure IV-2. A 2-inch length of 1/8 inch OD. copper tubing was flared and

flattened at one end to give a thin flat flange. The tubing was bent, as shown, and cemented

to the trunk over, the 1/16 inch hole with a prepunched square piece of trunk material.!

Plastic tubing Was conneted to the copper tubing, and cemented to the trunk for a short

distance Thus, motion of the copper tubing anq a corresponding deflection, of the trunk

surface were prevented. The outside surface of the trunk had' nothing protruding to disrupt

the flow, and the a.rea in which the pressure was measured was a smooth continuation of the

trunk contour.
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A S..CtiO. U.I Ul.u . .i,.k .t-rl Mnr tAnsion-elonaation in a tensile test

machine. The results were used to predict the elongation of the trunk at various pressure

levels. Figure IV-3 shows the resulting pressure-elongation curve for the trunk under test.

Equation (4-1) was used to relate the tension to the trunk pressure. All results presented in

Chapter 6 were corrected for trunk elongation.

I



Apiendi:- V

DETERMINATION OF FLOW LEAKAGE

The flow leakage in the model was measured as a function of trunk pressure to

enable corrections to be made to subsequent flow calculations.

' f-re the hnlpq had been punched in the trunk, the trunk was attached to the

model and inflated. In this manner, a measurement of the flow leakage between the trunk

section and the walls of the model was made. A 1.2 inch orifice wYs used for flow

measurement because the flow rate was quite low, The flow leakage measurements are

presented in Figure V-I.
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Appendix VI

COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE OF TRUNK

"The coefficient of discharge of the trunk (Cx) is the flow coefficient for the entire

orifice area of the trunk (aj), in the absence of cushion pressure.

With the movable floor removed from the model, the air gap between the trunk

and the bottom of the mcdel was sufficiently large that no restriction was presented toI!
trunk flow. Thus, the pressure on hin outside of the trunk was equal to atmospheric

pressure. The system was operated throughout an extended range of trunk pressures, 10-140

psf, and the data required for flow calculations were recorded.

The ideal rate of flow throuqh the hole- would be that predicted by a

combination of the laws of conservation of energy and mass.

2go

Qid(cfs) = pj (aj) (VI-1)

The coefficient of discharge of the trunk is heiein defined as the ratio of actual jet

flow, when there is nto cushion present, to the ideal jet flow.

Q.

Cx (VI-2)

2go

pij aj

To make the results applicable to subsequent runs when a cushion exists under

part of the trunk, Cx was plotted as a function of Px/Pj. Px is defined as the average of the
absolute cushion pressure and atmospheric pressure,

I 97
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